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M!STFBIOB IN PAUL: THE PROBLJ!H OF ORIGIN 
.Although the word J,tvtr-cte,011 app•ra int'requerrtl.y in the Bw 
Teatament, it looma large in Pauline ·thought. Outside or the Pauline 
Corpus1 it ocaura only aeven timea. Paul uaea it 'brenty-one timea.2 
More important, hia uae of the term indioatea a fullneaa and richneaa 
of variegated m•nlrg that malcea t. a moat aign1f'1.cant aoncept in hia 
writirga. Wilhelm Stlhlin mtea that "thi■ one word rirga throughout in 
the Epiatlea to Coloaaae and Epheaua, aoundirg, aa it were, the ground-
tone on which the whole w-.l.th or hymnal overtonea ia conatruoted.113 
And yet the Pau1ine 
, 
,1,1 vo-r ~e cav ia varioualy undaratood am 
frequently miaunderstood. No doubt this ia due in part to the Ergliah 
word "myat .. y'' often used to translate 
, 
14 11 v--r: -ne c av. In mod .. n 
usage myst .. y conmtea amethirg obsau.re, enigmatic, or incomprehend.b1e. 
But perhaps the oonfuaion haa reaulted alao from the various vi-■ 
1Although we are well aware of attaapta to discredit Pauline au.tho~ 
ship of certain wri tirgs on the baais or different ahadea and aphaaea ot 
m•nirg of the term 1-1 urr ?/et. oi.- in thoae vritirga, tor the purpoaea 
or thia atudy we will aaaume that Paul waa the author or the letter■ tra; 
ditionally attributed to bim, iml:adirg thoae in which the word /Avv--cnec,ov 
occmra. 
2one or theae, the ocaarrence in 1 Cor. 2:1, ba■ the well atteated 
t•tul. variant ~ oe e -r; cJ e c. o v , which maz,;,y acholan accept a■ the 
pret'erred readiqp;. 
'wilhelm Stlhlin, The Jly■tm or God. tran■lated by R. Birch Boyle 
(st. Louias Concordia Publiahiqp; Bouae, c.1964), p. 12. cerraux ■qa 
that the word µ vrrr,; er. ov 11charaoterisea the epiatJ.ea or the aapt.idv 
and dominates their -vocabulary." ct. L. C81'1'am:, Qh;i,t in the 1hmlop 
or St. Pau1, tramlated by Geottrey Webb and Adrian Walker (Bar Yorks 
Herd81' and H81'd81'1 19.59), p. 402. 
2 
I 00noerrd.1g the IIOUl'Ce ot Paul'• use ot ,&,11Jcr-c?1ec.ov. llal\Y' aahol.ara, 
notably tbo■e ba1.o1gi1g to the rel.igiomg•chiahtJ.ighe ■ahool. ot thought, 
have held that Paw. oomoiou■ly borrowed the t.,. fro■ the 117atery r~ 
gion■ and consequently i ta content mut be determined in the light ot that 
backgroum. Other■ have in■i■ted that Paul appropriated µ u,r "C ~e co v 
from 001111110n Greek usage a■ the ordinary 110rd tor "■eoret" am thus a'l\r 
addi t.ioml nuano• ot ••niJW im■t be attriba.ted to Paw. him■el.t. still 
others have nggeated that Paw. wa■ intluenaed by the way 1,e v tr -r ~ e, o v 
wa■ empl.07ed in Jwi■h apocalyptic literature am therefore hi■ own use ot 
the t81'11l mut be urideratood in the light ot Semitic thought. The purpose 
of our imreatigation i■ to tr;y to determine the origin ot Paw.•■ use or 
I the term µ v-.r -r:. .-,, e , o v vi th a view toward olarin.ca tion or the oomept 
or 11myatery" in Paw.in• theology. 
We will proceed a■ rollova. First. we will aumine the Hellent■tic 
backgroum ot the term 
, 
µ u u- -r ?1 e c. o v. ihen we will inv•tigate the 
Semitic backgroum ot the term. And f'imlq, attar a bn.et oonaideration 
, 
or /U v rr-c .,,, e c. o Y in the Nar Testament outside ot the Pauline Col'pu, we 
w1ll aumine the t.,. eacegeti~ in •ch ot the pae■ag• where it oaour■ 
in the writ.i1g■ or Paul, tr;yirg to determine the source or it■ uee.4 
llwe are imebted particularly to the tollovirg major ■ourc• tor 
data v1ta1 to our study: J. A. Robinson, ~Paw.••·i•tl• to the 
Epheai&IJ8 (London: Ham1llan a:nd Compan_y,ted. 1 }1 pp. zjli..240; G. 
Borl!kamm, 11 1!f .u q:"t :,I. e c O K , M .u I. w .:; 11 in Theological Diatio!!fl; or the 
Rw Te■yment, tra:n■lated and edited by Geoffrey W. BromlleyGra:nd Rapid■s 
Wm. B. Eerdmam Pub1ieh1rg Compaqy, o.1967) • IV, 802-828; RQaond B. Brown, 
"Th• Pre-Chri■tian Sad.tic Conaept ot !(v■tery,n The Catholic Biblical 
guarterly. ll (19.SS), 417-44); "Th• S•itio Baakgrourd or the Bw T•ta■ent 
H,y■tm.on (I),11 Bibllca. XXXIX (April 19.58). 426-448; 111'he Saitia Baak-
groursi ot the Nw Teatament M.yaterion (II)," B1b1ioa. XL (Jamary 19.59), 
70-87; and Joseph Coppens, "'Jfpter.,1 in the Theology ot Sai.nt Paul am 
it■ Parallel.■ &t Qumran," in Paw. am Clullran, edited by Jereme Hmpq-
01 Cormor (London: Geottrey Chapaan Ltd., c.1968), PP• 132-1.SS. 
CRAPT!a ll 
HELLENISTIC BlCKGROUND OF MISTERIOR 
Betore ve consider 11 vo- -c-~ e c. o v •• a aaltio concept in the 
Bell.eniatic world, ve want to take a briet look at the etJao].ogy ot 
the tnm which "i• it.el£ a "7■tez,y.n1 Moat scholars b.U.eve that 
µ v tr -z: .,: e , o v 1• probably derived .troa 
, 
,,, V C (. V • nto oloae 
the apertures vhethezo ot eyes or mouth.n2 Thu in the Sobol.1& ot 
, \ > I I 
Aristophanes I Rant• ve tind the mta tion: 1,1 v er -r .,, e. c. °' 6 e e IC 11 ,, ~ n · 
I\ \:) / , \ , \ 
7T" d.. e o(. "?:' 0 7:: 0 fJ S ii<. KO Cl O V-C-,il. .J ~ t., & C. II' "'&'r, fT" "COM d,, /( o,l. t. 
I -, :1s; ' I::, \ I' 
J,/ ~1 '5'f!:Yl -Co/.l/ -Co/. C:s, "1!reccr/Jr,lt. Jl(l€CY ,Ge £tr-re. "C""O l<11€L£C.V 
-r-b crrtf 1-rdt .' Jane Harrison, on the other hand, holdi1g that the 
moat eaaential f•ture of the :myateri.ea vaa mt aeareay, ba.t pur1:t1a.-
tion, am pointi:rg to a pa■Nge in Cl••nt of Aleatamria (Protreptiay 
n , , \ .., , \ , 1,tvrr-c-,1 e co< ••• ;,,.7ro -ro v crv"" '3 £ fJ'h ko-r::o.s 7Tc!'ec. 
-z; ~ v I:,,., o 11 ,J cro v µ J er o v ~), aeea the real. origin ot /,,I 11a--cJe, o v 
in the 1,1t/ros done to Dio:qyau-- µ tltr~ ?/~c ov ••m.ig then the 
doi:rg ot what relates to a pollution, tb&t ia, a oermol\Y of 
lo. Borncam, ".Mllo . -e::-le C ~.,_. M v/ru.," in 13leological. D1ot1PJ?NT 
ot the Hw T9t1m2pt, tramJ.ated and edited by Geottrey W. Bromll..,. 
(Grand Rapidas Wm. B. Berdmam Publiahi:rg Caapa!\Y, a.1967), IV, 80,. 
2J. A. Robimon, st, Paul I. Epi■tl.!1 to the Bphpianp (londons 
M,tcm1ll•n am Cmpa:qy, L1mited, 1909), p. 2j4, however, hold■ that 
although 11tf£, v 1■ ■ometime■ ued by tramf'erenae al■o ot lllmttir:w 
the mouth, the word "1m11th" must alvq■ be apreaaq added to giTe 
thi■ ••nirg. 
3Borricann, IV, 80,. 
4 
purit1oation.4 Others derive ,.,, vtr-r;~e co v traa the pun which 
lines it with 11mouee ho1e" CAthenaea■ rn, 98d, 1<o1~ -c.:Cs -r@v 
I , ~ J c, ' .., 
Mvwv .J°c.€l<dvr:r~(S Mvcr-r:~eco1t £K ,le,, D'l"c. -zov.s ~vs 
-c -rr e ec ).S G. Borricam. r--.rke that th•• and nother traditioml. 
derivations only d•omtrate the uncertainty- am are val.uel.••••"6 
Nevertheless, one might conclude, though h•itatiJW].y, that .-eymologi-
cally µ vo- -z: .,/ e c. o v bas to do vi th eom.ethiqJ on which ail.enc• must 
be kept.7 
'l'h• usage of 
, 
~ v tT"T:'?re c av, however, soon established it 
aa a precise teohrd.cal term with reference to the eo-call.ed 111.J9tery 
religions which meted u early- as the seventh century B.C. and 
tl.ouriahed part1oul.arly in the third and fourth centuri• A.D. 
The oldest known occurreme ot M v~ -r;-~ ~ c. o( 8 1■ found in a 
Fpgment (14, 68) ot Heraclitus (.535-47S B.C.) where the term refers 
to the myateri• ot Diol'\Yfta.9 Herodotus (2, .51) speaks or the 
4J ane Harrison, Prol9om.em to the Study or GrHk Re] 1 gion 
(Nw York: Meridian Books, 1955), p. 1.sli. Yet aha not• that Cl••nt 
was to~ quite inoorrect • 
.S4themea.1, in Th• Loeb Cl.aaaical. Libr&rz. ed1.ted by E. Ca:ppa, 
T. E. Page, am W. B. D. Rouae(London: W1J11em Beinaam, 1927), 
I, 424. 
~rnwmn, IV, 80,3. 
7Ib1d. 
8icar1 Prinn, ''Mptm.on wn Paulu■ bi■ Origenu,11 zm.tpabr\t:t 
fir katholi■ch• 'l'heologie, LII (1937), .'.39S, rightly- note■ the pr .. 
dom:imnce of the plural ( µ vcr-r ,.,; e- c. o( ) when denotiiw a pagan 
rite, 1:n contrast to the airgul.ar ( l'1 v er~ .,,: e, ov) vhiah ocoura 
moat frequently in Paul. 
9weJ.ther Krans, editor, Voraokratiache Denes: (Berlin: Weidmannaahe 
Verlagamahhandlurg, 1949), p. 78. 
5 
Samothraoian ,4,f v r -r:: ~ e c. o< lO an:l also ot the F.gypti&n IA vv--c ~ e c. oe 
(2, 171) .11 An:l Ar1atophane■ ( 0 rd T e o( 2(Q, • 887) reter■ to the 
moat tamoua ,._, ~ o- i::- .,: e coe, those ot D•eter at, Bl.ea.■ia.12 Thu■ 
1,, v o- r .,: e c oe 1■ used frequently tor a particular a■■ftlbl•g• ot 
aecret rite■, regarded aa a vhole.13 i'be tem ia alao aomet.1.me■ 
used tor the ritual. acts th•'9el.vea14 an:l then again tor myatic 
implaa.ent■ an:l orDU1enta used in the ritual celebrations, nch aa 
those sacred object■ carried to El.ea.ah in co.nnection with the 
~ . 
celebration of the El.ca1rd.an myateriea (Ari■topbane■, Gs< ::r;:e e< X o, , 
159).15 
19Hs,odotua. in The Loeb g;a•■ical LibrarY, edited by E. Capp■, 
T. E. Page an:l w. B. D. Rouae Lomon: William Beinaann, 1931), 
I, 3,S. 
11leld,., I, 485. 
12Ar1atophanea. in The Loeb Cla■,ical Library. edited by B. 
Capp■, T. E. Page am w. B. D. RouaeLomon: William Heinemann, 
19:,7), n. :,76. 
l)s■muel Cheetham, The Kyaterie■ Pagan am 9bri,tian (London: 
Macmillan an:l Compar,y, 1897), p. 1)6. 
1~. Dittenberge:r, editor, Szlloge In■oripM=onma G:r&eaaram 
(te:rtium Fdi:ta; Lip■iae: Apud s. Birselium, 1917, n, 369, 511. 
Louis Bouyer, R\te am Man, t.ranalated by M. Joseph Co■tel.loe (Rotre 
Dame: University ot Notre Dame Pr•••• c.1963), pp. 127-128, in■iata 
that the 1-f v v--.:::- -,f e c. ae. were not apeaalation■ o:r teach11ga about 
the mysteries, ba.t ve:re aimpl.y rite■, am nothiJW more. 
15 . ~1ttophalJ!I. ll, 310. Ct. B. G. Liddell am R. Scott, A, 
Greek-Erg ah Lm.aon, reviaed by B. s. Jone■ and R. Kol[emsie (Bar 
edition; OXtord: The Clarendon Pr•••• 1940), ll, 11,56. 
6 
In contra■t to other t81'111■ uaed :tor the JQ'8teri-- -r£.,{ c-.:,: 
or. 7:"£ ..I e-r"'f (B~otu, 2, 171;16 Pauanl.aa, 10, 31, 11117 I■ocrat•, 
4, 2818) and "l:fe r '-°' CBaaeric Ryan to D•et,r,. 273, 47619), vhiah 
, 
do not denote aiv mt.ion of' ■ecrecy, the word Jllvtr-c:~e,ol oontaim 
a definite ■ecret el•ent.20 It i■ a particularly appl'Opl"iate 
te:rm :tor the m:,■teriea which are deacribed by c. A. lobeck a■ ■aored 
rites which took place, mt in the aight of all. or in the 1'all. light 
. of' dq and at public altar■, but either in the night, or vi.thin cloaed 
sanctuariea, or in raote am solitary placea.21 
J. H. Moul.ton and G. Milligan cite mmeroua aumplea where 
, 
IA v r r ?? e t:. o v i■ used a■ a teahnical term in pagan religion to 
denote a "secret" kmwn only to the initiated which the., 1111at not 
rev-.J.. For in■tanoe, f'loom. the in■criptiom ve have OGIS 33, S4 
(Pergamon, middle ot the second century- B.c. ): J' c £-r;~e/:)J cf~ 
16Herodotu■, I, 484. 
17Pauaam.aa, in The Loeb Cla■aical Library. edited by E. Cappa, T. 
E. Page and W. B. D. Roue {London: wlliiam Heinaann, 1935), IV, 5.52. 
18119crat9, ill The Loeb Cla■■iaal Librau- edited by E. Cappa, T. 
E. Page and w. B. D. Rouse (London: William Bein-nn, 1928), I, 1'4. 
19sgiod. The Bcaerio H,ymna, am Bo■erioa. in Th• I.oeb Cl.&■fie&l 
Librarz, edited by E. Cappa, T. E. Page am W. B. D. Roue (London: 
William Heinanarm, 19'6), PP• )08, 322. 
20Cheetham, p. 137, ia gulley, ot an inaC011r&te ove-llillpl.ift.cation, 
however, when he •a¥• that 111n the word■ /,4 tnr-r:~ e c..c • ltC!r'--< • 
-c c A C.'T:'olt •• have the leadiig obaraoteriatio■ of' the -■teri--■eoreoy, 
aaotion, and edin.oat.1.on.11 
21c. A. Lobeck, As1aophpwl (Temme Primu tit Seaundu; Regiaontli . 
PN■aorum: SUmtibua Frat.rum Borntraeger, 1829), p. 270. 
1 
rJ ,u vv"c ..,!. ~ c o v rov 6roci(P Leid w iii 42). 
And in an incantation to the Great Deiq in P Lond 46110 the following 
OCCUl'III 
? , \ , \ 
(T" OV "..~ 7TrA el'.fw l<oJS "C"a( Mrn:r?':.,,~(d.. frOV -Col 
trtJvrcA orf M£ V rJ. >rrrea1.4';;,,.. 22 It is quite evident, then, that this 
technical. religious ue of' the tem M v rr r .,,.' ~ c. o v was ftl'J' coaaon 
during the centuries in which the 11111tel'J' cults pl.qed a aigrd.ficant 
role in the Graeco-Roman mrld. 
From the t.1ma of the Renaissance to the present, these ancient 
11111 tel'J' cul ta have engaged the interest ot both c1uaical. aahol.ars 
and theologians, ao much ao that the voluai.nouanesa of' the material 
written on the subject has caued A. D. Rook to COJ11Nnt aomnhat 
saroaatic~, "'Sa'Viol'l-godll' and -.,ystel"lea proba~ did not balk 
ao large in the life of' the first oentur., .A.D. u in modern at;mv. -2, 
And :,et, that the -.,ystel"lea vere iJmenae~ popular and mrted wide-
spread influence in the Graeao-Rmlan world ia indioat.d indireot'.q 
by the vigor of' Chl"latian demmoiationa leveled against th.a, and 
direa~ by scattered f'Np•nts of a;ptel'J' literatur. and the diat.riba:tion 
22x. R. Hoal.ton and G. M1ll1p,n, The Voe~ of' the Greek: 
Testament (London, B'odder and Stoughton, Liid.~:52), p. 420. 
' 
23.1. D. Nook, Early Gentile Chl"lat.1.anit;r and ita Helleniatio 
Background in Enqa on the Trbi:tf: and the Inoamation, ecli.t.d bT 
.A. E. F. Rawlinson (R .. York• Longuna, Green and Ccmpeny LTD, 1928), 
p. 81. 
8 
ot m_yatery chapel.a and other archaeol.agical rau.im.24 bonlo~ 
emugh, one ot the probabl.e r•■ona tor tbat popularity, .,._el.T the 
secrecy and esoteric character ot the aal.ta, largely account■ .tor 
our notably fragmentary intol"B&tion conaernl.1g the myateriea.25 
Neverthel.eaa, certain buic com.on characteriatica ot the myateriea 
can be del.ird.ated. 
Central to the m;,atery religions were the secret cul.tic rites 
in which the individual participated of hi■ own volition, and by which 
he wa■ supposedly put into a closer relation with the deity honored. 
Amo1g th••• rites were preliminary rasti:ngs, apiatory aacri.t1cea, 
and luatratiom; some sort of a ritual meal; ahawizgs am bandli1gs 
or aacred object■; and dr~tic repreaentatiom of the cral~.26 
Tho■• who wanted to participate in the celebration or the 1Q11teriea 
24Harold R. WW.Oughby, Pagan Regeneratio,n (Cbioagos Th• University 
ot Chicago Pr•••• o.1929~, pp. 26, 27. Bovever, A. H. Al'matro1g, 
"Myatery and Myateriea," Th• Downfide Revi•· LXIX (Jul.T 1962), 218, 
believes that although the inf'J.ueme of the mystery Olllta was gr•t 
from the late secolld century onrarda, yet in the period or the Apostolic 
Churoh their inf1ue:nae wa■ much more restricted. 
25.rhia acantineaa ot 11 terary r..,ina of the mystery cul ta 
plus the lateness of the uterial., much of which dates from the aeaond, 
third, and fourth centuries A.D., should uke ua cautious in deacribi1g 
with .tiral.ity &JW given mystery aa.lt at a given time, am partiaal.arq 
in maldrw superficial compariaom between the mysteries am Apostolic 
Chri■tiard.ty. Cf. Henry c. Shel.don, The Mqts:z R~io111 am the 
Nw Testament (Har York: Th• Abi1gdon Preas, o.191 ~ pp. 14, 1S; 
Charles A. A. Scott, Qh~atiard.t.Y .lccol'ldim to St. Paul (C&mbridge: 
The University Presa, 1~1), pp. 125, 126; and eap-a:t•lJy, Bruce 
K. Metsger, 11Cona1derationa ot Methodoloo in the Stud7 o.t the Mystery 
Rellgiom and krq Chriat1an:1.ty,n ije-rvard Theologica1 Red-, 
XLVIII (January 19SS), 6, ?. 
26 4 :Armatroig, LXII, 21 • 
9 
had to be initiated; the uninitiated were denied mt only acce■■ to 
the ■acred actions, bat even knDW1edga ot th•.27 
The my■terie■ began a■aent1ally a■ vegetation an:l :f'ert11ity. 
cul.ta, the Gr•t Mother beirg the •bodimant ot the power■ o:f' nature, 
but at a very early stage certain dim hope■ ot an after-lite came 
to be attached to tha■e cul.ta; thua the gods of growth were gener~ 
also the gods of the dead.28 These were nf"f'arirg deitiu who■e 
axperiemea ot conception and birth, ■orrow am joy, d•th and l.ite 
were enacted in the ml tic drama. 29 In the1r peraoml. datizw the 
gods bestowed the power■ of lite and a■ the devotees became incorporated 
into the deitie■--a union affected ■upr•ely by the sacramental. actions 
such as sacred meal.a arid weddirg■, fe:rt11i-cy arid birth rite■, bap~••• 
inve■titurea with ■acred. garb, rites of death and resurrection, or 
cultically aJ111,boli11ed journey■ to Badea and h•ven3°-the initiate■ 
27Bordcamm, IV, 804. Be further mtea that the ini.tiatory 
ceranoni.es am the actual my■t8l'J' cel.ebrationa are often bard to 
distinguish and that the t81"'1 Alt v'7" -r:: ,_,: e c. o1 covera the whole 
cel.ebration, imludirg the initiatory rites. 
2811ugo Rahner, Greek Myths and Cbriatian' .My1tery. tran■latad 
by Brian Batterahaw (N• York: Harper am Row, 1963), p. 20. In 
an excellent treatment. of the evolution ot the mystery cnil.t■, Rabner 
finda only a 11:myatery atmosphere'' preva111rg in the f'1rat century 
A.D., a gravitation tolrard a aolar pantbei• in the aacom century, 
and the devel.opa.ant of the 11liter&17 mystm.e■0 in the third century 
(pp. 18-20) • 
29Tpla in Herodotus (2, 171), I, 484 we find vlth :rete:renae to 
0 11 ,.., ... J; , ' , J - .~, , ... 8 l" ■: €Y oe ~"Z 11C.11tV1' -Clllt,,-r:,'t' 'rci( J°,ec.l('h,id Twv "fT,;luGt»V GlV"COU 
' ..... 7 , A"' , VClk't::os "'ffO,. ~Clo-c.v rck l<.l~~OCltrt. fHVr.,;P,~Ctll 'i,,., TrC or.. 
I ~ 
)0 Bor:ricamm, IV, 805. 
10 
sbared:31 in thm.r deat1J\f32 and thus in the powers of lit'• neoeaa&17 
for protection in this world and bliaa in eternity. In this way the 
initiate obtained hope for the :tuture.33 However, the un1n1tiated 
(;;r-c: .!',f ~.s f e e-~v ), who bad m part in the ~ateriea, could 
never look forward to a happy lot attar d•th.:,4 
The diatinct:1.on between initiates am m~initiatea found apreaaion 
mt only in the ritua:L or the ~•teey cel.ebrationa but also in the 
vow or ailence imposed on the devoteea,35 a t•tur• perhaps 1aplioit 
31Borricamm (IV, 805) nggeata that 11th• TTotGcr.Zv ot devotees 
is the true aperience which correaporda to the -rrJtJn ot the deity." 
Cf. the famous passage in S,n9i~ de Dione, 10, ~a~dae; Pa;trum 
Graecorum, edited by J. P. Migne~Paria: n.p., 18 ~~ 1. 
1133, 11:,4, in which he say■ that Ariatotl.e believed that the initiated 
Ou M«6~"iv -r, .r£c1,,~ ~AA~ Ttvl6£cv Koli .f"c.~ -ret};;y,,c 
I , , :, , 
cf-n ll O h,'l:"t Y' V OM€ VOCI j CTrt. '1:' 71 J'e. I. 0 VS• 
32Tb1a ia indicated b7 some formulae that have been preserved, per-
haps the beat known or which ia round in Materrma Julius Fi:rmicua, 
De Errore Protamrum Religion•• edi tad by Konrat Ziegler (Lipaiae: 
In.A.edibua B. G. Tmbneri, 1907), p. i:.7: ~.teeec-c~ MJvr,,u 
A ..., 7 ,,' \ C ~ 
-r:oO e;,€01J o-£ c:rwo-,c.,evov• €u--r:o1, /rti(. ~ """" c. v 1 
£k novwv 0- W-c 'P?e ,{ oC (22, 1). Cf. also 18, 1: }K 't:UHTTclVOII , :, I , , I 
(3£(lewKd1 £1(" KtJMf3olAov rre-rrwKol1 rej-oyr1,. Mvtr-r;"S 'A C'C ,£. ws • p. 43, and 2, 9: € 0 (~I<"""" e y cru r X ,I. c' e OM€ V. 
p. 7. 
:,:,From a dirge in manoey ot an Athenian who had been initiated 
·into the Elaa.aird.an ~•teriea, we have the f'ollow11g: -~, A ~, os 
~17'"-Ct.S ~ .rc!,v £.K£l&,oC J('ot Ao1v £10"', V t,77~ xe 01Vd.• 
Old€V JJtlv t"Jccf-rov T:£'A~t1-rc!tv o'ToeY S& .Sctfrrso-r:oa, :c ex~ V -
Fpgment 137 from The Odu of Pindar. 1n i'be Loeb g••ilical Libl'H7, 
edited by B. CafP•• T. E. Page am w. B. D. RouaeLomons Wlll.iam 
Baln-nn, 1937), pp • .592, ,594. ~. also :Isoorat9 (4, 28) I, 1:,4. 
3450 indicates a benediction in The Homeric liymn to D•eter 
(480-482), in Beaiod1 The Homme Rymm1 am Bomeriqa, p. 322, 323. 
3.5Bordcamm, IV, 806. Cheetham, p. 44, on the other hand, maintai~ 
i1g that the El.1111sil'Jian rites were aompuativel.7 open, holds that 
111 t is even uncertain vheth.- the address o~ the hierophant contained 
al'\V injunction of aecr90J"' am that "the herald'• proalamation ~or 
silence al.moat oertairily r.r.ra rather to the awful silence to be 
ti 
in the ~logy of the word 
, 
J;f cJ er-~ "71 e c. o v. The pledge to abaolute 
secrecy waa alaoat without •ception conacientiou~ obaerved, "beiqi 
enforced both within the brotherhood am f'loom the outaide with a 
rigor that amasea the 1111uiaitive modern mind. 1136 
The revvential. attitude of the anoienta toward the myatm.ea37 
may be illustrated by 11U111eroua axamplea. Herodotus (21 St), in ref81"-
riqi to a sacred tale u~erlyiqi the au1t1c action■ am revea1ed in 
the Samothracian mysteries, auddenly ■topped hie account, apparently 
becauae of the 'impropriety of revea11rg more.38 .Again, ap-.ld.1g of 
"a rite which the Fcyptians oall the myateriea," he soea on to aay: 
I could speak more •actl.y of theae matter■, for I kmw the 
truth, but I will hold my p•ce ( c. rf v -r: a"' rJ. 1< e (. crtJ w ) ; 
nor will I aay anythiqi ( e J~"C' o~r1, Kelcr6,u) concernirg 
that ri ta of Deeter which the Greek■ call Thesmophoria, •cept 
that part 0£ it which I am not forbidden to mention.39 . 
And Lucius Apuleius or Madaura, who detailed an «tensive account 
0£ his own initiation into the Isis myate:riea, continued hie account 
of what waa aaid and done in the moat secret and sacred place of the 
temple (XI, 23): 11Vvily I would tell thee it it were lavtal tor 
obaerved durirg the oalebraUon than to ar,.y reaerve praatiaed by the 
worahippera.11 But cf. 711• Homeric H.ymn to P•ss: (476-482). in 
Heaiod. The HCllleriO Rymnf. am Hcpvica, P• 322. 
:36w111oughby1 p. 24. 
37Th• ~ utr-r:~ec.d. were oomidered >I. e c.,.,"C".( which m•nt 
that they were mt to be diaoloaed. er. Scholia in Sophocles• Oedipy 
Colonau.1, 10.51, lines 22-24, in Scholia in Sgphocl.ia Tragoedias 
Vete:ra, edited by Petrus N. Papageorgiua (Lipaiae: In Aedibua B. G. 
Teu.bneri, 1888), p. 445. 
38Berodotua, I, 3:39. 
:39Ibid., I, 484. Borncamn, IV, 807, hold■ that the taot that the 
silence~ul.ae are a literary convention in Herodotua• writi:rga ahawa 
how old and .fixed the injunoUona ot ailenoe vve. 
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me to tall, thou woul.deat kn:nr 'if' it were convenient tor thee to h-.r; 
but both thy ears and my toJWUe ahoald incur the like pain of raah 
curiosity. 1140 When he himself wu on trial tor magical practices 
he imiated that he could not be forced to rwal. to the uninitiated 
what he had received under the vow of secreoy.41 In takiqr; this et.and 
Lucius relied on accepted Roman legal procedure to proeecu.te al\JC)ne 
guilty of protani1g the myateriea.42 such profanation might involve 
either a parody of the sacred rites, of which Alcibiades was alleg~ 
guilty durir:g a night,..time spree with some of bi.a triends,43 or an 
intrusion into the rites without initiation.44 The VOlr of silence 
obviously did not aictend to all the el.an.ents of the m.yateriea;45 
i.t concerned leas the general. significance of the ~•teries, 46 which 
was not only kmwn by non-initiates, but was a atro1g attraction for 
4Ptucius Apuleius, The Golden Aas. tranal.ated by W • .A.ddi1gton 
(Nar York: The Modern Library, n.d.), p. 293. 
41 Willoughby, P• 25. 
42Thua in Iaocratea (16, 6), III, 178 ve r•d: C; J'o,T:'£.S , 
g 1 'C Ji V 7T 01 ,\ C.0V "C' W V ,._, €. V 7T .s'e ~ "'C"' 0 :., ,S (J e O V j' ' ,, , - :,, ~ \ 
/,11.AAC.tr-r:; olV e)E:Y<.o-0ec.V-olV £c r-cs e,s -i;'dl , a > ~ , 
~ V o-""t" n<-t .I c:/) ol. CV Ot. "'Cl € S' c,( M .< e "Co( Vwv. 
43P1utarch, Aloibiadea 19, in Plutarch' a Live■, tramlated by 
John Larghorne and William Largborne (New York: Harper am Brothers, 
n.d.) I, ,S0-)84. 
44T1tua L1:viu, Historiarum, • reoemsione A. Drakenboroh11 
(OXonll: J. Parker et G. B. Whittaker, 1825), Tomua m, 14. 
4Ss. AJWU■, The H.ypte:g-~el1g1..ona and Chrift:iard.t,y (Rw York: 
Charles Soribner• • Son■ , 1925 , P• ?8. 
46sheldon, p. 10. 
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th•, than ita ceremon:lal deta11.47 The real. r•■on tor the injunction 
ot silence 1■ probably 110t found in the f"act that the oult■ vere 
originally linked with ■pecitic aanatuariea and territories and that 
the god■ were national deities who had to be protected agaimt enaay 
attack--tor the injunction ranained even when the origiral natioml. 
boundaries were crossed-but is to be sought in the apeo1al sanct1ty 
of the actions which eatabliahed commu.nion with the deity.48 
I 
Before we turn to other usages ot the term M u rr -c '7'1 e ~ o v in 
the Greek world, we should briet'ly consider the rel.atiomhip between 
the m_yatery cults, whose basic characteristics we have attempted to 
describe, and Pauline terminology and thoaght.49 Difference■ of' opimon 
are indeed great, perhaps 110t ■urpriai1gly, ow1ig to the fragmentary 
and sometimes ambiguous evidence available. Some hold that the amount 
of influence that the mystery cults aiceted on primitive Chriatiald.ty 
and particularly Pauline theology- is rather considerable. R. 
Reitzenatein, beginni:rg with the preaupposition that Paul bad co110erned 
47C£. Diodorua of Siolly (V, 49, 5), in The Loeb Claeaical 
Librar;,y. edited by E. C&ppa, T. E. Paga and w. H. D. Rouse (london: 
W1JJ1am Bal.:nanann, 1939), III, 2:,4: K~~ -c!i M.tv 1<~-r:~ 
, - J ... ,, , 
P. C eoJ "t"PIS "1:"E!n e-r"'s ev o("oee...,.,-r:-oc..5 
I , I _,I - e .,. . 
-ce110CJIAE'V,A HOV0<.J 71",,Ceolvccf'o-r:"'°"-C.. "CO'-J /.f.11-,, ec.cre. 
48Bor:dcamm, IV, 808. Cf. The Homeric R.ymn to D•ats: (4?9), 
in Hesiod. 'lhe ~meric JY!iDI• and Homerica, P• 322: Ml/'rJ. r~<=. 
~~ 0£ wv '7""tlc,1s c.c:r-XJv&c cilt .~.,. Borricamm further substantiate■ 
this a■ the actual r•■on by pointi:rg to the co11111on use of o-,e,,,.vcis 
in connection with the mystery terms, e.g., <re M v !z ••• -.:::-e A.,., 
in Sophocles, Oedipus Colon•• (10.50), in The Loeb Claaaical. Libt&J7• 
edited by E. Ca:ppa, T •. E. Page and w. B. D. Rouae (London: Wil11.am 
Heinaaann, 1932), I, 246. 
49For a succinat historical survey of the study of the relation 
be'breen the rqatery religion■ and -.rly Cbriatiamty, ct. Rabner, 
pp. 6-15. Aleo M~sger, XLVIII, 1, 2. 
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himael.f' with the literary documents of the mp'tlf1!7 aulta,So bel.ievea 
that he uaed terms, includizg I M ucr -r:,, e c. c v , which derived t'l"OJll 
the aulta, am with the tems, id•a-id•• which even atter modifia.-
tion still. shaw that the myatery cul.ta scerted an important inf'luence 
on Paul • .51 Likadae, Alfloed Loiay contema that Paul., ha'riqr; become 
familiar with the mystery cul.ta tram diacu.aaion■ with im.tiatea at 
Tarsus, a■ trell as floom a study of their literature both before and 
af'ter his converaion,52 transformed Jena into 11a saviour-god, after 
the manner of an Osiris, an Attia, a Mithra, 1153 and Bia passion 
"into a myth of salvation, the Christ of history," havi:r:g 11 no place 
at all in his religion.1154 Farthezmore, the apostJ.e1 a interpretation 
or Baptism am the Lord I a supp ar, al.aim■ Loiay, came flocn the JQ"steriea, 55 
so that Christia:n1.ey, "in its worship as in its bel.ief' ••• is a 
.SOR. Reitzenatein, Die hellerd.stiachen aterienrel. ionen 
(Dritte Auf'lage; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1927 , pp. 209, 210. ct. 
Vittorio D. Maoohioro, !'la.Orpheu.e to Paul (New York: Heney Holt 
and Company, o.1930), p. 2 , who goea even further, statiqr; that 
"there 1■ no reason for reject1zg11 the view that Paul 11bad been 
ird. t1a ted. II 
.51Reitzenatain, pp. 218-220. 
52.AU'red Ioisy, "Th• Christian J(,yatery,•• The H:l.bbert Javnal., 
X (1911-1912), 58. He believes that Paul• a 11converaion itaelt, in 
consequence of a oel.eatial. vision, and the lofty attitude he &tterv&l'da 
aa11U111es, b~a witness that he was imbued with the spirit of the . 
mysteries." Cf. ~-, X, 59. 
53Ib1d. , X, ,51. 
54:rbid., X, 61. 
55Ib1d., X, SJ.-57. 
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religion of myatery. 11.56 So, too, Percy Gal'dner bold■ that 11to N1' 
that, with Pau1, the Christian Church arose a■ a mystical ■ect, camb1ned 
of J ewi■h am heathen. el•ent■ • • • ma.y be regarded a■ a rough appwnr1w-
tion to the truth1 11S? the beat point■ in the mysteries beirg "absorbed 
by Chriatianity.11.58 .lm ICiraopp Lake, cal.lirg Paul. "the eclectic 
Gentile11 who 11aaw flVtry r•■on for equatizw the Lord with the Rede•..,_ 
God or the Mystery- Religion■ 111 SCJ oonalude■ that 11Cbri■t1ardty ha■ mt 
borrowed f'ro:m. the )vatery Religion■, because it va■ alway■, at lea.at 
in Europe, a Y.,y■tery Religion it■elt •1160 
On the other ham, ■ame take a more critical. view of Paul 1 ■ 
alleged dependence on the mystery cult■• Cheater c. McCown, for 
example, holdirg that Paul. was not untam:lliar with the myatery cult■ 
from hi■ youth at Tarsus am his work amozw the heathen, agree■ that 
Paul. wa■ clearly borrovirg f'ro:m. the religion■ of his en'liro1111ent1 
11uaizw il1uatration after :llluatra.tion ••• f'ro:m. the larguage of 
the cult■," but in order 11to prove that faith in Chriat guarantee■ 
all that &J\Y my■ttry cult ooul.d promise, ard very much more.1161 
.56n,1d. , X • 57. 
S?p.,cy Gardner, Th• Religiou 'Poerience of Saint Paul. (Nw 
York: B. P. Putmm1 ■ Son■, 1913), p. O • 
.58~ •• p. 67. 
S9Kiraopp Lake, The Ey:ller Epistle■ of st, Paul. (Lomon: Rivizwton■, 
1911), p. 45. 
60-™•• p. 215. ct. alao Rudolph Steiner, Cbri■tianit,y a■ ~•tioal 
F&ct am the Kqteriea (Nw York: .lntbropoaophic Presa, Inc., 1947, pp. 
11.S-118, 182. 
61aieater c. MoOown, "Th• Source■ of Pauline l(vaticia:m.," in "5m:, 
taapoz:ar,y Thillld.np; About Pau11 ap Anthology. CC111Piled by Thollaa s. Kepler 
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And Walter w. IJ;vde concludea that whatever influence vu mcerted 
by the mystery cults on Pauline thought happened indirectly through 
the genera1 atmosphere diffused by them, whiah aa a g:roup "formed 
a sort ot praeparatio evargaliaa.1162 So, too, G. B. c. MacGregor 
feel.a that al though Paul vaa too hoat:Ue to paganism to have been 
influenced by the ritea ot al\Y particmlar cult, yet he uaea much ot 
the larguage and aome of the idea.a or hia Belleniatio emri:roment, and 
in beirg all thirga to all men 11 the native texture ot Pau11 a thought 
may have taken on a coloration alien to itael.f' •• ; .n6J Even 
more cautious is John w. Moran who believes that a1tbough Pau1, 
in adaptirg himself to the capacities and intelleo'blal. background 
ot his hearers, was wlllirg to uae mystery termimlogy familiar to 
hi.a readers, he wou1d mt compromise on ideaa.64 
Finally, there are DDlle:roua acholua who maintain Pau11 a independence 
from the mystery cults with regard both to concepts and termimlogy. 
Already in the late nineteenth century Gustav Anrich atf'bmed that a 
(New York: Abi~don-Cokeabu.ry Presa, 1950), pp. 118-121. McCowan calla 
this a "clear aaae ot • stimulus dif'f'uaion, 1 in which a nw content, r.,. 
lated but ditterent, was put into another ayatem. 11 ct. ibid., p. 121. 
62wa1ter w. Hyde, am. to atia in the Raman 
(Philadelphia: Um.verai,ty 0£ Penmylvam.a Presa, o.1 , P• • ct. 
John A. Faulkner, "Did -■tery Ral.igion■ Intluenoe Apoatolio Chriat1ard.ty1 •" 
The Methodist Quarterl.y Revi•• IU111 (July 1924), 400, 401. Al■o 
Frederick c. Grant, editor, ijall.em.■tio Ral.igi.om (N• Yorks The Liberal. 
Arta Presa, o.19.5)), P• xzxv111. 
6Jo. H. c. MacGr~or, &tghariatic Oz:1gim (Londom Jamee Clarke am 
Compa1\Y, Limited, 1928}, pp.,-205, 206. ct. al.ao Carl B. Kraal.1:rg, 
•--tsen■tein and the lf.yatery Rel.igion■,11 The Lutheran Cburah gpart5l..y, I 
(April 1928), 176. 
64John w. Moran, 11st. Paul and the l(rstery Rel.igiona," The .American 
F.col.eaiaatical Rn:lar. CXXII (June 1950), 42), 424. qt. also T. R. 
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conscious adoption of f'orms and institutions of' the m;ratvy ral.igione 
can scarcely have taken place. 65 Two decades later, Carl Gl•en 
emphaticall.y stated that the idea that Nw Testament conceptiom have 
been borrowed f'rom the m;r■tery aul.ta is simpq mt the caae.66 
Terms that are ooDlllon both to Paul and the m;rateriea, he insisted, 
were only a matter or form■ of t11tpres,ion; 11 aie bara1aen aber eioh 
fur einan Elnf'luss der }(ysterienrel.1.gionen auf' die pauliniache 
Theol.ogie noch gar niohts. 1167 More recently Hugo Rahner"has said, 
"Theories which postulate a genetic relationship or one of' historical. 
causality between the Hellenistic m;ratery cul.ta and the essentials 
of' Christian bal.ief" can no lorger be taken aerioua].y. 1168 Simllarl.y, 
A. E. J. Rawlinson has asserted that 
the idea that the development of' Christianity in Apostolic 
times was in any appreciab1e respect inf"!uenced either by the 
"theology" or by the ceremom.al. rites of any cont1111J!~rar7 
pagan 11m;rstery cult" must be regarded as erroneoua.b9 
Glover, Paul of Taraua (Nw York: George H. Doran Compa!\J, 1925), p. 
115; Kenneth E. Lee, A Study in Romane (London: SPCK, 1962), P• 16; and 
H. Chadwick, "All Thirgs to Al1 Men," Nar Testament Studies, I (1954-
1955), 212. 
6Souatav Anrich, ~•• antike Myfteri811reaen in aain• El~uaa 
auf da■ 9bristentum (Gottirgens Vand81'Jhoeck um Ruprecht, 18~ p. 235. 
66ear1 Clean, Primitive Ch;ristianit.y and it, Non-Jari■h Sourc.,. 
translated by Robert G. Nisbet (&!ii,burgh: T & T Clark, 1912), p. 372. 
67 Carl Clanen, er Einfluaa der terienrel. ionen a 
il teate Chriatentum Gieamen: Verlag von Alfred Topelmann, , 
p. 29. 
68 Rahner, p. 9. 
69.A.. E. J. Rawlinson, The Nw Testament Doctrine of' the Chriat 
(London: Lorgmana, Green and Campany, LTD, 1926), p. 270. 
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SU.ch widal.y divergent viwpointa, Bruce M. Metmger feel.a, are 
due, at least in part, to ditterencea in methodology in dealing with 
the evideme availabl.e. 70 AlllOrg the methodological comiderationa 
he and other■ suggest need to be taken into account in eatima ting 
the amount of influence of the mystery aul.ta on Pauline larguage and 
thought are the followirg. In the first place, it is absurd to beliffe 
that Paul' a opponents, ,rho fi.ercaly attacked him for what they considered 
to be liberal tendencies in regard to Gentile observance of the 
Mosaic law, raised m objections to bia supposedly wholesal.e acceptanae 
of mystery idea.a. 71 Then, too, it must mt be overlooked that Paul• a 
11prevailirg set or mini was rabbinically oriented, am that hia n•ly-
found Christian faith ran in mold■ previously foimed at the feet of 
Gamaliel. n72 A. D. Nock speaks to thia point "lthen he aaya ot Pauls 
He saw life around in terms of the Septuagint am of J wish 
apologetic■, of the aarmona which he heard at Taraua as a boy. 
• • • Mal\V CUl'ioua imaginings have f'li tted aero a a the mind■ 
of men as they have sought to reconstruct the paat; but there 
can have been far more CUl'ioua than the picbirea of Paul liaten:1:rg 
attentively- to Stoic l.ecturea at Taraua or maki1g enquiries about 
Mitbraiam and later enrich11g Chriatianity from these aouraea.7.3 
70Metzgar, XLVIII, 4. 
71™•, XLVIII, 7. er. also B. G. Marah, The Origin and Sig-
nificance of the New T tame t (Manaheater: The Mamheater 
University Presa, 1 1 , p. 1:39. 
72Metr.gar, XLVIII, 7. Cf. W. D. Davia■, Paul am Rabbinic 
Judaism (Lomon: SPCK, 1948), p. 1, who although mt deJ:\Virg all Hellen-
istic infl.uenc:e on Paul, seeks to shaw that 11Pau1 belo1ged to the main-
stream of tira~century Judaiam, and :that el.•enta in his thought, wh:ich 
are often labelled as Hellenistic, might well be d8l"ived f'rcn Judaism." 
7.3A. D. Nock, "'111e Vocabul.ary of the R• Teetament,11 Jourml. ot 
:bl.ical Literazr:•• m (193:3), 1:39. Cf • .Albert Scmreitser, l1l! 
_ atioiam of Pa:_ the Apo at.le, transl.a ted by W1ll 1 am Montgomery ( N• 
York: Henry Bolt and Oompal\V, c.19:31), p. 28, who acotta at Reitsenatein1 a 
picture of Paul. studyi1g the IQ'■ter., la~• a:nd idea.a to prepare for h1a 
misaiomry work. 
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Indeed, Paul ma.y have been little atf'ected by the 1111'Rft'Y atmosphere 
in Tarsus, since he belorged to a Jad.ah family which m doubt fostered 
a oonaoiousness ot dit"f'erenoe am separateness bom the h•then 
emriroment.74 
At a?\V rate, Paul1 s own writ1rgs give evidence ot the tact that 
the Septuagint exercised a gr•t inf1uenoe on hi■ choice am u■e ot 
words. 75 11He i~ writing the Greek of a man who has the Septuagint 
in his blood. 1176 By contrast, Paul ahawa only the slightest acquaintance 
w1 th pagan Greek 11 tera ture. 77 Thia ia mt to say that there. are 
no echoes of the terminology of the mystery cul.ta in the Pauline 
Corpus. But this ia mt ao surprisi1g f'or one, who aa a miasiom.ry 
waa a11'g11].arly sensitive to what was in the mims ot those to whom 
he wrote, as is the f'aot that he does not appear to be more keenly 
interested in these popular cul ta. 78 The tact is that 11the evidence 
tor such an •ployment of' a mystery terminology in the Pauline EpistJ.ea 
is very al.1ght.n79 
74soott, pp. 3, 4. 
75A. D. Nook, Earl Gentile stianit a ita Hell atic 
Background (New York: Harper and Row, o.19 
76Nook, Journal ot Biblical. Literature, m, 138. er. also Henry 
P. Hamann, Juatif'ioat.ion by Fdth in lot>dern Theology (st. Louis: 
School tor G:r-.duate Studies, Concordia S•i:nary, 1957), pp. 34, 35. 
77A. D. Nook, st. Paul (Lordon: Oxford Urd.veraity Presa, 1938), 
p. 235. 
?8soott, pp. 4, s. 
79John G. Machen, The Origi.n of Paul• a Religion (N• York: The 
Maom.man Compar,.y, 0.1921), p. 272. 
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Seconcll.y, a1though it cannot be denied that parallels bebreen 
the m_yatery aul.ts and Paul.ine thought arid laJgUage do mat, 80 in 
eval.uati1g their signif'icance severa.1 :raotors need to be kept in mind. 
For one thi1g some all.aged parall.e1s mu.st be discounted because they 
are the result or the "amalgamation or quite heterogenaoua el.manta 
drawn from various sources. 1181 · Albert Sahwei tzer rightly points 
this out when he says: 
those who are 91gaged in malci1g these comparisons are :rather 
apt to give the Mystery-ral.igiona a greater definiteness am 
articulation ot thought than they r-.ll.y poaseas, am do mt 
a1ways give sutticient prominence to the distinction between 
their own hypothetical reconatruotion am the medley of' state-
ments on which 1 t is based. • • • They manutaoture out ot the 
various fragments ot information a kind ot uni versa1 Myatery-
ral.121on which never actuaJJy mated, least ot all in Paul' a 
day:82 
'l.'hen, too, even when parallels are aotua.1 am mt :lmagimry, a dia-
tinction must be made between genetic derivation am the kim that 
arises "trhen a process of assimilation and adaptation has set ·m, 
particularly f'or a specif'ic tactical. purpose. 8:, And one must dis-
criminate between genealogical. am merely analogical. parallels, that 
80For parallels suggested by varioua scholars see F.dwyn R. Bevan, 
"Mystery Ral.ig1.om and Christianity, n in Contmmoraq Thidd.rg About 
Pau11 An Anthology. compiled by Thomas s. Kepler {Nw York: Abi1gdo~ 
Cokesbury, 19.50), p. 42; Shirley Jackson case, Elcpari.eme with the 
SUper~tura1 in F.ar~v Qhristian Times (Nar York: The Century Compa1\J', 
o.1929, pp. 266-ii Rawlinson, p. 283; Sheldon, PP• 94-98; and 
especially, Rabner, PP• 37-4.S. 
81 Metr,ge, XLVIII, 8. 
82AJ.bart Sohwa:l.tzer, Pau1 and Hi• Interpret.era. translated by 
William Mont:gomery- (Nar Yorks The MPmrdllan Comp&1\J', 1912), PP• 192, 19:,. 
83Rahner, p. 11. 
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is, aim11aritiea that have arisen trom more or 1eaa equal rel.igious 
mcperience am those that are due to actual borrowi-rg. 84 Reatlllbl.anae 
or agreanent do ea mt establish causal.i ty. 85 Finall.y, even when 
paral.1el.a are geneal.ogica1 it 111USt be rmanbered that it is nat only 
possible, but in some cases probab1e, that Christianity int'J.uenced 
the mystery cul.ta rather than v1.ce-versa. 86 
A third consideration in rightly aaaeaairg the rel.ation of the 
mystery cul.ta to Paul' a la?guage and id•a is that due attention mat 
be given to their furdamenta1 am .tar-r•chiig ditte:remea, amorg 
which are the follawirg: ( 1) For Paul the Christian 11¥9tery is 
mt mythical. but hiatorioa1. In contrast to the goda of the ~tary 
cul. ts who are merely ne'ba:].ous f'lgurea in an imaginary paat, 87 "the 
Divine Bairg whom the Christiana worshipped as Lord was known aa a 
real Person on aarth. 1188 As Rabner putR it, 
The God ot the Christian mystery is mt a thirg faabioned out 
of the thoughts am 1d?girga, however aubl.1llle, ot pious and search-
i?g He1len1atic soul.a • • • rather ia he the God • • A who can 
only be f'oum in the ways taught in the Gospel •••• 0 9 
84Matsger, XLVIII, 9. 
BSe.t. Fram CUmont., The Orienta1 Religions in ,:man Paganip 
(Chicago: The Open Court Publ.iahirg CcmpaJ\Y, c.1911~ p. xviii. 
8~etsger, XLVIII, 10, 11. Cf'. a1ao Cheatham., P• 77. 
87Bevan, p. 44. Plutarch believes it necessary to warn the 
priestess Cl• against bel.ievirg that "a"' of these ta1ea (aoncern.1.rg 
Isis am Osiris) actually happened in the marmer in which they are 
related." 
88Metsger, XLVIII, 12. Cf'. Hana J. Sahoeps, Paul; The Theology ot 
the A stle in e ht ot J ariah Biato , tranalated by Harold Knight 
hiladel.phia: The Westminster Presa, c. 961), p. 21; Rawlinson, p. 283; 
Armatrorg, LXXX, 219, 220; am Daviea, pp. 90, ·91. 
8%..hner, p. 32. 
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(2) The Christian mystery, built upon the strictest momtheima, atanla 
in contrast to the obvioua ayncret:1.atic bent ot the mystery cw. ta 
where 11the god of one mystery fades into the god of another. 1190 
And whereas Paul il'ISiata that Christiana must abandon all would-b~ 
saviors for the one Savior, Jesus 'Christ, mne of the mystery cw.ta 
demands an exclusive religious loyal.ty on the part of ita adherenta.91 
(J) The God of the Christian mystery is a peraona1 spiritual BeiJW 
who, even in Bia Incarnation, ranaina superior to the world; on the 
other hand, cw.tic deities, who are primarily powers of vegetable 
and animal life, give to the mystery religions a definite naturalistic 
basis and pantheistic tendenciea.92 (4) Whereas Christ loves maricind 
so much that He comes into the world and voluntarily u':ndergoea death 
for man• s sake, the m_yatery gods never die of choice or out of ael.f'-
giviJW love.93 (S) In contrast to the triumphant mte that even 
on the Cr-oaa Christ exercised Bia ld.r:gly rul.e, the devotee■ of mystery 
aulta oril.y mourn in aympatiJ1' with gods who suffer someth11g impoaed 
upon than.94 "In the Christian comm•o:ration the only el.anent of 
mourrd.1g ia the thought that men have betrayed and murdered J eaua. 
90Cha:rlea Gore, The Ho1.y Spirit and the Church (London: John 
lm:rry, 1924), p. 88. ct. alao Shel.don, p. 70. 
91cf". Machen, p. 9; Willoughby, pp. 33-35; and George La Piana, 
"Foreign Groups in Rome Du:riJW the Firat Centuries of' the Empire," 
Harvard Theological Reviar, XX (October 1927), 327. 
92cr • .Alf'red Wikenbauaer, Pauli~ My■tioima, tramlated by Joaeph 
Cllnrd.JWham (heibu:rg: Herder, o.1960), p. 166. ilao Sheldon, pp. 66, 98. 
9Jschwe1tser, Pau1 and Bia Interpreter,. p. 193. er. alao Bevan, 
p. "4. 
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His d•th is itself triumph.n9.5 (6) Whereas in the Chriatian perapective 
history consist■ of a aeries of unique events floom Creation to 
Judgment and the firial realisation of God's Ki1gdom, the moat significant. 
event of which is the once-for-all d•th and resurrection of Jesus 
Christ, for the mystery cult■ the world-process, interpreted on the 
basis of the recurrent death and reanimation of the cultic deities 
sym.boliziig the cycle of nature, is an eterm:L vain recurrence, a 
circular mova11ent leadi1g J'lDWhere.96 (7) While the sal~tion proclaimed 
by Christ is a redanption from sin and guilt, that promised by the 
mystery cults is a salvation from fate essentiall.y conceived in terms 
of the natural order.97 Ev.en Reitmenstein admits, 
Dass diese Erloau1g ••• zunichst eine Vergebu1g der SU.nden ist, 
scheint mir das Neu.a. Der furchtbare Ernst der Predigt von 
der Schuld und Versohnuig fehlt, soweit ich sehe, dem Hell.eni811l'Us.98 
(8) For the Christian, salvation means incorporation, not just into 
Christ, but through Him, into a colllllunity of all Christians, the 
Body of Christ, which ax:tends throughout history and baa the absolute 
9.5A. D. Nock, 11A Note on the Reaurrection, 11 in Essa.ye on the 
Trinity and Incarnation. edited by A. E. J. Rawlinson (l~ar York: 
Lo~ns, Green and Compaey, LTD, 1928), p. 48. 
96cr. Bevan, p. 47, and Metzger, LXVIII, 19, 20. Schtreitmer, 
Paul and His ,Interpreters, pp. 227, 228, insists that although the 
mystery cults speak of death, judgment, and l.Ue af'ter death, yet they 
are not eschatological in the Pauline aenae of the word, tor they-
are concerned only with the 11aubjective future of imividuals, in con-
nax:ion with no imminent catastrophe atfectiig all marid.nd ••• •" 
97Rahner, p. 3.5. Sheldon, p. 99, ranarka with regard to the 
mystery cults: 11Ar,yone who can discover in their bisarre am varie-
gated mythology an equivalent tor the Pauline doctrine of redemption 
must be gifted with peculiar eyesight. 11 
98R. Reitzenstein, Poimandrea (Leip11ig: B. G. Teu.bner, 1904), p. 180. 
assurance 0£ ultimate viotory.99 On the other hand, the m;,yatery 
cults, "born 0£ the individual.1• 0£ the age,0 100 ot£er deliveranoe 
to the solitary as a purely "individual escape to a higher plane 0£ 
beizg. 11101 (9) In Pauline theology the ethical obligations 0£ 
Christiana are clear and inescapable and they are inextricably related 
to the lite, d•th, and resurrection ot Jeaua Christ so that there 
is :no upward mountizg in Chriatiam.ty, but "only the descent ot God 
and the outpourizg ot divine grace which brirga about our tra:nafo:rma-
tion in the love of Chriat. 11102 By contra.at, mt only do the mystery 
cults make fa,,, 1£ a!\Y, moral demands,10,3 bu.t their piety 111s at 
99ct. Arm.atro:r:g, LXXX, 220 am Scott, P• 9. Also A. Oepke, 
11 I I , I 
f3dTT -C:W , (j r,(71'-Cc.~w , rJ-,7r-rc.c:rMOS , (l-7r -C-C.. U-Md. , 
~ °"-,.,- -c- t. o- -r-..,,: s ," in Theolog1oal. Dictionarx ot the Nar Testament,, 
translated and edited by Geo£trey W. Bradley (Grand Rapides Wm. 
B. Eerdmana Publishizg Ccmpa1'J, c.1964), I, 541. Here Oepke 81Dlllll&r.imea 
well. this contrast alorg with several others to which we have already 
referred when he says: 110n the one aide, we have a timelesa am 
naturalistic individual1811l ot regeneration, on the other a spiritual 
hiatorical relationship, a nar creation ot the totality, eschatologioally 
understood. 11 
lOODavies, p. 90. 
101Bevan, p. 47. 
102Rahner, p. 34. 
10.3scott, p. 199, :notes further that the god's character and 
conduct are mt ot al\Y concern to his worshippers. ct. alao Faulkner, 
LXXIII, 87; Gore, pp. 89, 90: Al'mstrorg, LllX, 221; and Ca••• P• 255. 
Wikenhauser, p. 197, rightly points out, however, that although attacked 
for lack of ethical anpbaaia and immoral practices by Roman poets 
and Christian apologists, the JQ"stery comnuni ties cannot simply be 
written off as 11gatherirga ot acoumrel.a.11 There are il'ldividual exaep-
tio:ns, the moral concern varies from cult to cult, am later, in the 
third and fourth centuries, there ia an indication of att-.pta to 
r•d mora1 values into acme cultic JQ'tha. La Piam, ll, 3.34, 335, argue■ 
that these cults never made real progress in an ethical direction, 
however; for it they had, they would soon have f'el.t the need o'f disciplinary 
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best only the tragic earth-bound ef'f'ort towards moral, and often only 
ritual, purif'ication: it is the eff'ort of the sow. to mount upward by it■ 
own potrer. 11104 (10) Whereas apostolic teachirg which f'oms the content 
of faith l.ooms large in the Pau1ine writirgs, in the mystery cu1ts 
there is no compact body of doctrine, but rather a considerable emphasis 
on anotioml. impressions am sensations derived from scenic and spectacu-
lar rites a:rd myths which can be interpreted, within very wide limit■, 
as the worshippers wish.105 (11) Whereas the Christian sacrament■ , 
Baptism a:nd the Lord's Supper, are considered to be primarily dona 
. -
~. that is, blessirgs bestowed on those who by 5ture are unfit 
to participate in Christ's Kirgdom, the rites of the mystery cults 
convey their benefits 5. opera operato by creatirg an immortal elanent 
in the devotee with a view to the af'ter-lif'e, but with no effective 
cha?'lge of the moral self in th.a present 11f'e.106 (12) Final.1y, unlike 
laws a:nd traditions and general.1.y accepted standards or conduct, 
a:nd consequently, the need or a comprehensive o~anization--which 
never happened. 
104 ~,. Rabner, p. ,;;r. 
105Cf'. Aristotl.e1 s statement that those being initiated are not 
to learn somethirg but to go through an axperieme and to be put into 
a state of' mi:nd--SYnesiua de Dione, 10, ~a;trologiae: Patrum Graecorwn, 
edited by J. P. Migne (Paris: n.p., 186:, , LXVI, 1. 11:33, 11§4. 
How effectively initiation scenes coul.d stir the imagination may be 
seen by Apu1eius• description or initiation into the JQ"steries of' 
Isis. Cf'. Apu1a1us, p. 294. 
106i.ietzger, XLVIII, p. 13. Rawlinson, p. 280, notes that "the 
actual evidence, in the period of' tl?-e New Testament, of' a sacramental.ism 
akin to that of' Christianity in connarlon with &'f\Y of' the 'm.vstery 
ou1ts1 is aJCceedirgly scanty." And most modern scholars point out 
that the antecedents of these Christian sacraments are to be found 
in Jewish soil. Cf'. Metzger, n.VIII, 15, 16 and MacGregor, p. 32. 
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the Chria:tian mystery, an "open secret." disclosed trealy to the whole 
world, mysteries of the Clilta are carefully guarded umer a shroud ot 
secrecy :from all ba.t the 1111 tiated .1o7 
From the preoedirg methodological comiderations, we would whole-
heartedly agree with Metmger when he concludes: 
the evidence requires that the investigator maintain a high 
degree of caution in eval.uatirg the ralation between the M_ysteries 
and early Christianity and ••• if a judgment may be hasarded, the 
central doctrines and rites of the primitive Church appear to 
lack genatic188ntinu1ty with those of antecedent and contanporary pagan cu1ts. 
But what about Pauline te:rm.mlogy'l Did Paul fim in the mystery 
cu1 ta a ready-made technical. religious vocabulary which he borrowed 
in order to present. the Gospel message more e:f'f'ectivaly? Ef"torta to 
support such claims have mt been convinoizg.109 The tact is that 
Paul and the other New Testament writers tailed to use maiv Greek word■ 
that were quite familiar in the contax:t of the thought a~ practice 
or the mystery cu1ts and which would have been rather appropriate. 
, 
We ••• note that M ~.,., Ot>c s occurs o~ in Phil. 4:12, and 
then in a very common metaphorical sense, and not with reference 
to baptiam. N ,:fr"C.,, s • ,,,, "tr T (. 1<tf s • l,f ,nr -c d,. r w r O.J 
do not appear • • • -c GA w in the sense or 11I initiate" and its , , > , J 
compounds, -r:e A os in the same aenae, -re A e T",,., -o(-c:-~ A €.u--r:as 
(like ~ M J ?r -c o s ) , l € e o r1i. J v ,:: ~ J" , o e "' t. r;1 are missirg. , T, ,, • 
So are k-'- -r £ X e tr (!} "" , K-. -r;; a X o J' , "G Y 8 c"- o s , 
l v (!}over c. Jfw and its correlatives, which might so wall 
have been used , to deacriJ>e possession by the Spirit. For purifica-
tion we find 1<".t 0,1.~,r~o s (used or a rite oril.y in Lucian, 
J2! Asino1 22) , am not the raligiou■ tems I< o1 8 ti (' ,., tf s , 
kc/. e"' e er t. ol. • I< J () °' ~ rrc). ti.;- Veld. ia .found 
107cr. Sheldon, pp. 64, 65. 
•1M..- 0 -~etzgar, XLVIII, P• 2. 
109cr. Davies, p. 91, and Machen, p. 273. Also Nock, Early 
Gentile Chrietianit.y and its H.U.erdatio Background, P• xiii, who asaert■ 
that such an attanpt "breaks down completely." 
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C / 
only in its abstract sense aa a moral quall. ty, , ~ ~ e tJ s 
is never applied to Chriatian min1atera; it deaoribea the atatua 
which all the chosen are to have in the llrgdom. l £ ~tf,, ard 
v r,1. o s are never used ot their "placea ot meetirg; and Chriatiana 
are never called t ~ e o { • A <fr. , o< , which haa Septuagint 
precedent, ia c011D110n, but X ~.,,cr,,,tf s and ita cognate are absent, 
and Mr- r -c£ cf OUoiL is found only ot the pagan ventrlloquiat 
in Acts 16:16. e e O A fj ros and its compounds are misaiTg • 
• • • 110 
Nook continues with this observation: 
these are not recondite worda; they belorged to the everyday 
la~age of religion and the normal atock or metaphors. It almoat 
seems that th.ere was a deliberate avoidance at th.em as havirg 
associations which were deprecated. Certainly th.eris is no indica-
tion at an appropriation of pagan religious terJIIS.111 
~"ot only that, but the adaptation by the Church of aeyth11g like 
mystery terminology and even its metaphorical application be.tore the 
fourth century is noticeably slow and alight, even though there can 
have been far, if any, Greek:-speaki?g inhabitant■ ot cities in the 
Near East who were w1 thout some awareness ot the tact that there 
were cermion:1.es called M v fr~ ~ e c. oi 
✓ 
and -c e ,l e T"olL and who 
were acquainted with some ot ita vocabulary.112 
110Nock, Journal of Biblical Literature, LII, 133, 134. 
111Ibid., LII, 134. er. Christine Mohi,11.ann, "Lirguistic Problem■ 
in the Early Christian Church," Viglliae Christianae, XI (January 19.57), 
23-25, who traces to the I.XX both the principle or rej action ot certain 
technical pagan religious terms in favor or words that lay outside 
th.at pagan sphere of religious thought, and the principle ot 
Lehniiberaetsum by which ·a completely new thought comp1ax is attached 
to an axistirg word on the strergth of certain, more or leas limited, 
points of contact. Perhaps the latter principle was at work in Paul. 1 a , 
use of uvrr-r:.,,,eeov. 
112:Nock, Early Gentile Christianity and ita Helleniatic Background, 
p. 135. Amo?g the Poat-Apoatolic Fat.here, M v rr -r J ec ov is used 
rarely, appeari?g three times in Ignatius and onoe in the Didaohe. 
Cf. Borric8llllll, IV, 824-827. 
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I Thus in conaideri:rg the origin or Paul• s use or ~vr ~?? ~ ,o,,, 
we should be aictranely cautious, on the basis or such 11:rguistic ~ 
dence, in lookire; for that source in the mystery cw.ta. Furthermore, 
we must mt a1low ourselves to ignore Paul• a own J 811'1.sh and rabbinical. 
orientation. It could well be that the Old Testament evidence •kea 
it superf'luous to seek for the aicplamtion or Paul's use or 1,tv,rr:?/ec.o-v 
in the Hellenistic mystery religiona.11) 
Before we aicamine the Semi.tic background or I Alf C,,rr "E""77 ~CO Vt 
however, we want to look briefiy at other usages or the term in the 
Greek world. First, we mte the use of I M vu- -r n ecol' am other 
mystery termimlogy in philosop~ where it ia employed metaphoricall.y. 
Plato uses the imagery or initiation in s,mpoaium 210a-212c, when 
Diotioma, apeaki:rg as a hierophant, ditterentiatea between preparator;y 
initiation into the ZQ"steries of love am the final revelation or 
beauty itself (-c-!c -c !~l'~ 1<o1~ }rrorrrc.KJ).114 And in 
Theaetetus 156a, Socrates, while tryi:rg to explain a philo110ph1cal 
doctrine of Protagoras and othtn-s or a particw.ar school to Theaetetua, 
, 
iron1ca1ly speaks or his task in these 11ords: M ,e ..f JI w u-o , -r ~ 
/Jlvcr-r;~e< o1 A e ~ec. v •115 The aignif'icance or this passage tor 
the history of 
I \ I 
M V rr 'r; ">7 ~ C d V is tba t here -z::- a( µ V ,,. "C ?'1 e C o( 
11)H. A. A. Kennedy, st, Paul am the M.ystery-Religiops (Nw 
York: Hodder and Stoughton, n.d.), p. 198. er. also Sheldon, pp. 76, 77, 
and James s. Sta,art, A Man In Christ (Nw York: Harper and Brother• 
Publishers, n.d., P• 7). 
114P1ato, in The Loeb Clas■ioal Librarg. edited by E. capps, 
T. E. Page and W. H. D. Rouse {London: Wllliam Heinanann, 1939), V, 
200-208. 
11.S,iato, in The Loeb Classical Librar,:. edited by E. Cappa, T. E. 
Page and W. H. D. Rouse (London: W1111am Heinaann, 1942), II, SS. 
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are mt ceremonial rites bu.t obsaure, secret dootrinu whose hidden 
wisdom can be understood only by those capable of kmwledge.116 .la in 
Phaedrua 249c ( -e- o , s 
C , ;, .- / , ;, I 
V 7r O M V .,,, NI ol- tr t. V O <: 0 W S )( e CAI ~ c£ VO .J' 
1 
"C" ,!" ~ .r 0 V ,S o'd: ( 
, ' , 1 >' , ' __ \ 117 _, -e- .r A c "C" ot .S' -z::-c' A o v A.f € Vo .r "C' € 11 Co .J O i" -rw j J,lo J'O J l''f l'cur , 80 tu.BO , 
here the gradual. ascent of philosophical. kl'IDW'ledge to the full vision 
is the genuine initiation. The metaphorical. sense of mystery termimlogy 
is also apparent in Gorgias 497c, when Socrates says facetioualy: 
'--' ' , o-rc "i;""o( Jlli:rolAd /(rJ ..\J/K At, S , 
:, , 
Cucf oC C.MWY 
I ' \ ' 118 ni .a.'L. Ml'MV'l'ltrcl< TTe' v -C:d- v-M, l<f!o< • --mea Ilg ,.uat one cannot hope to 
know great thi11gs ·tri thout first learni11g the truth about littl.e 
thi~s. And in !i!!!e, 76e, M v tr r..,,: e Ga"' is used figuratively in 
.:> , 
the phrase, at 1T < c. vo<, -rwv 141/tr-r;-ne,'wv 119--that is, 
to leave before one has understood the main point.120 
Although Plato is atll1 averse to MiY■tery termimlogy, in later 
philosophy the relation to the MiYsteries ia considerably c1oaer, 121 
116Bornkamm, IV, 808. Cf. Brook F. Westoott, Saint Paul.'• 
Epiatl.e to the Ephesians (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdma111 Publiahirg 
Compaey, 1906), p. 182, who suggests that already here "the idea 
of secrecy is subordinate to that of special discovery or poaauaion.11 
117p1ato, in be Loeb aasical. Lib , edited by E. Cappa, 
T. E. Page and w. H. D. Rouse London: William Heinemann, 1917), I, 482. 
118J,lato1 V, 4'.30. 
119p1ato, IV, 286. 
120Aristotl.e divides his philosophy into "•ot:eric" and "esoteric" , 
and the Stoics regard discourses about the gods aa -c ~ ,l e "C"• c • 
er. Harry A. Wolfson, Philo (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Preas, c.1947), I, 24, 25. 
121Borricamm, IV, 809. 
as is evidenced, tor aicamp1e in Philo. WhU.e demuncirg the licentioua-
ness or the Greek mysteries (12,! Specialibua Ledbus m, 7, 40),122 
deacribi:r:g them as -r:- £' e e ~ r: t"',,. Ko<~ Gw ~ o .-to X /o1i, ()2! Specialibus 
Legibua I, 59, 319), 123 ard objectir:g to them because they reserve 
their benefits tor a f'ar instead or all (J2! Specialibus Legibus I, 
59, 320),124 Philo nevertheless f'realy uses the terminology of' these 
very mystery cults.12.5 He describes the coverant into which the 
Israelites entered with God aa an act by which Moses im.tiated them 
into the mysteries ( M v rr "C" rJ. r - r"' v ) (J2! Virtutibus 33, 178) •126 
\ \ I 
In Elauainia.n fashion he diatir:guishes between -r;-n( J.f. <kecA 1,1 ur-c?re c rJ. 
l,f u cr-r: ,:e C"' (12_! §!criticiia Abel.is .5 Caini 
122Ehllo, in The Loeb Clas,ical Library. edited by E. Cappa, 
T. E. Page, and W. H. D. Rouse London: William Heinaaarm, 1958), VII, 500. 
123~., VII, 284. 
124Ibid -· 
12.SE. R. Goodemugh, By Light, Light: The M.yatic Gospel of' 
Hal.lenistic Judaism (Neu Haven: Yale Um.varsity Preas, 1935), p. 7, be-
lieves that Philo identities "the religion or Scripture w1 th the re1.1gion 
of the mysteries," tranaformi:rg Judaism into "the greatest, the only 
true, Mystery." er. also his article, ''Woltaon•a Philo," Journal of 
Biblical Literature, IJCVII (1948), 91, where he conterds tbLt Philo takes 
"the concepts or the mysteries over as livirg forces and ideals into hia 
Judaism, but ••• uncorJScioualy. 11 On the other hand, G. C. Riobard.a, 
reviawirg B.y Light, J,Aght in The Journal or 'lheological studies. :xnvnI 
(October 1937), 41.5, inaiata that Goodemugh takea Philo' a myatery 
larguage too literall.y ard aaaerts that Philo adopta auch tenaim1ogy 
daliberatel.y tor proael.ytizir:g purpoaea. ct. alao Davies, pp. 93-98, and 
eapecially Woltaon, I, 44-49, who argues rather convi.nciJJgly that 
Philo 11usea t81'ma borrowed f'rom. the myateriea in the aame w~ aa he uaea 
t81'ms borrowed f'rom. popular rel.igion and JQtboJ.ogy, al1 of them beoauae 
~ey were part of caamon speech," and that "he aitplaim in what special 
sense he compares the covenant with God to an initiation into myateriea ard 
in what special same he enjoina silence with regard to what he cal.1a the 
mysteries ot God. 11 
126Philo, in 'l'he Loeb Claaaical Library;·, edited by E. Capps, T. E. 
Page and w. H. D. Rouae (london: William. Bein-.nn, 19S4), VllI, 272. 
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16, 62).127 He uses the technical t8l"lll ;£' e o q,,1i,,-r:-,,s ot God 
(12! Somnils I, 26, 164) ,128 l~ses (12.! Spec1alibua Legibua IV, :34, 177;129 
J2! Virtutibus 11, 75; 32, 174),1JO and Jeremiah CD! Cherubim 14, 49).131 
And he asserts that the person who baa been initiated into the mysteries 
ot Moaea ia not to divulge them to the uninitiated (12! Cherubim 14, 
48), 132 but ha ia to conceal thmt in silence ( ~ V o( TT' o e f?..,.: -r::- 'e ) 
(J2! Sacrif'iciis Abalia .s, C&ini 15, 60) •133 
The purpose of the knowledge or this myatagogic philosophy ia to 
disti1guish between real tru.th and its symbolic app•rance by al.1egorical 
interpretation or the m.:,steriea.134 The term M v er- r.,,,; e c. o< is 
now not cultic but ontological, denotirg that which not only should 
not be revealed, but also that which by mture cannot be revealed.135 
Borricamm summarizes well this aigniricant cha1ge in the underatandi1g 
o:C M ~ rr -c ~ e c. oC when the vocabulary of the mystery cul ta was 
adopted by philosophy: 
127Philo, in The Ipeb Clagaical Library. edited by E. Cappa, T. E. 
Page and w. H. D. Rouse (London: William Heinanam, 19.SO), II, 140 •. 
128Ph1lo, in ~=--::=;:~~::-.~~11:=o==.;:~• edited by E. C&ppa, T. E. 
Paga and w. H. D. nau.nn, 19,58), V, :,82. 
129phUo, VIII, 116. 
130Ibid., VIII, 206, 270. 
131Phllo, in The Loeb Classical Librarz. edited by E. Cappa, T. E. 
Paga, and W. H. D. Rouse (London: William Heinanann, 1950), II, :,6. 
132Ibid, 
l:33~., II, 1:,8. 
134Borncamm, IV, 809. 
135Ib1.d. -
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They were divested or their sacramental character and became 
secret teachirgs. In the theology ot the philosophical mysteries 
the cul ts, strictly apeaki1g, are no lorg er true mysteries; 
they conceal mysteries. The term implies, mt the cultic event 
or encounter with deity, but the divine grouTld or being. Interest 
has shifted from the earthly conti~eJ}cy ot the divine to the 
divine transcendence or the cosmos.136 
Mystery vocabulary is also richly represented in the texts of' 
magic literature. 1,1 ~ r --c ~ e c. o v is used for a magical action, the 
formula which ettects the magic, magical.ly potent mystery writing, 
and other means anployed in magic, such as magic ointment, material 
from a scarab, am sacred animals.137 Apparently there is no change 
or meaning or the use or the term. in the magic texts from that in 
the mystery cults, a,ccept tb:at magic involves individual. practice 
without formal cultic connection.138 
The metaphorical use or M v rr -r::: -,4 e c o v , however, can once 
more clearly be seen in secular conta,cts. Yet, even here, the infiuence 
of religious concepts is not altogether lacking. So, f'or ex,µnple, 
when Mnesimachus in a comedy speaks or sleep as being the small 
mysteries of death,139 the cultic concept is the basis, for the 
metaphor carries an obvious al1us1on to El.eusinian ritual.140 
But gradual1y figurative usage "prepares the way f'or secular use where 
the religious content has disappeared. So we find in the Menander 
136Ibid., IV, 810. 
137Ibid. For other examples, cf. Moulton am Mill.igan, p. 420. 
138Ibid. 
13911,Tock, EarlJ Gentile Christianity and its Hellenistic Backgroum, 
p. 120. 
140i3orricamm, IV, 810, 811. He also notes that the original religious 
sense tog ether with the more seaul.ar usage may both be seen in the proper 
name, M v o- -C'71 J. 
Fryment 695: M v er -c ~ e c. d,... cro 11 
,, ... 
K ot r ~ c:. rr- o/ r -c~ 
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l'k/J~ov >"£Vo~~ Vov. 
Here M v crT .,/ e, o v is simply a II secret," vi th :no religious overtones 
whatever. The term is also CODlllOn in medical. writirgs, tor eumple, 
with ref'erence to a prescription.14i Cicero (M, A tticum, 4, 17, 
1) speaks or letters that are 110 :tall or secrets (tant.um habent 
5ysteriorum) that an amanuensis as a ral.e cannot even be trusted, 
for fear or somethirg l•kirg out.143 In amt.her place (A!! Atticum, 
6, 4), he introduces an important point written in Greek with the 
statement: illud praeterea 41VcT, b:'WF{eor !f!. !! scribam.144 Am 
as we shal.1 see, the LIX also uses 
sense of a II secret. 11 
in the aecul.ar 
It is noteworthy, however, that this aeaular use of M v rr-c-.Je co a, 
is a later phase in the development of the· term. Am even then, 
al though the religious content diaapp•rs to a large actent in 
popular usage, yet the religious use ran.aim dominant ovff-all. 
Its history moves from the cul.tic am religious to the general. 
and profane, not :G9.! versa. The tact that examples or secular 
usage are on the whole rare, am are repeatedly shown by the 
contact to be figurative, demonstrates that the term was never 
wholly secularised.145 
141Menamer, in The Loeb Cla1aioal Librar;y. edited by E. C&ppa, T. 
E. Page am w. H. D. Rouse (London: Wil11.am Heinaaann, 1921), p. ,522. 
142Bornkamm, IV, 811. 
143e1oero, in The Loeb Clasa1cal. Libran, edited by E. Capp■, T. B. 
Page and W. H. D. Rouse (London: Wil1iam Hel.nemann, 1912), I, 318. 
144Ib1d., I, 464. 
145Bornkamm, IV, 811. 
Fina11.y, we note the use of in Gnostic literature 
where we i'ind that Gnosticism, like m.,stical philosophy, :rosters a 
process 01' intermirglirg and reinterpretirg the m.,stery aul.ta.146 
The Gnostics reduce the oriental am Greek IIJ3ths to the 11m_yth of the 
heavenly primal. man 1rho has i'allen into the chaotic coamos, am will 
be redeemed am brought to his original. desti1".11147 When a person 
listens in silence to the concea1ed m.,stery he becomes pnewnatic148 
and through kl'ICW'ledge o:t that mystery is um ted with the pr1mal. 
man.149 The ineffable m.,steries of the Spirit are the resurrection 
of the perfect man and his entrance into heaven by which he is saved 
and dei:fied. 15° These mysteries are both concealed and revealed151 __ 
concealed from all who because of their purely earthly origin cannot 
hear the message from the other world, but revealed to the perfect 
Gnostics who have a heavenly origin. The one who discloses these 
mysteries is Jesus152 who promises: 
1L•6lbid. 
147Ib1d -· 
Bearirg ·seals, I shall descel'ld; 
Through ages whole I'll sweep, 
148H1ppolytus, The Refutation of' All Heresies. translated by 
J. H. MacMahon, in the Ante-Nicene Christian Library. edited by ilaxander 
Roberts and James Donaldson (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1868), VI, 140. 
149Ibid., VI, 140, 141. 
l50ib1d., VI, 143, 144. 
151~., VI, 135. 
1.52cf. G. R. s. Mead, editor, Pistis Sophia (Revised edition; London: 
John M. Watkins, 1963), pp. 12-15, where Jesus Himaal.f is ca1led 
M II rr r- 4 e c. 0 v • Significantly though, as )lead notes, He is never 
called the Christ. er. p. xi. 
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All mysteries I'll unravel, 
And forms of Gods I'll sha.r; 
And secrets of the saintly path...t 
Styled "Gnosis," I'll impart.1-'J 
The frmnework in which the mysteries are concealed and revealed 
includes heaven, the true sphere of the mysteries,154 earth,155 
and the spheres of the archontes.156 Within this broad framework 
significance may be attached to the cultic action. However, whereas 
in the mystery cults myth is a by-product of the cultus, for the 
Gnostics cul tus is a by-product of myth.157 And, f'inall.y, it is not 
without import that the concept of the mysteries in Gnosticism has 
overtones of magic, such as we also noted in the mystery cults thansel.vea. 
Thus · J,t vrr-e:.,,fec ov may refer to the secret means of salvation filled 
with heavenly power such as a cultic dance,158 a magical preparation,1.59 
153Hippolytus, VI, 153. 
1~'8.rk Lidzbarski, translator, Ginu. (Gotti11:en: Vandenhoeck 
and Rupprecht, 1925), p. 381. 
155rhe primal man comprehends the whole cosmos in himself'. 
Cf. Walter Scott, translator, Hermetic& (Oxford: At the Clarendon 
Press, 1924), p. 122. 
156cf. Mead, pp. 1,5-17, 32, where the arohonty prostrate them-
selves when the rede1111ed come. For the heavenly redeemer has revealed 
the mysteries of these evil. forces and thereby wrested than from 
than. er. Lidzbaraki, p. 131. 
157Bor:ric:amm, IV, 812. 
1.SSActa Jobann1s. in Acta Apostolorum Apocrwha, editor M. 
Bonnet (Hildesheim: Georg Olma Varlagsbu.cbhandlu11:, 1959), p. 198. 
1S9Lidzbarsld., pp. 228, 232. 
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baptisms,160 sacred books,161 and conjurat1ons162--myateries that 'lllUst 
mt be betrayed lest they lose their magica1 power.163 
160z.1ead, pp. 247-249. 
161L1dzbarski, pp. 65, 142, 150. 
162cr. Corpus Hermeticum 16, 2 in Scott, p. 264, where we see 
that the magica1 formula mu.at mt be translated and thus rev-.1.ed 
to the Greeks or else their anpty, bombastic rhetoric will reduce 
1 t to impotence. 
163aornkamm, IV, 813. 
CHAPTER III 
SDD:TIC BlCIGROUR> OF MYST!2ION 
In our quest for the source of Pau1 • a uae of 
we dare mt confine ourselves to the He1.1eniatic world of ideu 
and words.1 We have al.ready suggested that Paul's awn liJ1lUiat1c 
usage which ahawa relatively littJ.e technical IQ'Stery temimlogy, 
as well aa his thoroughly Jewish traini?W am outJ.ook, beckon us 
to consider the Bani.tic backg:roum tor his uae of 111 v rr r: 71 e c. o v • 
The scope of our investigation includes the Ln, Psea.depigrapha, 
Qumrar, literature, and the writirgs of Rabbinic Judaism. 
The term M v rr -c: .,: e c o v ocaurs twenty-one times in the LU, 2 
usually transl&tiJ'W t,,, a Persian loan-word) Before ve conaider 
T 
these passages, however, we want to look at the Hebrew word T'f"D, 
a term which, although mt translated in the LXX by M v,--c ~ e c. o v ,4 
1James s. starart, A Man In Christ (Har York: Harper and Brothers 
Publishers, n.d.), p. 73, in fact states that "the •••is which 
turns to Be1.1enistic sources tor the genesia of Pau11 a r.uiative 
ideas, vithoa.t havi!W in the 1'1rat instance attempted at least to 
trace the origin of these id•• in the Old Testament, is entirely 
unscientific.11 
2&Jwin Hatch and Bel'll"J" Redpath, A Concordance to the Sept-u•gint 
(oxtord: The Clarendon Pre■■, 1897), II, 937. ODgnate■ are rares Mrfrr-r,,~ 
appears inWiad. 12:6; MJr-r:ts inWiad. 814; and Mvcr-rt 1<w5 
in 3 Mace. 3:10. 
3F. Brown, s. R. Drivv, and c. A. Bro1gga, A Hebrew a'ftd l,li■h 
Lmcicon of the Old Testament (Oxford: The Claremon Press, 19.59, 
P• 1112 • 
. 4cr. G. Bornkemm, n ,f,,t v ~ .. r ~ e c.ov, M v£ w ,n in 'J.'heologica1 
Dictiomn: of the N• T9tament, transl.ated and edited by Geoffrey 
W. Bromiley (·Grand Rapid■: Wm. B. Eerdma na Publiahi y,g Compa1'JY, 
is quite significant in the historical development ot the S•itic 
concept of myat_.,..S The basic meanirg ot i''i-o appears to be "council" 
or 11aaaaabq,11 sometimes reterrirg to an earthly aaaaabq (Jar. 6:U:; 
15;17; Pa. 64:3; Gen. 49:6; Pa. 111:1; Eselc. 13:9), but also at timea 
to the heavenly council (Job 15:8; Pa. 89:8; Jar. 2):18,22). 6 The 
decisions reached in this aaa-.bl.y of Yahweh were made known to the 
people by the prophet who was introduced by 'Vision into the aesaiona 
of the -r,; -o (Isaiah 6 and Amoa 3: 7) • 7 Since anyone admitted to 
such an asaaably, whether earthly or h•venly, would share a special 
intimacy with the othera present, , f/-r> alao conveys the notion 
of intimate friendship (Pa. 25:14; Prov. 3:)2; Job 29:4).8 Finally, 
c.1967), IV, 814, n. 113. A. possible axception is Sir. 3:19 where 
the Sinai ticus auppletor has M ~ er ~ .7' e c. o v • Other Bexapla 
translations have IA v o- -c- ?{ e c oi,., for Tt;-o as follows: SJIIIIIUl,chua 
in Prov. 11:13; Theodotion.in Job 1S:8 and Prov. 20:19; and Theodotion 
and Quinta in Pa. 24 (2S) :14. 
Saaymond E. Brown, 11The Pr~Chriatian San.itic Concept of Mystery," 
The Catholic Biblical Quarterly. XX (19S8), 417. 
~rown, Driver, arid Briggs, p. 691. Robinson hold■ that thia 
heavenly T'; -o was regarded verry real.iatically by J eradah a:nd his 
contaaporariea for whom the sky was a solid firmament holdirg Yahweh's 
tan.pl~court in which He dwelt am to which Bia counselors, 11aom of 
God11 (argelic attendants), came at Bia call. c:r. B. Wheeler Robinson, 
"The Council of Yahweh," The Journal. of Theologigal. Stndi!I• XLV 
(1944), 151, 152. 
1:erown, XX, 420. An intere■tirg parallel has been drawn auggeat1.r.g 
that just as the pl'Ophet who bad been admitted into the intimate counoll 
of the Lord had a special acquaintance with Bia will, purpose, and 
plan, so Paul believed himself to atand in a peculiar relationship to 
Christ who inf'ol'llled him, directJ.y or through the Holy Spirit, concern1:rg 
his meaaage and acti'Vity in the mi!dat.ry of the Gospel. Cf. Jacob M. 
M;yera and Edwin D. Freed, 11Ia Paul. A1ao Amorg the Prophet■?," Interpret&-
~. XX (January 1966), 48, 49. 
8Ibid. , :XX, 421. 
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-r 'i "'D ia aametimea used tor the aeoret decision rendered at nch a 
council, 9 and thus, in the case ot a heavenly aaa•bly, tor heavenly 
secrets or mysteries. We shall see sample■ of this latter usage in 
the Apocrypha, Paeudepigrapha and Qumran literature and hopetull.y 
this will provide some insight into the Sadtia concept ot M ,nr-r ~ e , air. 
We now turn to the term Ail r., ,r -c-,.: e c. o,,, itself' u it appears 
in the LXX, lookirg ti.rat at the apocryphal., then the canonical, 
usage. Eight times M v er "t:",,: ~ c. a,, is used in a purely secular sense 
f'or secrets which must mt be divulged. Tob. 1217,11 speaks ot 
~ a o1 <r , tl ~ w s , the poli tica1 contidenoea of the 
kirg. Likawise, in Judith 2:2 "t:"J Mu--r:~~cov -z;;;.S floc11l-,ir 
ref'era to the plan of campaign that Neba.cbadnessar cmmmrdcates 
only to his council. And in 2 Mace. 13:21 -r- j 
I 
M vr-r~ e Co( 
are military secrets which a Jewish traitor betrays to the enemy. 
FiDLlly, Sir. 22:22 and 27:16,17,21 use the term with reterence 
to secrets between f'riends. If' these secrets are revealed to others . 
the friendship is destroyed. From these references it is obvious 
that not in every 1.nstance does 
connotations in the LXX. 
have rellgioua 
Nevertheless, at times the term does have religious ■igrdfi.canae. 
In Sir. 3:19 (Sinaiticua SUppl.etor) we are told that God reveal.a 
( J .,,- o Kol. A J .,,--c- G. , ) Bia secrets ( A-I ~ ar- -r ~ e cot) to the 
9~. For T';"T> in the sense ot counsel. in general ct. Prov. 
15:22 and Pa. 8:,:4. -,,;-,, as a human secret appears in Prov. 11:13; 
25:9; ard Sir. 8:17. 
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humble.10 The contmct does mt indicate vh&t th•e ■eoreta are, 
but it does advise against 1nveat1gati:r:g am ■earchiig out what 1■ 
hidden ( keu"-r:J ). For the secrets ot Gad lie beyond human knaw1edge.11 
Therefore, God must reveal th•. El.sarhere vi■dom per■onl:tied 1■ 
an agent ot God in reveali?g the■e ■ecret11 ( Kev" rJ in Sir. 4:18 
and ~ no'>n?~C,ol in Sir. 14:21). When these sync,r,;yma ot /IA u u--r,:ec. ov 
are considered in Sirach, several. ■igni:ticant facet■ ot the h•venl.y 
secrets emerge. Fir■t, the my"steries ot God may incl.ude mtural. 
phenc,mena such a■ the aun, moon, stars, cloud■, ■now, rain, and dew-
all ot which are marvel.a ot God's creation (Sirach 43). Seconll.y, 
mysteries may be appl.ied to human actions, partiaul.arly ml actions 
done in secrecy which God knows (Sir. 17:1,5-21; 23:18-20; 39:19) 
and shall revea1 (Sir. 1:30). Finally, knowledge ot the mysteries 
of God 11eemirgl.y may be acquired by ■tudyi:r:g the written tradition 
(the Law, Wisdom, arid Prophet■) am the oral. tradition (Sir. 39:1-3); 
yet it is God who must give the un:Jeretamiig (Sir. 39:~B).12 
The other occurrences ot M f/,,. 't; .,/ ~ c o v in the Apocrypha are 
found in The Wisdom of Solomon, a book which probably va■ originall.y 
written in Greek by an Aleacan:Jrian Jew about the middle ot the first 
10Borncamm, IV, 113, remarks that here 11a my"stica.l underetarldiig 
is obviously presupposed. 11 
11ct. Sir. 11 :4 where the context imicates that the worke ot God 
that are hidden (Ke" 71 -r::~ ) trom men include the vicia■itude■ ot 
lite and the worki:r:ge of divine providence, 
12:Brown, :xx., 424, 425. 
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century B.c.1) Whether it ref'lecta a profound grasp of Greek philosophy 
or merely a popular uae of ita terms ia debatable.14 At an;y :rate, 
it ia noteworthy that 'Lt "b-.ra the imprint of ita Hellerdatic 
milieu. .1115 
;) >' , 
In Wiad. 2:22 we read that the wicked ou I( t:"1,r,,rat v J.tvtrrn ec" 
• The contact describes how the uiwodly, unaware of 
man• 11 eterna1 deatin;y in creation and hia eterm.l rarard for holiness 
of lite, believe that the lite of the righteous ends with d•th. 
Thia seemi~ly indicates that God' 11 JQ"ateries here refer to Bis pl.am 
for the righteous in the lite to come.16 The term µ v er-.:- ~ e c o< 
is also used with reference to the nature and origin ot wisdom in 
Wisd. 6:22: r c.' 
, :, , 
SC G er-rev era cf, c. o( 
.:, I::,:> ('..., I 
ol1TolJ, ir.r Aw Kol e 0111<' ol7,okev4, ~ 1/Jlft.V ,Me,,crr~, e,o<. 
Since no distinction ia made here between the initiates and the u~ 
initiated, some understand this passage as an obvious jibe at the 
pagan JQ"stery rel.igiona, whose secret rites were on1y tor the initiates 
and were not to be divulged.17 We agree, however, with Barry .A. ; 
13ct. Samuel Holmes, The Wiadom ot Solomon.. in The 4Pocrraha and 
Psaid ra ha of the Old Testam t, edited by R. H. Qiarlea Oxt'orch The 
Clarendon Preas, 1913 , I, ,520, .521, 524, .525. 
14Brown, .XX, 425, n. :,a. Cf. Holmes, I, S:,1-S:,:,. 
1.5Bravn, .xx, 425. 
1~1mea, I, 5:38, n. on Wisd. 2:22, suggests that the JQ"steries ot 
God refer to the tact that autterirg is not necessaril.y punishment, ba.t 
often a test of goodness which will be rararded atter death by illlllortality. 
17ct. Holmes, I, 545, n. on Wisd. 6:22. Wilf"red L. Knox, st. Paul and 
the Chul"oh of the Gentiles (Cambridge: The University Presa, 19:39), p. 227, 
holds that the myateriea here do not resaab1e an;y particular JQ"atery cult, 
but the esoteric teachi~a which these aulta were supposed to symbolise. 
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lfolf'aon who interprets this ref'erenoe to not in oppoai-
tion to m.,vatery cults, but rather to that wiadom which in Greek 
philoaophy was to be imparted in aecret only to a select tar .18 
Actual.l.y, the use of the tem 1,tver-r: ~ec~ in this pa■aage 1■ 
not aurprisi1g since the au.nation ot wisdom ti-om God (Wisd. 7:2S; 
Sir. 24:3-6) was unobserved by man, and thus it coul.d well be called 
secret without al\Y ref'erence to a specitic opponent.19 Furthermore, 
the f'act that the description of' the origin of' wisdom (Sir. 24:1-6) 
111 revealed to the heavenly ass•bly20 accounts f'or its bei.1g a 
mystery. 
Other instances of' M v rr -r: 7' e cov and its cognates in The Wi■dom 
of' Solomon would more cl.earl:, indicate, however, a tamll.1.arit:, with 
the techrdcal larguage of' the mystery religions. .Raymbm E. Brown 
dist11guiahea two dif'f'erent u■agea: the application ot 111iJ11ter,y 
c1Jl.t terminology to pagan ritual■ of' past Israelite hiato17, am the 
application of' ■uoh terminology to describe events contaaporar:, w1 th 
the writer or to express the religious thought of' the writer. 21 
As an example of' the f'ormer usage, Wied. 12:S uses the term 
in describi1g the initiates of' Camardte orgiastic ritea.22 With 
18ir..rr:, A. Wolf'aon, Phi1o (Cambridge, Maas. Harvard Univeraity Presa, 
c.1911-7) I, 24-25. For the development of' the meanirg of' M11o•·"c~:e,o1 
as philosophical m_yateriea rather than cul.tic mysteries, ct. Supra, 
pp. 28-:,2. 
19Brown, n, 426. 
20The contact aeaaa to indicate that the LXX £ K1<)..~crtc1. mq well 
render an original T'i-o. 
21Brown, XX, 426. 
22ct. :ai. 25:3-5 which says that Israel. was initiated (G-r:£)./r,-9-n) 
into the aacrif'ioial rites of' Baal of' Peor. 
reference to the latter uaage, Wiad. 14:1S my be cited: "For a 
tather worn with untimely grief, makirg an image ot the child too 
quickly taken away, now homred him aa a god who then waa a corpae, 
and delivered to thoae that were under him m;,ateriea am aol•n r1tean 
( /Ill vr-r.,: ~ c."' K-' i -r £ A £ T~ .s ). A little later the writer 
apeaka or ritea (-r-£ A ~ -r o< f) of cbild-ldllirg and hidden myateriea 
( I< e J q, c. o( J;t v rr -r:.,,; e c °' ) am frantic revela ( k w "" o c. ) of 
atrarge ri'blala (Wiad. 14:2)). Semdrgly the writer baa in min3 aome 
debased to:rm ot mystery religion. Concerni1g the author• a own religious 
thought, he cal1s wisdom, which he regards as God1 a agent in teachi1g 
him mysteries ( J<e v rr-c /;. ) (Wisd. 7:21, 22), 1-1 J r-c: c.5 ••• 
, 
I! TT co- -c ?7.., w s- (Wiad. 8:4). Here he uaea 
thetechni.cal mystery cult tem tor a f'anale initiate. 
We do find termimlogy then in this last book ot the Apocrypha 
which aeani1gly imicates some familiarity with the la1gwage ot the 
mystery cults. However, it ia 11only a familiarity which would be 
the common possession or Alau.mriana in the period just before 
Christ. 1123 It ia clear that the J'1 v er i::: ..,/ ~ cat ot The· Wisdom 
of' Solomon "are linked neither with sacramental rites n:,r with the 
Gn>atic redaaption myth. 1124 And certainly there ia n:, evidence 
whatever in the ApocrJPha aa a whole or a who1eaal.e borrowirg ot 
termimlogy f'rcm the mystery religiona n>r or an incorporation ot 
any ot their ideas. 
23:Brcnm, XX, 427. 
24ilorncamm, IV, 814. 
l 
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In the camnica1 01d Testament the only book where the LIX 
translates the original. by M vu- -r ~ e co v ia in the Aramaic section 
of Daniel (2:18,19,27,28,29,30, and 'brice in verse 47).25 The Aramaic 
word so translated is f 7 • Here we find the f'amlliar episode of' 
T 
how the sorcerers and enchanters under the thr•t o:£ death f'ail to 
reveal Kirg Nebuchadnezzar• s dream and its meani-ng. When Daniel 
is apprised of' the precarious situation he asks tor an audience with 




l<V ,ec. o v "E:"O V 
ro J-rov (2:18). 
, 
Then we are told: -r::-" ~ E" ..... -r:,y 
a°' ,re. Ac-'"' .J l j £qJ J Y~h, er Ber~ .. , w .f (2:19). It is God who rev.is 
both the dream, which consists of' a series ot symbols (the f'igure 
of gold, silver, bronze, iron and clay, and a atone--2:31-35), and 
its content, the comirg kirgdom which ia sovereign and eternal. (2:36-45). 
Thus Daniel blesses the God who controls history, to whom belo1gs 
wisdom, who gives wisdom to the wise, and who ~vat k'~ J,Jrr-r:wv 
-c!t (l,:,16/d. KIii ~ trK or-et v~ (2: 20-22).26 No human bei1g can 
reveal this mystery (2:27), but 
.) 
cV 
25It al.so appears in Theodot.ion• a traml.ation o't ])an. 4:9. 
For occaaioml. •emplea of' the use of' M v v-~ ,,: e c o v in other 
Greek translations of'the 01d Testament, ct. Armitage J. Robimon, 
St. ~au11 a EpistJ.e to the Jmheaiarus (London: M•cm1ll an am Co., Limited, 
1909 , p. 235. ilao F.dwin Hatch, E■aga in Biblical. Greek (O.xf'ord.: 
The Clarendon Preas, 1889), p. 57. 
26.rhe word the LU here transl.a tea tr 1<0 "C" € t v ~ 111 S\s-V , i, 1? ,;i --
the only place i.n Danial 2 where "aecret'' is mt rendered by f-{-· j,,r,;,.r.,:ecov. 
-r 
45 
:, , .., ,l ... N,,1. n ov )( o J' , e&° ?r~ WU € "Co/ (3 oA. er c. £. C V o <roe 
c' 
, ) ;, , ..... 
o<. t c. c r£ V £ ,:r t9oAc £ .,,-> ~ tr ')( r). Tl# Y -rwv 
~ 111 Ge_wv (2:28).27 Daniel. even inaista that the mystery vas 
revealed to him mt because or a"1 special wisdom on h1a part bu.t 
for the purpose of maid.Jg kmwn the interpretation to the kiig (2:)0). 
The use of MvfT'"~,.:f'COV in Daniel. then would ae• to indicate 
that it ia an eschatological mystery. It baa to do with 1'2.tilre events 
predetermined by God Himself •28 And it ia God alone vho reveal.a 
the mystery and its real meanirg.29 In tact, Dan. 2:47 auggeata 
that it is God's power to disclose mysteries that aeta Rim apart 
from, and above, all pagan gods. "These mysteries therefore are 
ultimate events, delayed by God from all eternity, to which Be holds 
the key, and which Hia Spirit alone is able to disclose in advance. 1130 
It is also mtaworthy that in Daniel. there appears to be a con-
junction of the aapiental. and eachatological tiw.ditiona. Daniel. 
gives l~ebuchadnezzar1 a dream an eachatological interpretation but he 
27 \ f' :, I I I ::> I I er. also 2:29: /(al C. 0 cl Veil. /(oi.AVTTCWV ,Mr,r'C''>Pet.at. c d?J.A w o-c 
(T O G~ cf'€ C: tJ"€ V e,1 tr/) oA,~ • 
28whue Borricamm, IV, 814, 815, holds that the eachatological sense 
of Jlf v ,r-r -,{~c. ov appears here for the first time, Brown, n, 423, 
claims that altho\lgh this may be true of the tum itaeU', yet this is 
11only a devel.opnent of the more ancient concept ot the prophet' a intro-
duction into the heavenl.7 aaa•bly • .• •" ct. also Kathryn Sullivan, 
11The !(vatery Revealed to Paul--Eph. 3: 1-1),11 The Bible Todq. I (Febru-
ary 196)), 250, who suggests that here the words o't Amoa ):7 are ful.:f'illed 
and the secrets o't the heavenly council are brought to men. 
29Theodot1.on1 a translation o't Dan. 4:9 indicates that the disclosure 
and interpretation o't the mystery is also reserved 'tor those in wham. the 
Spirit of God dwel.la. 
)Ozf. Bouttier, "M_yatery," in A Companion to the Bible, edited by J • ..J. 
Von illmen (New York: oxford Unlveraity Presa, 19.58), p. 276. 
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begins hia diaclosure in the style of the Jwiah aage in Dan. 2:20, 
a:nd in the nax.t verse God' a eachatological. a:nd aapiental. activitiea 
are juxtapoaed.31 M. Bogdaaavich put■ it thia way: 
By the time the Book of Dard.al waa written, it wa■ seen that 
time a:nd history, too, are ori:cy, another dimension encompaa■ed 
a:nd tranace:nded by the hidden m..yaterion in the mi:nd or the lord 
of" history • • • now the Wisdom writers aee history aa a aeries 
or new creations, continual eruptions or the tranace:ndent 
God into the here a:nd l'lOW. But they are eruptions with a purpose 
a:nd a plan. The books or Baruch a:nd Dard.al especially e■chatologize 
the Wisdom idea, ahatrir.,;that the erot/, C:r1. Ocoii baa shaped 
human de■til\Y a:nd ia bearirw; man toward aometbiig n.,.:,2 
In a a1milar vein Loui■ Bouyer remark■ concernbg the transition trail 
wisdom to the apocalypse in Dani.al: 
Daniel is presented to ua as a wise J•• ••• it is he alone 
who ia able to aolve the riddle■ against the proud wisdom of this 
latter ( the court or the kitg) comes to ■tumble. • • • he does 
this only through an inspiration or the Moat High. It is Be 
alone, i:ndeed, who holds in Hia hand the kairoi, that ia, the 
key to the decisive event■ or history, not only because He 
alone knaw than beforehand but because lt i■ He who determines 
them as King or Agaa. A:nd He reveals their mystery to 1rhom 
He wills • • • not through &l\J' wisdom which His elect wou1d 
possess aa their own, but by Bia aole grace.33 
Bouyer goea on to aay that here we are at "the exact source or the 
mystery or st. Paul as it ia :to appear in the First Epiatl.e to the 
Corintbiarm. 1134 Thia judgment we will evaluate when we study Paul' a 
use of in 1 Corinthians. 
31M. Bogdasavich, 11The Idea of Pleroma in the Epiatl.es to the 
Colossiana and Ephesians," TQe Downside Revia,, XilXXIII (April 1965), 
124. 
32Ibid., LXXXIII, 124-127. -
33Louis Bouyer, Rite and Man, tranal.ated by M. Joseph Coatalloe 




It would seem, then, that the use ot M v tr-r:nec o ,,,. to tranalate 
J 7 in :oaniel was mt inO.uenoad by the mystery religiom. In tact 
T 
the sparse use ot ~ vv--c,/ e , o v throughout the I.ill might indicate 
that the translators purposely avoided the word beaauae ot the alien 
religious connotatiom which the term had in accordance with its 
origin.35 It may wal1 be that we have here what Mohl'lllann cal.ls 
the principle or "raj action," in which ''words were deliberately 
chosen which lay outside the pagan sphere of religious thought.11)6 
Furth81'11lore, in their limited use or the LXX 
translators perhaps employ the process or "cal.qua'' or 11Lehnu""bersetsu;rg," 
by which a totally new thought complm: 111 attached to an eatisti1g word 
on the atrergth or certain limited points or contact.37 Thia nar 
I thought compl81C takes shape as M v tr 't:'"71 e co a, becomes detirdtel.y 
associated with the development or apocalyptic in later Judaiam.38 
35cr. Robinson, p. 235. Also Bor:nkamm, IV, 814. In contrast 
to Robinson, p. 2)4, who holds that M vrrr,,f ~ cov startirg with a 
technical. meani1g in pagan religion, passes through a nea.tral phase 
in which the original metaphor was no lozg _. tel t, and finally, is 
adopted as a technical. term ot Christianity, Borncamm, IV, 814, 
cautions that "only with reservations • • • can one speak ot the 
tranai tion ot the religious word ;to general. profane use or ot an 
uninhibited nar religious application." 
36Chriatine Kohl'mann, 11Lil'gUist1c Probl.-. in the Early Christian 
Chul'ch, 11 Viglliae Christia nae, XI (January 1957), 2). 
37Ibid., XI, 24. Mohl'mann, n, 25, concludes that "early Christian 
Greek rl'iir. a point ot departure in the larguage ot the LXX not 
only as an • arsenal• ot utllisabl.e lirguiatic mat81"1al, but also as 
a methodical m:ampl.e or li~iatic adaptation and renanl. 11 
38Bor:ricamm., IV, 815, states that "The disclosure ot divine secrets 
is the true theme ot later Jarish apocalyptic." 
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To trace :f'urth81" this apocalyptic background of IA v ,r--r -n e co v 
we nDW turn to the P■811depigrapha,39 apeaif'ically Enoch, 2 Baruch, 
and 4 Ezra. 40 In Enoch, wh81"e the t81'111 11\T■tery appear■ moat trequentl.y, 
we f'ind several diffRent kinds of myat81"iea41 which mq conveniently 
be categoriBed as evil myster.ies, cosmic myst81"ies, and myat81"1es 
of' God I s will and human actions. 42 Evil myst81"1es f'orm a key part 
of the story of how evil argel.s lusted aft81" women, came to earth, 
married than, and begat giants, nth the result that much violence 
and lawlessness ensued (Enoch 6-?). The good aigel.s then appeal to 
God: 11Thou seest what ABaBal. hath done, who hath taught all unrighteoua-
neas on earth and revealed the et81"nal secrets which w81"e (preserved) in 
heaven, which men W81"e striviig to learn'' (En. 9:6.?) •43 The context 
indicates that "these myst81"ies11 through which 11women am men work 
39Robinson, p. 236, remark■ that lat81" Jewish Apocryphal literature 
provi.des 11an important link between the usage· of' the Greek O.T. and 
the usage of the N. T. 11 
4 <\tef'erencea to these books are from R. B. Charles• edition of' 
e A er. ha and P aid i ra a of the Old Testament (oxford: The 
Clarendon Presa, 1913 , 2 vols., mccept where otherwise indicated. 
41Throughout Enoch myat81"ies are viewed aa all-inclusive heavenly 
ultimate realities which lie behind am form the basis of' world realities. 
er. Bordcamm, IV, 815. 
42Brown, xx, 428-4)3. 
43Brown, translates this passage, 11He (the evil aigel) revealed 
the et81"nal secrets which wRe baim; done in h•ven. 11 Thi■ ta:t, 
together nth En. 16:) where God reproaches the .tall.en aigal.■ , "You 
have been in heaven, but (all) the mysteriea had not yet been reveal.ad 
to you, and you knew· wort.hl.ess ones, and these in the hardness of 
your h•rts you have made known to the women ••• 11 Brawn holds, suggest 
some sort of belief' that evil mysteries wRe enacted in h•ven before the 
argel.s came to earth .and revealed than to human■ and that God played a 
role in briigirg about these ml. m;y■terie■• 
49 
much evil on earth" (En. 16:)) incl.ude charms and enchantments; 
cutt.irg of roots am knowledge of pl.ants; the art of makirg otte:naive 
and defensive weapons am ot usirg metal.ii; ormments, cosmetic■ am 
costly gema--a11 materia1s used in the evil. praotices of magic, idolatry, 
violence, am seduction (Emch 7 and 8). 
The signi:f'icance o:t the coamic '1l'Steries seems to lie in the 
role they play in divine providence. such natura1 phenome:na as the 
f'unction of the moon, the division of the stars, winds, thunder, light..-
nirg, rain, hail, and snow (En. 60:11-22) are arrarged and f'ul:f'illed 
"accordirg to the commamment of the Lord of Spirits" (En. 41:6). 
The luminaries give "light to the righteous and darkness to the sirmers 
in the name of the Lord" (En. 41 :8). Later Enoch is informed by the 
aigel who is axplainiig the heavenly mysteries that the mmes o:t the 
stars have parabolic meanirg: "These are the 1'8Dles or the holy who 
dwell on the earth and believe in the :name of the Lord of Spirits 
for aver and ever" (En. 4):4). And in En. 80:7 we are told t&at the 
mystery of the order of the luminaries is mt reveal.ed to sirmers, 
with the result that they make than their gods. Fina1ly, the mysteries 
of the mountains of metals--iron, copper, silver, gold, aof't metal, 
and lead-are significant for the role they play in the realisation 
of the Messianic kirgdon. Enoch :la told: "All these thirgs which those 
hast seen shall serve the dominion o:t Bia Anointed that he may be potent 
and might:, on the earth~ (En. ,52:4).44 
44yet their role is strictJ.:, instrumental: "Am th8.Y ahall. become 
powerless before his :feet. • • • Am all these thirgs aball. be daatroyed 
.f'rom the surface o.t the earth, when the Elect Ona ah•Jl app-.r before the 
£ace o:t the Lord of Spirit■" (En. ,52:6,9). Here an aschatological 
flavor is evident. · 
So 
Moat often myaterie■ in Enoch, however, rater to God'• will aa 
it affect■ maricind and to •n' a actiom under God' ■ judgme~and here 
the mysteries have a stro-rg eschatological. bent. God' a bei1g and ra.le 
are unsearchable. The evil a1gels say of the Lo:rd ot Spirits: "And 
splendid in every secret thirg is Tb¥ power trom generation to generation. 
• • • Deep are a11 Tb¥ secrets and innumerable, and Th¥ righteousness i■ 
beyond reckonirg" (En. 6:,::,). Human actions, too, are cal1ed mysteries,45 
whether good deeds (En. )8::,;46 49:2) or evil. (En. 68:2; 8):7).47 
Since these actions stand under divine judgment it •is not aurpriai-rg 
that God's judgment itself is ca11ed a myster;v.48 In En. 41:1 Enoch 
says: "And after that I saw all the secrets of the heavens, and how the 
ki~dom is divided, and haw the actions of men are weighed in the 
balance." Even more explicit is Enoch's statement: 
I know a ~stery and have read the heavenly tablets • • • that 
all good neas and joy and glory are prepared tor them, and 
written down for the spirits of those who have died in righteoue-
ness. • • • Woe to you, ye sinners, when ye have died •••• 
Know ye, that ~eir souls will be made to descend into Sheol 
and they shal.1 be wretched in their great tribulation (En. 10:3: 
2-7). 
45Accordi1g to Brown, XX, 4:,2, since the term mystery frequently 
re.ters to God I s judgment, when even man• a hidden thoughts shall. be 
revealed (er. Sir. 1:)0), it is not unnatural. that human actions ahould 
be ca11ed 1113"steries. 
46Charles, II, 209, on the other hand, takes 11The secrets of the 
righteous" to be the secret blessi1gs ot the righteous which, though 
still hidden, shal.1 be revealed at the final judgment. 
4 7The secret human actions ot En. 49:4 and 61 :9 perhapa rater 
to human deed■ period--good and bad. 
48In En. 89:1 a divine taapora1 judgment, the Flood, is called 
a mystery. 
.51 
Am in En. 68: 5 Michael tells Raphael concerni1g the av1l. a1gela: 
"Therefore all that is h1dden49 aball come upon th• for ever am 
ever •••• they have received their judgment for ever .am ever. 11 
In addition, the term mystery a1ao applies to the Son of Man who 
was "chosen am hidden before Him, before the creation ot the world" 
(En. 48:6)50 and lrho shall be revealed on judgment day (En. 62:1). 
"And the Elect One shall in those days sit on M.J throne, and his 
mouth shall pour forth all the secret.a of wisdom and coumel11 (En. 
51:)). En. 62:2,13 adds: 
And the Lord of Spirits seated him (the Elect Ona) on the throne 
of His glory, am the spirit of righteousness was poured out 
upon him, and the word or his mouth slays all the aimers. 
• • • .51 Am the righteous and elect shall be saved on that day. 
• • • 
Finally, Enoch 69 tel.la of' how an angel. asked Michael to show him 
"the hidden name" so that he cou1d put it in the oath am consequently 
the evil argal.s who revealed secrets to maricind would tranb1e before 
tba t name. Thereupon, 11the name of the Son ot Man'' was revealed 
to the good a1gal.s (En. 69:26). Am in the followirg verse we are 
told: 
And he sat on the throne ot his glory, an! the 811111. ot judgment 
was given unto the Son ot Man, and he caused the sinners to pass 
away and be destroyed from ott the race or the earth •••• 
49A. later EthiOl)iC MS, has "the hidden judgment." 
Socr. also En. 62:7. 
51cr. al.so En. 49:2,3, which at.ates that the Elect One, described 
as 11m1.ght:, in all the secrets or righteousness," shall "judge the 
secret thirga. 11 
.52 
We now turn our attention brief'l.y to the appearance ot myatery 
in 2 Baruch.52 Baruch, prayirg to God, aaya: "Thou alone knoweat 
the duration ot the generations, am Thou ravealest not Thy 1117ateriea 
to many" (2 Bar. 48::,). The context seems to irdicate coamic nwateriea: 
seasons, fire, wind, the heavens, darkneas • .53 Yet here, too, as in 
Enoch, there seems to be a hint or eschatol.ogical import: 110 my 
Lord, Thou summonest the advent or the times, and they stand before 
Thee; Thou causest the power or the ages to pass away, ard they do not 
resist Thee" (2 Bar. 48 :2). The eschatological thra.st ot the mysteries 
becomes even more apparent when in writirg to the Israelites in the 
Babylonian captivity Bara.ch comtorta than. by saying: 
I prayed ror mercy trom the Most High, and I said: 11Hov lorg will 
these thi:rgs endure ror us? And will these evils come upon us 
always?" And the Mighty One did accordirg to the multitude or 
His mercies ••• am He showed me visions that I should DPt 
again endure a:rguish, and He made known to me the mystery"'° 
ot the times. And the advent or the hours He showed me (2 Bar. 
81:2-4). 
A similar thought appears in 2 Bar. 85:8-10 although the term mystery 
does not occur there: 
52Charles, II, 470, dates 2 Baruch (the Syriac version) between 
50 and 90 A.D., makirg it contaaporaneous with the Netr Testament. writirga • 
.53:, Baruch (Greek version), which accordirg to Charles, II, .529, 
,530, dates from the i'irst part or the second century A.D. am ahawa aome 
signs of Christian redaction, deval.ops the cosmic Dti:Ysteriea at lergth. 
An argel promises to show Bara.ch 11the mysteries of God" (:, Bar. 1 :8) and 
then proceeds to take him on a tour ot the heavens where he points out 
the meaauran.ents of the heavenly plains (ch. 2), the chariot ot the sun 
(cha. 6-8) am that ot the moon (ch. 9), am 'other pbyaica1 phenomenon. 
Interspersed are descriptions of "spiritual" my■'beries: the builders ot 
the tower ot Babel ( ch. :,) 1 the evil dragon (cha. 4 and 5) , am the tree 
that led Adam astray (ch. 4). 
54other MSS. read "mysteries. 11 
53 
the Moat H1gh ••• hath shown to us tbat which is to be, and 
has not concealed from us what will betall in the and. Bef'ore 
therefore judgment exact its own ••• let us prepare our soul. 
• • • For the youth or the world is past • • • and the advent 
or the times is very short. 
In 4 »ara.S5 the mystery likarisa is eacbatological; it concerns 
the last times am the desti'f>1' or Israel. reveal.ad to Esra through dreams 
and visions ( 4 Ezra 12: ))-)6; 14: .5-9). The angel. Uri.el tells Esra 
that "the Moat High hath revealed maey secrets unto thee. For he hath 
seen thy righteous conductS6 :f'or t~ people ••• •" (4 Ezra 10:)8). 
Uriel then axplai.ns how the vision or the su:f".feri~ woman ref'era to 
Zion 1-rhich wil1 be restored (4 Ezra 10:40-So). The mysteri.ea of 
God concer:ni?g the times and seasons are to be kept secret (4 Ezra 
14:.5-8)--raaini.scant or the comnal'ld to secrecy 1.n the mystery aul.ts--
juat as Moses was ordered to keep some secret, namely, the apocalyptic 
tradition, 1-rhile publishirg others, that is, the Torah.57 
It is evident, than, that JA. u r-e .,{ e co v ia an important concept 
in later Jewish apocalyptic.58 and must not be overlooked in aaakirg the 
55charlea, II, 552, dates the final redaction or 4 Ezra f'rom 
100-1)5 A.D., but notes that some sources embodied 1.n the book may 
go back to about )0 B.C. 
56Here and alaarhere (e.g., 4 Ezra 12:)6, "Thou alone has been 
f'ound worthy to learn this mystery ot the Most High") 4 Ezra contrasts 
sharply vi.th Danial in that the former attributes the revelation o:f' 
divine mysteri.es to indi.viduals on the basis of' thei.r upright, conduct 
(as in G:noaticism where the m.vsteries are revealed to the -r:c A e co c. 
r vw rr -c-, 1< o l. ), whereas the latter insists that God alone reveal.a 
His mysteries to those whom He chooses-and :not because of their own 
righteousness or wisdom. 
57c:r. Charles, n, 621, n. 6 • 
.58x.. Johnston, "The l(y'stery o:f' Marriage," Scripture, XI (19.59), 
2, concludes that the tam m.vstm-y 11balo~s to the larguage o:f' Jeri.sh 
apocalypti.c literature." 
background for Paul.ine usage or the tei,n. Admittedly, there are some 
similarities between this apocal.yptic usage, on the one ham, and 
that of the mystery cu1ts and Gnostician, on the other. There 1:s 
a similar dana.nd for si1eno~-a1tbt,ugh not n•rly ao strorgly stressed 
in apoca1yptic. Both ho1d that the mysteries are revea1ed only to 
the perfect am wise. Journeys to heaven and hel.1, depicted liturgicall.y 
in the mystery religions, whi1e takirg the form or dreams and visions 
in GnosticiBlll and apocal.yptic, play• an important ro1e in both. And 
the role or the mystagogue in the mystery cu1ta finds a parallel in 
the role or the a1gel who guides the apoca1yptists through the heavenly 
visions and axplains the mysteries to h1m59 __ a1though Brown contends 
that 1he role or argel.s as guides to the heavenly secrets woul.d flow 
quite naturally from the hypothesis that the heavenly -r f-z, was 
the ultimate background of the revel.ation or the divine mysteries. 60 
Neverthel.esa, there are important differences between apocal.yptic 
mysteries and those of the mystery cul ta--dif'f'erences that are indeed 
decisive. Bornkamm summarizes: 
1. The apocalyptic mysteries do not relate to a destin;y whi:ch 
the deity or the heaveril.y redemer suf'fers, but to one which 
the deity decides am ordai.111; 2. reception of' the mysteries 
is not deification in apocalyptic; ). the mysteries are in 61 
apoca1yptic oriented to an eschatologica1 cosmic revelation. 
59Borricamm, IV, 816. 
60i3rown, :xx, 430, n. s1. 
61:eorricamm, IV, 816. er. a1so E. J. Price, "Jeri.ah Apocalyptic 
and the Mysteries," The Hibbert Journal., XVIII (1919), 101-104, who 
ci tea the f'ollowirg dif'f'erences between J ewiah apocalyptic am the 
mystery cu1ts: the dualism of' apoca1yptic is ethi.cal., that of' the 
mystery cults metapb_ysical; in the Jll1'Stery rel.igions sa1vat1on 1s 
by deification, whereas th1s mystica1 ident1f'lcat1on with God is wholly 
55 
We agree with Price who, while admittirg "that in apocalypt~c 
we have a parallel. phenomenon to that or the Hel1erd.stic mystery 
religions, 1162 concludes that 
in estima.tirg the point.a or contact between Paul an:l the m_ystery 
religions, we must have due regard tor the apocal.Jptic backgroun:l 
or his thought; conceptions which app•r to be derived f'rom the 
mystery gulta may really have their roots in Paul's apocalyptic 
Judaism. 3 
We are now ready to .focus our attention on the occurrence am 
, 64 
usage or 1-1 v er -r: .,, e c o v in the Qmnran 11 tera ture. The t81'm app•rs 
approximately .fifty times, 65 frequently emugh to warrant. a close 
alien to Jewish piety; the conception o.f faith is much more prominent in 
apocalyptic than in the cul.ta; and while tor the m.,vateries the heavenly 
world exists here and now, apocalyptic is primarily eJSchatological, 
pointirg .forward to the time, not far off, when the evil forces will be 
destroyed and God' a plan of deliverance f\illy realized. In connection 
with this last point, Albert Schweitzer, Paul and Bia Interpret,!r1, trans-
lated by W. Montgomery (New York: The Macmillan Compa'f\Y, 1912), pp. 227, 
228, insists that of eschatology in the late Jewish or early Christian 
sense, that is, when reference is made to the end or the world as ex-
pected in the inlllediate future, and the events, hopes, and tears co~ 
nected with it--and mt just the subjective future end of' individuale--
11there is not a airgle trace to be f'ound in any Graeco-Oriental doc-
trine." 
62Price, XVIII, 96. 
6:3!2!il., XVIII, 112. 
64A1though scholars differ in their estimation of the composition 
date of' the Qumran writirga, we accept the f'irat century B.C. as an ap-
proximate date. Cf'. Frank M. Cross, Jr., The Ancient Library ot Qumran 
and Modern Biblical Studies (Na, York: Doubleday and CcmpaJ\T, Ina., 19.58), 
pp. 89, 90. Cf'. also Joseph Coppens, 111Mystery1 in the 'l'beology of Saint 
Paul an:l its Parallel.a at Qumran, 11 in Paul and Qumran, edited by Jerome 
Murpby-O' Connor (London: Geof'f'rey Chapman Ltd., c.1968), p. 137, n. 6. 
. 6.S.c:r. Karl G. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu Den Qumrantax:ten (Gottirgen: 
Vandenhoeck und Rupprecht, 1960), pp. 203, 204. Be cites the 1'ollowirg 
references of' f' 1, : 1 Qp Hab (The Commentary on Habakkuk) 7:5,8,14; 
1 QS ( e Rule of' the Commurd.t) 3:23; 4:6:18; 9:18; 11:3,S,19; 
1 QM ( e War Rule 3:9,15; 1 :9,14; 16:11,16; 17:9; 1 QH (The Hymns) 
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ax:amination or its uae here with a view to dete:rmin1rg to what mctent., 
if ar,y, the Pau1ine concept of myst81'7 f'inda i ta source in this partiaalar 
Sani tic background. The term t , app-.ra moat frequently, but , ,-r:, also 
'T 
occurs a significant number or ti.mas, sometimes para11el. to ~, (aa, 
T 
for E1U111ple, in 1 QB 11:10), 66 lri.th no apparent disti:nction. F1nal.1y, 
"T • -, T-1 ""1i' l also occur a. 
T • • 
Cosmic mysteries, such as we have already seen in the apocrypha 
and pseudepigrapha, are also to be found in the Qumran writirgs. 
1 QH 1:11,12, in which the psalmist thanks God tor ordail'lirg 11the 
heavenly lights to their mysteries, the stars to their paths • • • 
to their tasks, 1167 refers to the orbi ta or the heavenly bodies aa 
mysteries. The Psalmist then, havir:g described thunder and lightnirg, 
the earth and its sea.a, ani man and his destiny, aaya, "These thi.rga 
I know by the wisdom ,rhich comes from Thee, ror Thou hast um1topped my 
ears to marvel1ous myateriea11 (1 QH 1 :21). The same chapter ap•ka 
1:11,13,21,29; 2:13; 4127; 5:25,36; 7:27; 8:6,11 (twice); 9:23; 11:10; 
12:13,20; 13:2,3,13; r (fragment) 3:7;. 6:5; 17:3; 25:1; 50:5; 1 Q26 1:4; 
1Q271:2,3,4,7; 13:3; 1 Q30 4:1; 1 Q36 9:2; 16:2; 1Q401:2; 4 Q}la 
12 (fragment of an old edition of The War Rul.e trom Cave 4); CD 
(Damascus Docpm.ent) 3:18. Cf. also E. Vogt, '"Myateria• in Tax:tibua 
Qumran,11 Bib1ica, 37 (1956), 247-256, who pref'acea his liat or occurrences 
of mystery in the Qumran writirgs by aayirg: 11Iuvabit colligere tstu.a 
qumranicoa, in quibua haec vax adhibetur, quo faciliua senaua vocia, 
moment1Dll in doctrina aectae, ral.atio ad coaim11em uaum vocis 1 myateri'Ulll1 
in N.T. el.ucidari poasit, ubi fere 3oiea imrenitur. 11 
66cr. Eliuard Lohse, pie Taxte aua gumran (Darmstadt: Wiaaenachartliche 
Bucbgeael1achaft, 1964), p. 1,54. 
67All quotations in Ergliah from the Qumran literature are, unl.eaa 
otherwise i:ndicated, from G. Vermea, The Dead Sea Scrolls in Ergli■h 
(Middles me, Ergland: Per:guin, c.1962), pp. 71-249. 
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of sounds which God brirgs forth accordirg to their Jll1'&teries (1 QH 
1:29), possibly a reference to human larguage,68 or to the m•sure 
and the harmorw basic to poetry and music.69 
The Qumran wri tirgs also speak of evil JD¥Steries. In The War 
Rule -..re read: 
In all our generations Thou hast bestowed Thy vondertul. favours 
on the remnant (of Thy people) under the dominion of Satan. 
Durirg all the JD¥&teries or his Malevolence he has not 111ade 
(us) stray from Thy Covenant (1 QM 14:8, 9).70 
Precisely what these mysteries are is unclear, but the context seems 
to suggest that they ar~ evil forces at work in the world to destroy 
God I s elect. The psalmist speaks or the JD¥&teries of sin71 in 
1 QH 5: 36, referriig to the bread of wailirg and the drink or tears 
that bec.ome his enemies and 11charge the works or God by their trans-
gression." What he means here is likewise unclear. We also hear 
or "the mysteries of sin11 in Livre des M.ysteres. this time in a daf'inl.te 
eschatological settirg. In 1 Q27 1:2 we find the bare phrase ~kl!> "t,; 
unfortunately the contatt is mutilated. Later the tact describes 
68cr. Brotrn, XX, 441, n. 88. 
69cr. Coppens, p. 135. Coppens (p. 135) also lists amo:rg the 
cosmic mysteries the mysteries or the abyss (1 Q27 r. 13:3) and the 
mysterious dmain or a new Paradise (1 QH 8:6). 
70Brown, XX, 440, translates versa 8, "against the dominion of 
Belial am against his hostile Jll1'&teries. 11 
71The phrase here (er. Lohse, p. 132), as well as in 1 QHt 
So:5 [cf'. E. L. Sukenik, editor, The ead ea Scrolls of the Hebrew 
University (Jerusalem: The Magnea Preas, 1955 and 1 Q27 1:2 cf. 
D. Barthel.any and J. T • .Milik, Discoveries in the Jud,-, Desert: 
QWllran Cave I (Qxf'ord: The Clarendon Preas, 1955), I] is ~ k.lt:> "tt • 
It also occurs in 1 Q27 1: 7, al though here Milik r•ds J\r 7 '::) ,, t 7 • 
S8 
the signs or the mystery to come: wickedneaa will vatdsb like •oke; 
righteousness will be revealed like a sun; and nan who cleave to the 
m.ysteries or sin ( \} 1u It> ., .t 7) shal.l be no more" (1 Q27 1: 7). 
This brirgs us to the mysteries or divine providence. God, 
who has created both the spirit or light and the spirit or darknesa 
(1 QS 3:28), does permit the evil ~staries to function tor a time. 
1 QS 3:20-23 tells us: 
The argel. or darkness leads al.l the children of righteousness 
astray, and until his end, al.l their sin, iniqui.tiea, wickedness, 
and all their unlawful deeds are caused by his dominion i.n 
ac~rdance w.i.th the mysteries or God. 
But God loathes the counsel. (T'; -r:> ) or the argel. of darkness (1 
QS 4:1) and "in the mysteries of His undarstandirg, and in His glorious 
toriedom, God has ordained an end for falsehood, at'ld at the time of 
the visitation He will destroy it for ~er" (1QS 4:18). 72 Hmr thia 
torill happen is metaphorical.ly described in The War Rule, which speaks 
of the sons of light marchirg in battle against the sons ot darkness, 
carryi?g trumpets of ambuah on 11hich is written, "The Mysteries or 
God shall undo Wickedness" (1QM ):8,9). 
The trials which the mysterious wisdom of God intlicts on people 
are another aspect of the mysteries of divine providence. The psalmist 
is confident that God will plead his cause: 
?2Franz Muasner, "Contributions Made by Qumran to the Underatandirg 
of the Epistle to the Ephesians," in Paul and Qumran, p. 160, comments: 
"The community is convinced that all time is determined by God, especially 
the hour of his action at the end of time. Time lies I in the myateriea• 
of his wise providence. 11 ct. also 1 QM 14: 14 which, al though not clear, 
seans to speak of God's wonderful. mysteries in tema of caatirg down 
the argel.s. 
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For it is accordi1g to the m_yatery of' Thy wisdom that Thou 
hast rebulced me. Thou wilt conceal the truth until (its) 
time, (and righteousness) until its appointed moment. ~ 
rebuke shall become IQ' joy and gladness. • • • (1QB 9:23,24). 
God's :m.yaterious providence is al.so seen when Bia soldiers 11begin 
to fall by the mysteries of God11 in order to teat all those ready tor 
battle (1 QM 16s11).73 Thereu.pon the high priest encourages the 
soldiers in battle with the words: "And you, the aom of His CoveNLnt, 
be stro~ in the ordeal of God I His mysteries shall uphold you until 
He moves His hand :f'or His trial.a to come to an end" (1 QM 17:8,9). 
Finally, God's providential. ~steries relate especially to 
I srael, His elect people in terms o:f' -both present pardon and future 
salvation. When the remnant continued to wallow in sin and uncleanness 
in spite o:f' the :f'act that God had revealed to them the hidden thi1gs, 
that is, His Sabbaths, :f'easts, righteous testimonies, truthful ways 
and purposes o:f' His will, 11God, in Bis wonderful. mysteries, forgave 
than their sin and pardoned their wickedness •••• 11 (CD 3:18). 
In 1 QpHab. 7:1-S we have an example of God's mysteries referri1g to 
Israel's future. Comment:1.rg on Bab. 2:1,2 the author says: 
And God told Habakkuk to write down that which would happen to 
the f'inal generation, but He did not make known to him when time 
would come to an end. And as f'or that which He said, "That he 
who reads may read it speedily," interpreted this concerns 
73Brown, XX, 437, n. 78, a1so cites 1 QM 16:15, 16 which he 
translates: "Blessed be God who stre1gthens the heart of' Bia people, 
(who) teats by ••• your slain, because :f'rom of old you have heard 
o:f' the mysteries o:f' God. 11 
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the Teacher ot Righteousness, to whcm God made known..__all the 
mysteries ot the words ot Bia servants the Prophets. 7'f-
The commentator goes on to say that the :f'iml. age shall be delayed 
beyond the expectation ot the prophets, "for the mysteries ot God 
are aatoundi?g11 (1QpHab 7:8). Nevertheless, "all the ages of God 
reach their appointed end as He determines tor them in the mysteries 
or His wisdom" (1 QpHab. 7:1), 14).75 This eschatological motif' 
is striking in 1 Q 27:),4 where we J;"ea.d: "They know not the mystery 
to come, mr do they understand the things of the past. They kl'IIDW' 
not that which shall befall than, nor do they save their soul. f'rom 
the mystery to come." Isaac Rabinowitm describes this mystery aa 
"the expected consummation in which the idolatrous enemy-nations 
and the apostates of Israel would be destroyed forever, while Israel• a 
righteous remnant should enjoy eternal. dcminion.1176 And he notes 
a significant parallel or the phrase 11a mystery which is to come" 
( sr ,, 71 J t,,) in Dan. 2:28,29: "But there is a God in heaven that 
revealeth secrets ( t f I J\r~ ;f ). and He hath made known ••• 
what shall be in the and of days • • • and He that revea.leth secrets 
74Brown, XX, 4)8, n. 80, referring to the phrase 11all the mysteries 
( \ ~ , ) of the words of His servants the prophets," notes a clear 
reminiscence of Amoa ):8 where God revea1a Bia secret (-r,;-c) to Bia 
servants the prophets. 
75Ma.sanar, pp. 160, 161, cites various interpretations ot this 
passage. Bia own is that all periods of time attain that mea.aure 
which God in the mysteries ot His wisdom has ordained. 
'16isaac Rabil'IIDW'itm, 11The Authorship, Audience am Date of the 
de Vaux Fragment ot an Uricl'IIDW'n Work, 11 Journal of Biblical Literature, 
LXXI (1952), 23. 
• 
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hath made known to thee what shall come to pass.1177 The same expression, 
f1 1, 'fT" I t- -, , also occurs in 1 QS 11 : 3 ,4: "For my light baa sprur:g 
.from the source of His kn>lrledge; my eyes have beheld His marvellous 
d eeda, and the light of my heart, the mystery to come. 11 
In the Qumran writirgs it is God alone who, in the final analysis, 
reveals the mysteries. 
For lrithout Thee no lra:y is perf'ect, and without Thy will nothiig 
is done. It is Thou 1rho has taught all kmwledge and all tM.rga 
come to pass by Thy will. There is none beside Thee to dispute 
Thy counsel or to understand all Thy holy design, or to contemplate 
the depth o.f Thy mysteries and the power of Thy might. 78 
God reveals His marvelous mysteries hidden .from ordinary men to the 
Qumran caamunity: 
From the source o.f His righteousness are my judgments; 
From His marvel.ous mysteries is there a light in my heart. 
M,y eye has contemplated 1rha t is eternal; 
Sound 1risdom which is hidden .from wise men, 
ard discretion (hidden) .from mankind ••• 
A fountain of glory (hidden) .from the worldly assanbly--
God has granted these to those whom He el.acted as an eternal 
possession. 
He has constituted than as an inheritance in the lot of the 
saints; 
And He has joined their society with the som of' heaven 
into a unified coigregation and an assaa.bly of saintl.y 
f'abric.79 
The psalmist sa:ys that God has made known to the sons of His goodwill. 
11 the counsel of' Thy truth, ard has taught than. Thy marvellous mysteries" 
(1 QH 11 :9, 10). Included amorg those who have received these mysteries 
77!21£. , LXXI, 22, 23. Cf'. supra, pp. 44, 45. 
781 QS 11 :18, 19. This is f"ollowed by an acknowledganent of 
insignificance and limitations of man who is but moulded clay. 
791 QS 11:,5-8, translated by Bl-own, XX, 4:38, who notes that 11The 
last line is an echo which connects the community• s special knowledge 
of' divine mysteries with the anci.ent notion o:r the argelia T';-r:> • 11 
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is the psalmist b1msa1.f':80 11by Thy Ho1y Spirit I have f'aithf'ully 
hearkened to Tey marvel1ous counsel.. In the mystery of Thy wisdom 
Thou hast opened knowledge to me ••• •" (1 QH 12: 11-13).81 Again: 
I (tha:ric Thee, 0 lord), for Thou bast enlightened me through 
Thy truth. In Thy marvellous mysteries, and in Thy lovitgkindness 
to a man (of' vanity, a:nd) in the greatness of Thy mercy to a 
perverse heart Thou hast granted me krmrledge" (1 QH 7:26-33). 82 
Here the psalmist acknowledges that he is unworthy of' receivirg these 
mysteries. Elsa1here he confesses: "Before Thee no man is just ••• 
(that he may) understand all Thy mysteries" (1 QH 12:19,20). Par-
ticularly are those of' carna1 spirit unable to understand the mysteries 
of' God (1 QH 13:14). Nor do they want to, accordirg to 1 QS 5:11: 
For they are not reckoned in His Covenant. They have neither 
irquired nor sought af'ter Him concernitg His laws that they 
might krmr the hidden thitgs in which they have sintull.Y' erred; 
a:nd matters revealed they have treated with insolence. 
The sons of' truth ·who possess the secret counsels of' the spirit 
are obligated to conceal th_e mysteries of' truth83 ( n ~ , ,, t , )84 
- T, •• -r 
80some identity the amivmoua author of' The H.ymns as the Teacher 
of' Righteousness, but this is uncertain. Multiple authorship is mt 
precluded. 
81c:r. also 1 QS 11:3. 
82In the contaxt of' God I s marvel.ous mysteries the author asks, 
''Who is like Thee among the gods, 0 lord ••• ? And he concludes, 
"For Thou art an eternal God; all Thy ways are determined f'or aver 
(and ever) and there is mne other beside Thee" (1 QH 7:34-49). Cf'. 
Dan. 2:47. 
8.3The psalmist speaks of' those who share in h:ia secret counsel. and 
then go "as talebearers before the children of mischief' concernitg the 
m_.vstery wh:ich Thou bast bidden in me ••• and because of their guilt, 
Thou hast hidden the fountain of' u:nderstandiqr; and the counsel. of tra:th" 
(1 QH 5:25, 26). 
84c:r. Lohse, p. 12. 
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from those ruled by the spirit of fa:Lsehood (1 QS 4:6-1?).85 On the 
other hand, those who have received the mysteries must instruct those 
who have chosen the way of the sect 11in the JQ"steries of marvellous 
truth that in the midst of the men of the Community they may walk 
perfectly together in all that has been revealed to th•~• (1 QS 9: 
18,19). The author of The lf3mns apparently bas a particalarl.3" responsible 
role in communicatir:g the divine :mysteries. He insists, even in the 
face of the taunts of the wicked: 11But to the elect of righteousness 
Thou has made me a banner, and a discernitg interpreter of wonderfal. 
mysteries, to try ( those who practise) truth and to teat those who 
love correction" (1 QH 2:1),14). Elsewhere the psalmist says: 
Through me Thou hast illumined the face of the Co1gregation am 
hast shown Thine infinite p~rer. For Thou hast given me knowledge 
through Thy marvellous JQ"steries, and hast shown Thyself mighty 
within me in the midst of Thy marvellous Council" (1 QH 4:26-28). 
It is apparent then that /II v ,,- -r: .,,f ~ c o v is an important concept 
in Qumran literature. Its uae is varied:86 sometimes cosmic myateri.ea, 
then again evil :mysteries, and moat often mysteries of divine 
8SBrown, XX, 4)8-440, who sees as one of the :mysteries of God 
the interpretation of the law He has entrusted to the Qumran community, 
accordir:gly firms other co11111ands of secrecy in 1 QS 9:17,22 and CD 
15:10, 11, the latter involvir:g untrained initiates of the community. 
In interpretir:g the allegory of 1 QH 8:4-)6 Brown, XX, 440, finds 
the law a secret source of life entrusted to the sect ard suggests 
that a certain person, perhaps the Teacher of Righteousness, is spoken 
of as hidden, reminiscent of the Elect One of Enoch. 
8~rown, XX, 44), cautions that in eva:Luatir:g the Qumran use of 
mystery one must keep in mind tha.t we have ·only part of the community• s 
literature. 
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providence. 87 They all have their center in God and no one can know 
88 them unless God graciously reveals than. Frequently, they have an 
eschatologica1 fiavorirg, pointi~ to that climactic mystery in the 
not too distant future when God' a people will be vindicated and His 
enemies destroyed. 
We close our survey of the Semitic background of 
with a brief look at its use in Rabbinic literature. Although Rabbinic 
Judaism after the destruction of J erusa1m developed a stro:rg distaste 
for the secret doctrines or apocalyptic, yet earlier the Rabbina.te 
itself e~aged in apocalyptic &peeul.ations~9 and made some use of 
the concept or mystery.90 Amorg the mysteries in Rabbinic writirgs 
are: 91 (1) The Mischna, the traditional doctrine of Israel.. It is 
by holdi~ to this oral tradition that the Israelites show thansel.ves 
87L. Johnston, "The Mystery of Y.:arriage, 11 Scripture, XI (1959), 2, 
says the Qumran literature uses the t8l'lll "mystery" in 11111ch the same 
way as Daniel. and the l~ew Testament Gospels, namely, as "the hidden 
·wisdom of the divine plan and of i ta E11Cecution, revealed to the prophets 
in part, and now to the seat of the new covenant." Brown, XX, 443, also 
finds a concept unique in the pre-Christian literature: the mysteries 
of the apecia1 interpretation of the Torah. 
88There is m aaphaais in Qumran writirgs on the role or dreams 
and visions in such revelation. In 1 QH 12:11-13 God reveals His 
mysteries through His Holy Spirit. Brown, XX, 441, n. 89, suggests 
that this "could be the good spirit who rules over human actions, or 
it may be a vague reference to the power of God.11 
89 8 Borl'llcamm, IV, 17. 
90w-e find both 'T';'T> and f + used, as well as T "1 "¥7! ~, 
the transliteration of 1-f v,,-r ,4 e c.o v into Hebrew. And sometimes 
J 4 1 ¥"? ~ became ]"1 ~:y Y.l , "hidden thirgs.11 Cf'. Knox, p. 227. 
91we follow the list compiled by Herman L. Strack and Paul 
Billerbeck, Kommentar mum, Neuen Testament aua Talmud und );idrasch 
(Munich: c. H. Beck' ache Verlagabuchhandlurg, 1922), I, 659, 660. 
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to be the true children or God, in contrast to the Gentiles who do 
not have this mystery. That is the reason this mystery was not put 
into writi~ 9:rld that too is wey I:srael was divinely charged not to 
revea1 it to the people of' the world (pe siq RS, 14b). (2) Circumcision, 
a mystery (-r, "D ) or God which He has reveal.ad. only to Abraham ( Tanch B 
T~ T';> f23, 4oa); (3) The end, that is, the begirm1~ or the Messianic 
Age (Tanch ,, 'fT"1, '56a); (4) The calculation of the calendar (pRH 
2, 58b, 22). This mystery (calcu1ation or the calendar according 
to the lunar year) God has given to the Israelites, while the Gentiles 
reckon o.ccordi~ to the aun (Ex R 15, 79a). (5) Certain matters 
of' the Torah, especially the grounds of the Torah and cosmological 
and theosophical. esoteric doctrines. These mysteries God will reveal. 
to him 11ho occupies himself with the Torah for its awn sake (Aboth 
6, 2) and curbs himself in this world for the sake of the Torah 
(Chag 14•). The Torah then'ia a Id.rd of' "envelope for the mystery 
of' divine creation which underlies it and al.l being am to which one 
must seek to penetrate in mystical. interpretation.1192 
From our survey of pre-Christian Jewish literature 'bro things 
seem clear. First, the concept or M 11tr-r-~ ~ ce1v was rather widespread 
, 
in J ad.sh circles. Secondly, µ v o- r.,,, e co v, which one author 
cal.la a "chameleon-like word,1193 was used with a considerable variety 
of meaning. We subnit that there is ample Sanitic backgroum material 
92sornkamm, IV, 817. He also notes (n. 132) that mysteries 
or the Torah in Heb. En. 11 :1 comprehem mysteries or wisdom, deep 
thi~s of' the perfect law, am mysteries of creation. 
93Sulli.van, I, 249. 
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from which Paul could have derived his use or JAurr -c .,.: ~,av , 94 which 
as -.re shall see, also subsumes several. nuances of meani!W. It remains 
to be seen :from an axamination or the passages. where Paul uses the 
term M t1er-c ,:~,ov just how close the similarity is in vocabulary 
and thought be'breen his usage and that or this pre-Christian Jadsh 
background.95 
94Sullivan, I, 2,50, rererri1g to the concept of ~atery in Daniel., 
the books ot Wisdom, the apocrJPhal. apocal11>aea, arxl the Qumran 1iterature, 
conc1udes: 11Al1 this would provide amp1e Semi.tic background-readirg 
for Paul's discip1ea. To urderstand all the resonances of the word 
1 mystery, 1 there wou1d have been no need tor than. to seek parallel.a 
in the Greek ~stery religions of the day •11 
95Brown, XX, 44'.3, ho1ds 11that the similarity in word and idea 
between the N. T. use of All v ,,...r .,,/ e c o v and the Semi.tic background 
is far more va11d than a-ey ot the :fal'-fetched parallels to the Greek 
mystery religions hitherto presented." 
• • • 
CHAPTER IV 
MISTmION IN TBE NIW TmT.A.dNr 
.Ln the New Testament the word 
, 
Mvrrr-nec..ov appears almost 
aicclusivel.y in the Pauline writirgs. Altogether the term occurs 
twenty-eight times, three times in the Synoptics, tour times in the 
Apocalypse, ard twenty-one times in the Pauline corpua •1 Before 
ex.aminit:g the passages in which Paul uses 
, 
,-, v o-"c ,, e c..ov, we shall 
look briefly at the other occurrences or the word in the Nar Testament, 
hopefully to see what light its origin am use there might shed on the 
origin 01' Paul• s use of the term. 
In the Gospel accounts 
, 
~, v u--e '>'lee ov appears only in the 
difficult sayirg of Jesus concernirg the purpose of parables, recorded 
by the Synoptists in the contsct of the Parable of the Soils (Mark 4: 
, 
"1 ~ cr,::;.,.,ecov 
t"oD 0 e. o,;. Luke 8:10: J M Z v i / .r o -r.r c. ;,vw v,1., -z:!-
·JA t1rr-r:.,; e c. ~ -r;:;;r (j;.,,-c..Ar.trJ.s -ro{) 8e.ov. Matt. 13:11 has 
the same as Luka axcept :f'or -cwv oJe«v;;Jv instead of z::o v Beou ). 
God gives2 to the disciples the mystery o:f the kirgdom. Jerallias 
comments: 
.. ' . 
Thia is surely :nothirg leas than a cry of axa1tationl God' a 
gift is for the disciples. Moreover, 11the secret of the Kirgdom 
o:f' God" which constitutes God's gi:f't must not be understood 
as implyirg genera1 revelations about the comirg ICirgdom of 
1Included is 1 Oor. 2:1 where the readirg is contested. 
2The verb g; So "C'oCc is perfect, denotirg a girlrg that obtains 
at that present time, and passive, indicatiig a circumlocution for the 
dirlne name. 
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God, but, as the sirgular shows, a particular revelation, namely, 
the recognition or its present irruption. This recognition is 
wholly the result or God• a grac,.:, · 
:, , 
Christ• s statement continues with a sharp antithesis: r I<€ c. v o c. s 
(t :. ... ,, i:. :1 J .. \ , , 
o c:. -ro,S €sCU G' V TrtAeoAl'3ond.cJ' T:d. 7T,iiV?:,I. r<-V£"Z'olC. 
(Mark 4:Ub).4 This has led Fr. Bouyer to suggest that the synoptic 
use or 
, 
~ v er 'C'" ?1e co v is like that or Daniel and the apocalypses 
in that it ret'ers to 11the interpretation of' enigmatic symbols, in 
this case the parables or the Kiigdom. 115 However, we agree with 
Brown that the synoptic ,fA v,,.. -c-,/ ~ c a v has l'ID intrinsic connection 
with the parabolic method or instruction6 and therefore the similarity 
)Joachim Jeremias, The Parables or Jesus, translated by s. H. 
Hooke (London: SQrt Preas, 19.54), p. 13. The significance or the 
sirgul.ar µ ur-c.,/e_ c.o v in Mark, in contr•st to the plural M ,nr-r,: ~c.,,. 
in Matthew and Luke, is not cl:ear. Henry B. Swete, The Gospel. Accordi;rs 
to St, Mark (London: Macmillan and Compa'l\Y, 1905), p. 76, holds that 
the 1,, u--r:. ~ ec~ or Matthew am Luke loses sight or the unity of 
the gift and beloigs to a somewhat later form or the common tradition. 
c:r. also Otto A. Piper, "The Mystery or the Kiigdom or God," Interpreta-
tion, I (1947), 196. Piper suggests that "the use or the plural 
indicates that the two evaigelista are not thi:nkir:g of the factual 
givenness or the mystery as the believers have it in Jesus Christ; 
but, rather, or the various implications of that secret, by which the 
gracious wil1 or God would be revealed to thaa. 11 Later we shall note 
Paul's predominant use or the siigular. This has led some to conjecture 
that :Mark may have been influenced by Paul and therefore Matth• 
and Luke have the older tradition. er. Raymond E. Brown, "The Saaitic 
Background or the N• Testament Myaterion (I) , 11 Bibl:lca, XXXIX (April. 
1958), 428. 
l.f.G. Bordcamm, 11 µ U tr-r .,/ e <. 0 V , uvew •" in Theological. 
ctiona or the N• Teatament, translated and edited by Geoffrey 
W. Bromiley Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmana Publishir:g Company, c.1967), 
IV, 818, states: 11The antithesis ••• implies first that the parables 
contain the mystery-, bu.t concealed in such sort that it may be f'ound 
only by specia1 revel.a tion. 11 
5Fr. Bouyer, 11Mysterion,11 in Myster1 and M.ysticism (New York: 
Philadelphia Library·; 1956), p. 22. 
6Jeranias, p. 15, concludes that Jesus• sayir:g concerns not His 
parables, but His preachiig in genera1. 
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~ 
be"breen the use or /f,f v u r '77 e c. o v here am the method ot reveal.iig 
divine secrets through enigmatic symbols should not be eacaggerated. 7 
What precisely is 
\ ro 
In view o'l: the contst or the Parable or the Soila which implies that 
the kirgdom is already active amorg different kims ot hearers, am 
that or Matt. 13:16,17 which infers that the disciples are blessed 
because they see in Jesus the cond1g o'l: the reign of God, the meani1g 
here seems to be the climactic, yet unpretentious, unroyal coming or 
God I s royal reign in the person or J esua the Messiah. Bornkamm 
elaborates: 
The mystery or the divine rule ••• can refer, noT. to some 
general content or the 13 d. u- '- A £ { d. , but only to the .f'act 
oi" its comirg • . Hence the step from image to matter can be 
taken only by the faith which grasps the real event or this 
comirg or the divine rule as this event is conaeal.ecl in the 
parable but takes place with its proclamation. Thia viar is 
confirmed by the !"act that the phrase 1,tuu--r:?{ecov -c ;;s 
t3 rJ. rr"' ,I£ t' '°' .s had lo1g been current in apoca1ypt.1c usage 
to indicate the counsel or God which is conceal.ad from human 
eyes, which is disclosed only by revelation, ard which will be 
enacted at the end •••• the parables point than (the disciples) 
to the incursion of the divine rule in the word am work of" 
Jesus. This perception is not the resu1t or their own per-
apicaci ty or a reward tor their own achievement. It is the 
gif't or God I s tree and sovereign grace. The µ. " tr -c-.; e c o v 
~-r, s ~ olu- c.. A e t.1d- s -r- o ,J 0 ,e. o G which is revealed 
to the disciples is thus Jesus Himself as Messiah.9 
7Broun, XXXIX, 429, 430. 
8Gerd.tive or possession: the mystery that belo~a to, or has to 
do with, the ki~dom. 
~rnkamm., IV, 818, 819. er. also Swete, p. 76, who holds that 
"the mystery of the ld.~dom of God is the content of the Gospel . • • • 
1. e., Christ Himself as reveal.iig the Father, and 1"ul.f'illiig Bia 
counsel.a." S1m:tlarl.y, M • . Bouttier, "Mystery," in A Companion to the 
Bible, edited by J .-J. Von Allman (Nar York: Qxford Urd.v.-aity Presa, 
19,58}, p. 277, describes the Markan mystery as "the hidden presence 
or the Ki~dom of God in the person or J eaua or Naureth, Bia word a, 
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While it haa been suggested that the source or the synoptic 
I 
µ v er -c ?'t~ c o v ia the secret rites and teachings or the mystery 
cults, it seems much more probable that the word employed here follows 
the usage or Jewish aources.10 For ax:ample, we find a atrozg parallel. 
to symptic usage in Daniel 2 where the mystery refers to God1 a 
secret plans which only He as the wise and powerrul. Lord of history 
can and does reveal concernizg His co.ming sovereign and eternal 
kingdom.11 Hans von Soden concludes: 
Es unterliegt wohl keinan Zweifel, daaz die Daniel.stel.1en 
den Ursprurg des neuteatamentlichen Sprachg ebrauchs von µ r,,r-r:,: e.c. o v 
argeben: die urspriizgliche Verbinduig Mu v -c ?I, e, o v -rw s 
tJ tJ.. er c. ,\ £ c.1 r1- 5 atammt ja ebendaher.12 
St111 there are other parallel.a in pre-Christian Semitic literature 
which may form part of the background or the synoptic I /1,f V rr "Z"" 77 e' C O Y • 
There is, for instance, a reminiscence or the kirgdom mystery in 
En. 41:1. Enoch says that he saw "all the secrets or the heavens, 
and how the kirgdom is divided, and how the actions or men are weighed 
His acts: a mystery, for some welcome in Him the arrival. or a new 
world, whereas for others, those who are wiuiout, 1 everything is in 
parables• (they understand nothirgl) •11 Likadse H. A. A. Kennedy, ~-
Pau1 and the M.yster,:-Raligiona ( New York: Hodder and Stoughton, n.d.), 
p. 125, says that here the term 11suggesta the secret purposes or plans 
ot God concerning Bia kiigdom which are coming to light in the work 
and teaching o'f' J eaua. • • •11 
10,iper, I, 187, suggests that this Sanitic usage "agrees better 
with the Biblical. idea o'f' God than does the pagan usage. Throughout 
the two Testaments the God or the Bible ia described as a person who 
haa a purpose with mankind and who, step by step in the history or 
the chosen people,. carries out Bia plan. 11 
11Cf. Martin H. Franzmann, Follow Me: Discipleship Accordim to 
Saint Matthew (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1961), pp. 121, 122. 1 
12Hana von Soden, ''Mysterion um sacramentum in den ersten zwei 
Jahrhu.rderten der Kirche, 11 Zeitachritt Fiir Die Neuteatamentliche 
Wissenscha'f't, XII (1911), 198. 
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in the balance." Note how both here, as wall aa in Christ• a aayirg, 
the reval.ation or the mystery or the kirgdom baa also to do with 
divine judgment. Furthermore, the tact that until God' a final. judgment 
evil doea, within the limits or divine providence, impede good ia part 
or the mystery or the times accordirg to 2 Bar. 81 :4.13 So in the 
Parable or the Soila f"ruitful production ia hampered by the thorns 
and the hard and the rocky soil. 
There ia likewise tertile background in Hebrew thought tor the 
tact that God reveals the mystery or the kirgdom to Hia diaciplea but 
conceals it f"rom outaidera. In Wisdom 2:22 we are told that tne wicked 
do not know the mysteries or God. God alone k110Ws the duration or 
the generations and doea not reveal His mysteries to m&l\V', accordi rg 
to 2 Bar. 48::,. But He does disclose Hia marvelous mysteries, hidden 
from ordinary men, to the Elect (1 QS 11:5-8; also 1 QB 11:9,10).14 
Am they in turn are to make these mysteries kmwn to the Elect (1 
QS 9:18,19; 1 QH 2:1),14), but not to the aona of ta1aehood (1 QS 
4:~17). The reason for the difference is explained. The wicked 
do not understand the mysteries or God because they do not want 
to (1 QS 5:11}. So, too, the synoptic mystery ramaina obscure to 
outsiders because they do not care for the truth and are unrillirg 
13Cf'. a1ao 1 QS ):20-2) where the activity of the argel. of 
darkness in leadirg the righteous astray ia 11in accordance with the 
mysteries of God." 
14At times, aa in 4 Ezra 10:)8 and 12:36, God reveals Bia myateriea 
to people on the basis of their own righteous conduct. El.sarhere 
wea-e told that God reveals His mysteries to the humble (Sir. 3:19), and, 
in fact, man• s u111orthiness to receive kmwledge of God' a mysteries, 
granted purely by grace, is stressed (cf. 1 QB 7:2~33 and 12: 19, 20). 
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to learn.15 They who do 11 not want to understand v1ll not be per-
mi tted to understand. 1116 
The other no~Pauline rei"erencea to 1,r v,,--c,/ {'c.ov occur in 
the Apocal.ypse or John. 
, 
Here, t.oo, semitic usage or IA u r-c.,,., e c. ov, 
particularly that of' Daniel, makes quite unnecessary and patently 
forced the view that there is "clearly present here a parallel.ism to 
the Greek l-~steries. 111? In Rev. 1 : 19 ,20 the one like the Son or 
Man, holdil'g seven stars in his right hand a'nd surroumed by seven 
lampstams, tel.ls John to write ~ 
-c: ti( 'r} -c oi. , and then speaks or the >t v v-r: ~e c ov of the seven 
stars and the seven lampstams. This sees highly reiniscent 
t: "> , , ::, '• , 
of Dan. 2:29: O ol V o< K ul J UTT -C W V 14 V '7'" -C -ne c.oC, e S 71 II W ,:,~ 
15Isaiah 6:9,10 which all of the synoptiats quote here speaks 
or the divine judgment of' the hardeni~ or the heart. William F. 
Arndt, The Go}:el. According to st, Luke (St. Louis: Conaordia Publishi~ 
House, c.1956 , p. 230, comments: 11In the case or those hearers 
of the parable, t.oo, who are contrasted with Jesus• disciples, one 
must say that the judgment or God strikes than: the savi.qJ truth is 
withheld from them. They reap what they sowed." 
16Ibid., p. 22?. With regard t.o this concealment o:r the mystery 
:from outsiders, Brown, XXXIX, 431, rightly cautions: ''We should not 
over-ephasize the denial by Jesus of knowledge or the mystery or the 
ki?gdom t.o outsiders. After all, the Synoptic passage emphasizes the 
positive side--revelation to the disciples. And even t.o outsiders 
the mystery is at least given; and the parables which cl.oak it are 
not meani?gless na.rration. The parable gives some knowledge of the 
ki?gdom of God without completel.:, umreili?g it. The complete unveili?g 
w11l. come not ao much by way or added revelation, as of added perception 
gained through .faith. • • •11 
l?perc:, Gardner, The Religious Eq>eriance or Saint Paul (New York: 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1913), p. ?2. 
c' .., 




.18 Again here as in Daniel. 2 
the µvtr-,::?/ecov involves both the symbol itself' as well as its 
meaning or content. 
, 
Rev. 17:5,7 is similar, where the J.IVO"'T. 'nec.ov 
is the name Babylon and the beast on which she rides, that is, a 
symbol containirg a secret meanl.rg, and al.110 the m•nirg of' that 
symbol. Also the judgment motif, apparent in Dan. 2:44 am En. 41 :1, 
68:5, and 103:2-7, comes through clearly in this e11chatological. 
mystery 01· anti-godly forces (compare Rev. "17:1,8,16,17; 18:1-10). 
It is also not811JOrthy that the symbols used to convey mysterious 
meanirg in Rev. 1:20 am 17:5,7 are quite familiar from Sanitic usage 
The former employs a popular device of' symbolic 
mystery visions, namely, a numbered series, in this case, seven stars 
and seven lampstams (compare the four kiigdoms of' Dam.al 2, the ·aix 
metallic mountains o:f Enoch 52, and the seven heavens of 3 Baruch 
1). And the latter passage' 11 use of a name as a mystery finds precedence 
both in Enoch 43 where heavenly mysteries include stars which are 
given names by God, ramaa 01' Bis saints on earth, and in En. 69: 14 where 
the hidden name is mentioned in the heavenly oath, a name soon identit'ied 
as that 01· the Son 01· Man whose glory is great am whose judgment or 
sinners is sure (En. 69:2~29).19 
18J. Armitage Robimon, st. Pau11 11 f.iatle t.o the Ephesians 
(London: Macm1llan am Co., 1909), p. 23~ however, doubts whether 
the writer interded a direct allusion becauae in Danial the term has 
a general sense whereas here it is used in a somewhat special sense. 
19For these am other Sanitic parallels to the symbols of the 
mystery of the Apocalypse, er. Brown, XXXIX, 432, 433. 
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The t1na1 ue of M e,,~ -r: 711 ~ c o v 1n the ApoaaJna•, th1a ti.lie 
referring not to a secret, Qllbolio .. aldng, ba.t to the. secret uoha-
tologioal pl.an of God, ooours 1n 101?. An angel man that there 
vil1 no longer be a delq ( 'ftNe 6), ba.t 1n the dqe of the oal1 of 
the ■ff8Dth angel, when he 1s about to so11Dd the trumpet, \ l<,cl. C. 
\ 
to 
'l'hi• last phrue recall• AB,■ 3•7• 
l(t/ eco.s a 
I 
.,,.. cl ( s ~(d. &,, 
:, 
OU 
.And according to 1 QpBab. ?11-S God did not Nftal to BabaJclcnk when . . 
t:bu vou1d come to an end ba.t Be did make known to the T•oh•r of 
Righteousness "all the JVBteries of the words of 11:1.a ■el"ftllts the 
Prophets." The co-entator goes on to sq that the final' age shall be 
delqed beyond the expectation of the prophets, and yet all the ages 
of God reach their a~inted end as Be dete:rmnes 1n the .,ateriu 
of Bis wisdom (1 QpBab. ?18,13,14). low aocorcling· to Rev. 1016,? 
the delq 1s O'ftr and _at the 1.ruapet call of the seventh angel, the 
JVBteri of God 1• taltill.ed.20 God'• secret plan haa moftd to its 
defini ti'ft1 cl 1M,,tlc oonoluion. 
In view then of the fair~ frequent thought and l.anguge MNl1e1s 
to S8111.tlo literature underlying the mctra-Pauline ocaa.rreno•• of 
I 
M II v--r??e c. o V 1n the I• Testament, it do• not ■e- ,mreasonabl.e 
to expect a 111■1] ■1" backgrcnmd. tor Paul•• 01ID ue of the tem. 
20sOM paNll,el to this esohatologioal :wyater., ••- to be 
refieoted also 1n 2 Bar. 8S18-lO and 4 Esra 141S. 
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To this special study we· 1'IDW' address ourselves as we consider 
the twenty-one appearances o:r ,11 vu--r:~ecoa, in the Pauline writirga,21 
' ' , , / beginnirg with 2 Theas. 2:?. It reads: -ro J'"'f "ucr-c:~ec.ov .,,.-~ 
~ ... "' ::> , , C: , ,, 
eV(e_yc:c -c:r,1, r-,,.s ol.VO,.,,,t.of,S • µoYoV O K.i-C€XtuV «e-r:c. 
,:, .:, , , 
G. w .s e:. k .1-1 e. rro v ;re,, ~-rolt. The conteact, v'&ich describes 
Christ's parousia, speaks of two signs precedirg Bia return, namely, 
the colllirg or the apostasy or rebellion (~ a no v--r:-ot cr /pe)22 and 
the appearance of the man or lawlessness I the son or destruction 
( 
C C ' 
o olV-0,e ul TrtSS T:.;;s 
~ I 
cl.Vo Mt. cl .S 
1 
(versa 3). Paul then goes on to say in verses 6 to 8: 
And you k1'1DW' what is restrainirg him now so that he may be reveal.ad 
in his time. For the mystery of lawlessness is al.ready at work; 
only he who now restrains it will do so until he is out of the 
way. And then the lawless one will be revealed, an! the Lord 
Jesus will slay him with the breath of his
2
mouth and destroy 
him by his appearirg and his comirg (RSV) • . J 
21They include 2 Thesa. 217: 1 Cor. 2:1 (contested readi?'.g) 1 2:7: 
4:1; 13:2; 14:2; 15:51; Rom. 11:251 26; Col. 1:261 27: 2:2; 4:3: Eph. 1:9: 
3:3,4,9; 5:32: 6:19; 1 Tim. 3:9,16. 
22For the suggestion that the term -a "tr o rr c ol r:r f ot , after the 
time or Antiochua Epiphanea I became a fixed elanent in apocalyptic 
tradition as one of the fear:rul. signs of the end, er. James E. Frame, 
A Critical and Eltegetical Coiamentar,: on the Epistles of st, Paul to 
the Theasalonians, in The Inter:na.tional Critical Commentary, edited by 
Charles A. Briggs, samuel R. Driver, an! Alf'red Pl.um.er (New York: 
Charles Scribner• a Sona, 1912), pp. 38, 251. 
23The force (-,:; ~ I(« -r: e X o v ) or person (b K o1 -re ")( w v) holdi?g 
back both the man of lawleaaneaa and the mystery of lawlessness ia 
not identified by Paul. .Amorg numerous conjectures aa to the identit,-
of this obstacle, Paul H. Furley, "The !(yatery of Lawleaaneaa,11 lh.! 
Catholic Biblical guarterb, VllI (April 1946) 1 18~, n. SS, finis aa 
one of the moat plausible the identif'lcation or -co K « r £ )(' o v 
as the . heavenly host and i ta lmdar ( a k' ,I. "C l X"' V >. st. Michael.. 
A novel interpretationia ottered by Joseph Coppens, "'Mystery' in 
the Theology of Saint Paul and its Paral.1els at Qwaran,11 in Paul 
and Qumran, edited by Jerome Marphy-01 Connor (London: Geotf'rey Chapman 
The term M v rr -c ~ e c. o v here is limited by the gen:1 ti ve. -r; s 
, I 
d. v o A.t t. olS, probably best taken as a genitive or quality, 11the 
mystery which is characterized by lawlessneas.1124 The mystery thus 
is associated trith revolt against Christ's law. It ::ta also associated 
with, though distinct from, the man of lawlessnasa, ard thus contrasts 
with the revealed secrets ·or God's redemptive plan, which are associated 
171th Christ.25 Perhaps the mystery or lawlessness than is most 
suitably interpreted as Satan• s26 continuously operative, evil plan 
to oppose God's redemptive plan which culminates in the person and 
work or Christ. Furley, who calls this paricope 11a miniature apocalypse,11 
feels this interpretation is in keepirg with the way apocal.yptic writers 
like to get behind the scenes 01· human history where the cosmic forces 
or good and 'BVil operate.27 In a similar vein Brown explains the 
mystery of lawlessness this way: 
'!'ha economy or evil (like the economy of divine salvation) is a 
mystery because it is the work or a supernatural. bei~, beyond 
Ltd •• c.1968). pp. 156-158. in which ha sees , ~.r~lx11-•v as the 
\ I 
man or iniquity and -c o i<ot-r:-e )Cov as the great apostasy. 
24 . 
Farley, VIII. 187, 188. 
25Ibid., VIII, 189. Furley admits it ia tempti~ 1D see in "the 
mystery of lawlessness" the antithesis of 11the mystery or godliness" or 1 
Tim. J:16, though he reels the contrast is not precise. Thia contrast is 
also noted by J. B. Lightfoot, Notes on the l!pistlea or st, Paul, in 
O.asaic Commentar:{ Librar;y (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishi~ House, 
1§ln>, p.114. 
26Accordi~ to 2:9 it is l(~-c> iv/c 1-ec.c<v -r::.oil crot"'C'GC v~ 
that the lawless one canes. For the thought that behind the evil &,nd 
lawlessness in the world is a auprem.e evil spirit and archenem.y of Christ. 
er. also l!ph. 2:2 and 2 Cor. 6:14,15. 
27Furley. VIII, 188-191. 
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human knmrledge. We have here the mystery or a kirgdom, satan• 11 
not God 1 s; am it is a kirgdom that 111 contirmally operative 
in this world unt11 Jesus Christ destroys it at his comirg.28 
Now without claimirg that Pau1 made direct use of' ideas and 
larguage from the Qumran writirgs, yet Qumran does pl'Ovide some 
signi:f'icant parallels, both conceptual. and verbal., to Paul• a use or 
, 
µ v rr -c ?'/ e c. o v in 2 Thesaa1onia:na 2, indioatirw that these ideas 
and terms were current in the pre-Christian Sanitic world--and Paul 
just may have been familiar with than. We :f'ind, f'or eumple, that 
the term 
, I 
a< v o M , of s is found almost 
literally in 1 QH 5:36; 1 QB r. 5:50; and 1Q271:2 ( \}kl~ ~t7). 
The LXX renders '-)le.JO by ~VoMc.'c,( about twenty times; thus we may 
have here the Hebrew original of Paul• s M.C/--r: ,:~, o ~ -r;-.;; s 
~ v o /.4 ( d. s .29 1 QM 14:8,9 speaks of' the dominion of sat.an and 
the mysteries of his animos_i ty ( 'f n ~ --y ~ " t"> , ) • And 1 Q27 ..?. T 
1 :730 states that at the time of' the mystery to come 11all who cleave 
to the mysteries of' sin shall be no more.11 God, in Bia mysteries, 
does allow the evil mysteries to :function for a time: 11 'lhe argal. of' 
darkneaa leads all the children of' righteouaneaa aatray, and until 
his end, all their sin, iniquities, wickedneas, and all their unlawful. 
deeds are caused by his dominion in accordance with the myateriea of' 
God" (1 QS 3:20-2)). But 11in the m.yateriea of' Bia urderatardirg, 
and in His glorious wisdom, God has ordained an end for falsehood, 
28Brown, nm:, 4)5. 
29n,1.d., XXXIX, 436. -
30untortunately the tarl ia ·mutilated and various anendationa 
have been suggested. 
and at the time of the visitation He wlll destroy it forever" 0 
QS 4:18). We are rmdnded of Pau11 s conviction that the lawless 
one will be revealed Kot c. e ~ (2 Thees. 2: 6), 
that is, the time set by God, and w1 th that revel.a ti.on will come his 
.destruction by the Lord Jesus (2:8))1 Although the Qumran literature 
offers numerous partial parallel.a to this taxt,32 and describes a 
similar situation in which God's ultimate victory will be preceded 
by a tbie of iniquity duril'8 which time the man of lawlessness will 
exercise wide-spread dominion, yet Joseph Coppens• caution is wall. 
taken: 
We must not lose sight of the differences; the taxta do not 
speak, as does St. Pau1, of a personage who will be the ultimate 
incarnation of impiety, nor do the., invoke the Messiah as the 
adversary am the CO'fllUeror of the man of sin.33 
Turning to 1 Corint.hians, we find I M v rr 'z:" nec.ov used 111.x 
times, two of which occur in chapter two. We will consider these 
together since they are very closely related. 
2:1, involves a most difficult taxtu.al problem. 
The first passage, 
' Nestle reads ~o 
31Leon Morris, The First and Secord Epi1t1.es to the Tbeasaloniana 
in The Tppa1e New Testament Commentaries, edited by R. V. G. Tasker 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publiahi1g Co., c.19.scJ) XIII, 227, 
comments: 11Pau1 tbi!Jka of God aa bairg in control of the whol.e process. 
While there are m.yat.-1.ea here ••• yet what ia abundantly plain is 
that God is over all. No wicked person, be he Satan, be he the Man of 
Lawlessness • • • can overstep the bourda which God baa appointed him. 
• • • Evil vill not pass beyond its limits. God1 a purpose, not that of 
Satan or hia henchmen, will fim.lly be aeen to have been effected." 
32eoppena, p. 141, 
C I correspondir.g to v, o s 
9:16; 10:19. 
33Ibid._ 
adds to thoae we have noted an m:presaion 
-c:.;;s ~rrcv,l~c~r in CD 6:15; 1):14; 1 QS 
34cr. e.g., Borri<amm, IV, 819, n. 141. 
19 
critical apparatus. Westcott and Hort favor 
, 
1,,1 Vtl""C ?J e e. OV • 
The tstual evidence is divided: Nvr -c ~eco,.. is supported by the 
F.gypt.ian type ot tax:t (P46 ¥ C syP bo, and others); /4 of e -r- C: ~ c. o v 
is found in the Western (D E G vul.g, but also B sa, am others. A 
choice solely on the basis o:r tax:tual grounds is precarious indeed. 
Yet perhaps J.f. ,n,- -r;-,{e c. o v is to be preferred~35 for the f'ollowitg reasons. 
, 
So tar as usage is concerned, the liri<irg of ,c..rot ,e "C'V('c.ov with 
I 
J< o< "C" ol J-i' £AA Cc. v and ~ o O Seov is uncommon in the New Testament, 
while the ax:pression JA vv- ~:r:ec ov roV IJeov occurs three times 
(1 Cor. 4:1; Col. 2:2; Rev. 10:7), and is o:rten the object of verbs 
of speakitg or makitg known like K-' -c ,1.. r ~ €). ,\ e. c. v ( Col.. 1 :28), 
). d. ;\ ecv (1 Cor. 2:7; 14:2; Col. 4:3), Al;-e,v (1 Cor. 15:51; 
Rev. 17:7), 
I cp ~ v c: e OU v (Rom. 16:25; Col. 1:26; 4:4), am rvwec.fec. v 
(Rom. 16:26; Col. 1:27; l!ph. 1:9; 3:3,5,10; 6:19). Furthemore, 
the f'requency w1 th which the phrase "mysteries of God" occurs in 
the Qwnran writirgs may also favor the readirg of M cnr-c: e c. o v here.36 
3550 ~-; Brown, XXXIX, 444, 44S; Coppens, p. 146, n. 34; 
James Moffatt, e First is e of' Paul to the rinthiana, in 
e Mottatt N8ir Testament enta New York: Harper and Brothers, 
n.d. VII, 23; and Robinson, p. 237. Those :ravorirg 1-f J e-r ,fee. o v 
include: Lightfoot, p. 171; Archibald Robertson and Al:f'red PlUDllllar, !, 
Cr1 tical and Ex::egetical Commentaey on the First Epist1e of' St. Paul to 
the Corinthians, in e International Critical Commentar, edited 
by Samuel Driver, Ali"red Plummer, and Charles A. Briggs Pllinburgh: 
T. and T. Clark, 1914), p. )O; pharlea J. Elllcott, St. Paul's First 
Epistle to the Corinthians (London: Lorwmans, Green, and Co., 1887), 
p. 33; and F. Godet, ommentar o St aul1 a First istle to the' 
Corinthians, in Clark' a Foreign Theological Library &:linburgh: T. am 
T. Clark, 1889) I, 124. 
36Brown, XXXIX, 444, 445. 
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I 
On the admittedly rather uncertain assumption then that /,ACJfTr:;,,ec " v 
is the original reading here, Paul says in 2:1: "And when I came to 
you, brothers, I did not come proclaiming to you the mystery or God 
with superior eloquence or wisdom. 1137 The meaning or M v tr-C ~ ~ c ov 
here is no doubt the same as in 2: '/ to which we will presently turn. 
However, we should point out that already in 2:1 Paul is connectirg 
the term M ver -c.,:~ ,ov with the kerygma of Christ; ror he continues, 
"For I decided to know nothing among you scept Jesus Christ and 
Him crucified (Xe c. er?:'~ v • • • ~er?: pC Cle_ W J'I /Vo V )11 (2:2) • 
I 
Thus Bornkamm notes that II K ?'I ~ tJ tr ere'- v 
\ 
X e c.. rr "C"o v 
:, , 
~ ~ -c.o1. v e w J11 evov in 1 Cor. 1:23 means with reference to the com--
, l l , ~ 
munity KQ( -c d,.y;t:. A11Cc. v '"& O A,fuu--r~ec.ov -r:: a O r:,€o v 
(2 : 1). 1138 The implicatiorm or this kerygmatic character or the 
Pauline ,I M ucr-r:-~ e c.ov for an understanding or its 111eaniig we will 
see in connection with 2:7. 
Af'ter reiterating that his message was not given with clever 
arguments or human wisdom but with the power or the Spirit, that the 
Corinthians• faith might rest not on human wisdom, but on the pow.er 
or God, Pau1 goes on to say: 
I 
Wisdom, however, we do speak amorg the mature (,::. e A e c. o c.s ), 
but not a wisdom or this age nor or the ruler■ ot this age 
who are doomed to perish. Rather we sp-.k God1 ■ secret wisdom 
( tr o cf, l o1 v '£ v ~ ,nr -r:: ?r ~ / ,p ) 1 a hidden wiadom which God 
predetermined bef'ore the ages tor our glory, which none ot the 
rulers or this age knew. For had they known it, they would not 
have crucified the Lord or glory. But, as it is written, 
37un1.ess otherwise indicated, tramlations or the Pauline tex:ts 
are my own. 
38Bornkamm, IV, 819. 
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"What no one has ever seen or heard or imagined--all that God 
prepared for those who love Him, 11 God has revealed to us through 
the Spirit. For the Spirit f'atnoms everythi~, even the depths 
of God (2:7-10). 
7 I 
.1.t is di1•.n.cul.t to determine to what the aicpression £v It Vd"-C:-:ne, 'f 
rei"era. It is unacceptable, gramnatical.l.y, to rei"er it t.o the 1"ollowirw 
~ I ) participle ( °'-. rr o 1<~ 1<e v ,,, M e v-,,v • Some. however, have suggested 
that the phrase is to be taken with ~;. ,\ o v Me. v,.39 in which 
case i t woul.d characterize the manner of instruction. Others, am 
perhaps this is preferable, connect ::>£V 1,1urr-r.nec.~ with eroq, c.' dv .40 
Several modern translations renect this choice by remeri~ the 
phrase with the adjective "secret. n41 
I "Yet," as Brown points out, "the introduction of' M v rr "t:'?? e co v 
in a separate prepositional phrase seems to indicate a special role 
for it in Paul's mim. 1142 Seemi:r:gly the NEB tries to indicate this 
with the renderirw: 11I speak God's hidden wisdom, his secret purpose 
framed from the very beginnirw. • • •11 Nevertheless, we agree w1 th 
Mitton tha.t Paul's chief' interest here is in 11wisdom,11 not 11mystery.114.3 
Thia wisdom, Paul makes unnistakably clear, is the antithesis o:r 
.39cr. F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of' the Nw 
estament and Other F.ar Christian Literature, tra1111lated and revised 
by Robert w. Funk Chicago: The University or Chicago Presa, c.1961), 
p. 118, who indicate it is similar to clasaica1 usage and render 
11in the form of mystery." er.• also Ellicott, p. ,38. 
40cr. Lightfoot, p. 175. Also Robertson and Plummer, p. 37. 
41The RSV renders: 11a secret and hidden wisdom of God." And 
Good Nwa for Modern Man has: 11God1 a secret wisdom. 11 
42Brown, XXXIX, 4.37. 
43cr. Laslie c. Mitton, The Epistle to the Ephesians (Oxford: 
Clarendon Presa, 1951), p. 87. 
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worldly wisdom; it has its source i.n God. It is God' 11 plan of sa1vation 
prepared beforebard, long concealed, but t'ID1I' at last reveal.ad. It 
is "the divine will to save tulfill.ed in the crucifixion of Christ.1144 
r , I 
It would appear then that the phrase r:ro~ '-~ e.v .cn, cr't:"~e~'fJ 
I 
covers much or the same conceptua1 ground which M t1 fT ,::- '71 e to a, a1one 
covers in other Pauline t8ltts (as we shall see later).45 
Certainly the close combination of wisdom and )Q"st.ery Wi!-S no 
novelty in Jewish thought. In the Apocrypha, as we have seen, personi-
fied wisdom is God I s agent in revealing and teaching secrets (Sir. 
4:18; Wis. 7:21). And the origin or wisdom is called a m.yatery 
(Wis. 6:22). More significant yet, is the parallel to this wisdom-
mystery combination in Daniel 2. Bouyer ccmmenta: 
We are here at the au.ct source o'f the JQ'S'bery of st. Paul 
as it is to appear in the First EpiaUe to the Corinthiam. 
The whole 11 terary cont8ltt of this )Q'stery is the same as in 
the second chapter or Daniel. The JQ"stery there likewise appears 
as the secret of di vine wisdom, queen or human ard cosmic 
history, which God alone reveals when He wishes, to whom He 
wishes, thus confou,:ting the wisdom of the wise am the intelligence 
or the intelligent. 
On the other hand, it has been held by aomJn that Paul here is 
speaking of an esoteric wisd0111 which he conaunicated JQ"Stery cult-style 
44 Bornkamm, IV, 819. 
45 4 . Brown, XXXIX, 37. 
46z.ouis Bouyer, Rite and Man, tramtlated by M. Joseph Costal.loe 
(Notre Dame: University of' Notre Dame Preas, c.1963), p. 14). 
47a. A. A. Kennedy, t Paul al'Jd the at -Rel ions (Bar York: 
Hodder and Stoughton, n.d. , p. 1:30, says, f'or •ample, referring to 1 
Cor. 2:6,7, "This passage certairily has a suggestion of' the !(ysteriea; the 
Apostle speaks of' a more advanced stage of Christian instruction which de-
mards a higher grade of understanding." 
to an elite group or Christian initiates. Wil1iam Baird, in vrititg 
on the id.ea or wisdom in 1 Cor. 2:6, careful.1y weighs the evidence 
purported to support such a view, inc1uditg the cu1tic use of the 
terms 
, ) J , 
/ll ~ cr -r: ?7ecov, and o(TTOKol1111TT-r:uJ, 
and concludes that 
the wisdom of God is no esoteric doctrine, but the crucified 
Christ whom Paul proc1aima. • • • The wisdom of God • • • 
is manii'eat in the proc1amation of the crucified Christ who is 
the r~elation ard consummation of God1 s whome drama of salva-
tion. 
Bornkamm puts it this way: 
The section I Cor. 2:~16 ••• arouses at first the impression 
that Pau1 is preaenti?g a mystery teachitg which is designed 
only f'or the mature and which must be kept from the immature. 
• • • In f'act, however, Paul never abardona the )v:,l'os -z::-oii 
o--r DC v e o V which baa been proclaimed to the whole community. 
Indeed, he is reaiatirg the ecstatic danand of' Corinthian mystery 
gnoaia for a <rac/s c',1. which wil1 go beyord the measage of' the 
cross, ard pointirg to the wisdom of God which in this message 
is concealed from the world and its ru1era, but revaa}-ed to 
those endowed with the Spirit of' God. The addition cv 
Mvrr-c-nel'f) in 2:7 ia the divine w11l to save rulfil1ed in 
the crucifixion of Christ (1:24). Thus Pau1 could simply 
I ..d. _.. I :1 I 
aay µ v cr -c.,, e co v for fT&' 0 11 crocf, c. cl v ~ v JA u o- -c,, e c.q., 
t:"~ V ~TrOl<~Ke ~M~ ev.,,,v. The JAUV-""C'~~c. o v is God's 
pre-tanporal counsel which is hidden from the world but reveal.ad 
to the spiritual. Thia has been eachatological.l.y fulfilled 
in the cross or the 1< ,f c c. o.r -c:~ s l:§.., s, ard it carries 
with it the gloritication of' believers. As thus used, the 
48wmiam Baird, 11Amorg the Mature," Interpretation, llll (1959), 
429, 4)2. Brown, XXXIX, 4)8, commentirg on -c ~ ;\ ~ c. o s , says: 
11As the contrast with babes ard children in 14: 20 shows, -c c J.. e. r. o s 
here means mature or adult. What Paul m•ns, then, is that only the 
spiritually mature will understand the wisdom that he preaches. It 
is not a question or new or additional doctrine reserved f'or the 
.few, but of' a mystery which requires personal ref'lection accompanied 
by spiritual growth." c:r. also Lightf'oot, pp. 17), 174; Godet, I, 
1)2-1)5; Robertson am PlU11111.er, pp. ).5-)9; and Mof'fatt, pp. 27, 28. 
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term displays evident depemence on the later J wish apocalyptic 
concept, a1
9
•dist1nction from that of the mystery cu1~ am 
Gnosticism. 
In addition to the parallels 1.n Semitic 1iterature to Paul• s 
termino1ogy am thought in 1 Corinthians 2 which we have al.ready cited, 
the rollowirg should be noted. The idea that God's wisdom, which 
only He can reveal, is hidden .f'rom the world is evident in 1 QS 
11:5-7: 
i"rom His marvell.ous :mysteries is the light in my heart. My 
eyes have ga111ed on that which is eternal, on wisdom concealed 
from men • • • on a sprirg o:r glory (hidden) from the assanbly 
or fiesh. God has give.n them to His chosen ones as an ever-
lastirg possession. • • • 11 
And accordirg to En. 48:6 and 62:7, the Son or Man, who Himaeli' will: 
in the last days pour forth all the secrets or wiadom and counsel 
(51 :3), has been hidden i"rom all .eternity, but revealed by the Moat 
High to the elect. 
Furthermore, the idea or revealing the prof'oum kncnrl.edge or 
a mystery only to those who are spiritually mature ia retl.ected in 
such Qum.ran tax:ts as 1 QS 4:22 am 1 QS 9: 18, as well. as in Sir. 4:18 
am 4 Ezra 10:38; 12:36,37.50 However, 'bro distinct differences ahoul.d 
49Bornkamm, IV, 819, 820. von Soden, XII, 192, summarizes: 
"Der wahren Weisheit Inhalt ia daa ~~tr~.,:~ to v -r:o G 6- e. o D , 
dasa Jesus Chriatua, der Gekreusigte, der Herr der Herr1icbkeit IJei." 
And Louis Bo~er, pp. 144, 145, puts it aucoinctly: "That croq, c.~ 
,£V M &rr-r; ·.,,,et o/ --wiadom in mystery--ia Christ. It is the event 
or Christ given to the world, as the revealer and accomplisher o:r 
God's design. • • • It is not o~ what He baa said, but what He 
has done, and above all His Cross • •• •" He, too, concludes that 
the Christian mystery "does not proceed tram the mystery religions 
but aprirga f'rom what is moat original in Judaism. 11 
S~rown, XXXIX, 439. 
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be noted. First, these tuts seem to attribute the revelation of 
divine mysteries to individuals on the basis of their upright co!lduct--
I 
as in Gnosticism where the mysteries are revealed to the -c-£ ,I tc o, 
I d"" v w.,.. -r: t. K' o, --whereas for Pau1, as for Daniel, nah revelation 
is a matter of God's gracious, sovereign choice (1 Cor. 1:2?-30; 
2:9,10,12,13; Dan. 2:2?-JO). Seconily, Jewish apocalypses speak 
or a real limitation of revelation. With Pau1, however, 11it is a 
question of growth or perception in doctrine already revealed •• 
One final parallel found in the Sanitic background concerns 
• • 1151 
the role of the Spirit in revealing the secret wisdom (1 Cor. 2:10,12). 
Dan. 2:9 comes to mind, where Nebuchadnezzar hails Daniel as one 
c t ov ' 0"'"0 (. 
••• 52 In Sir. 48:24, 
25 we read of Isaiah: 11By a spirit of might he saw the future. • • • 
Unto eternity· he declared thirgs that shal.1 be, and hidden thirgs 
before they come to pass." And in 1 QH 12:11 the psalmist says 
that by the Holy Spirit which God had given him he faithfu11y listened 
to His marvellous :mysteries. Brawn, while admittirg that it is 
difficu1t in each case to determine the axact meanirg of the term 
"spirit," believes these axamples "represent poaaibl.e raw material. 
for Pau1ine theological. phraaeology.1153 
51~., XXXIX, 439, n. 1 • 
.52Theodotion1 a translation. It is intereatirg to note that 
I \ I II Danial mcclaima that the Lord it is who "~Vofl(otArnrra1v -Cd. '3.,(, 8£.o( 
(LXX, Dan. 2:20-22); Pau1 says that the Spirit, through whom God reveal.a 
His secret wisdom, f'athoms ~:,, fl~ e~ -eou eeov (1 Cor. 2:10) • 
.53Brown, XX.XU:, 440. 
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, 
It would appear then that Pau11 s use of JA c, V' -c-n ecov in 
1 Cor. 2: 1 arid 7 proceeds not from the :mystery religiiona nor f'rolll 
Greek philosophical speculation, but more likely from the Sanitic 
world or words am thoughts, most notabl.y that of Daniel. 
In 1 Cor. 4:1, havirg pleaded for unity and humility in Christ, 
Pau1 says: "Regard usthis way-, as servants of Christ and st.,..rds 
:, , , 
of God I s D1iYSterie11 ( o (. Ko v o "" o vs M u rr -r-~ ~ t w v (J e o v ) .11 
The exact mea?drg or the term µ vcrt: ~ec 0 v here is not given. 
One writer suggests that the context "shows th&t Paul 111 strorgly 
emphasimi?g the formal. aspect of" the word. implyirg all that God 
has revea1ed in Jesus Christ, the treasures or His grace. 1154 It 
may be that the plural ro:rm ( -"' v u-'T:,: ~ co< )SS points to all the 
dif'f'erent designs included in the pl.an or salvation (,Mvcr-r:~ecov> ■S6 
However, the context does not se• to delineate the precise aspects 
or the :mystery-. Yet what Paul says in the verses immediately f'ollowirg 
this tut is instructive. He states that hUllUln judgment or himself' 
is not important, but God's comirg judgment is; f'or He 1.'will. brirg 
to light thi~s hidden ( Ke vrr-cJ) in darkness and will reveal 
54-p-_ W. Groaheide, Commentary on the First Epistle to the 
Corinthians, in the Naw Internatiol'll.l. Comm on the , edited 
by Ned B. Stonehouse Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdman1 s Publlshirg CompaJ'\Y' • 
c.19~3), p. 98. 
5.5irhe plural occurs oril.y 'bro other times in Paul.• both in 1 
Corinthiana11):2 and 14:2. 
56ciodet, I. 205. He also suggests that the plural. here is 
"connected with the idea of distribution associated with that of 
stward. 11 ct. alao William F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gi1grioh, A Greek-
lish Ladcon of' the Nw Testament a:nd Other Ear Christian Literature 
(Chicago: The University of' Chicago Preas, o.1957, p. ,5J2. 
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the counsel.a ( (3 o u AJ.i) of the heart11 (4:S).57 Acoordiqr; to von 
Soden, M ua--c.;e,J. here then has clear eschatological m•m.rg • .SS 
Be that as it may, the. id• of God judgitg the secrets of man is found 
in Jewish thought. According to Sir. 17:1,5-20, 23:18-20, am 39:19, 
God sees and ki,pws man• s hidden thoughts am actions, an! Be w11l 
reveal his secrets ( KevTt"-r~ ). Am En. 38:3, 49:2 and 51:3 also 
speak of the coming judgment by the Righteous One who will. reveal the 
secrets of men. il though Paul doean' t specifically relate the divine 
mysteries of 1 Cor. 4: 1 to this eachatol.ogical 1110tif, yet it is not 
a strange one to the Sanitio thought of mystery, and it might have 
been in the back of Paul' a mind. Anyway, the Jeri.ah background is 
again evident. 
One other parallel. to Sanitic thought here should be pointed 
out. The idea or a person, in this case the apostles, bei1g entrusted 
with divine mysteries in order to dispense th• to others, is reflected 
I 
in 1 QH 2;13 114: 11But to the elect or righteousness Thou has made 
me a banner, and a discerni.:rg interpreter of ·wonderful. mysteries. 
• • • 11 Brown also finis paralleling the 
, , 
oc.. KO VO Not or 1 Cor • 
4:1 the 11men in custody ( n:1 9 ~ l;l) of Thy myaterie■ , 11 in i . . . 
Q 36:16.59 Am Kennedy feel.a that the role of these ol 1<o vri/t.f O , 
in reveal11g the divi.ne secrets is o1oser to that o:t the Old Testament 
57Brown, XXXIX, 441, calla attention to the parallel.111111 of C3ouAotc.' 
and r<e ~ -rrr~, ranaaberirw that T' "0, "secret counsela, 11 is translated 
by (3 o t1 A -,, in the LXX • 
.SS,ron Soden, XII, 192. 
59Brown, XXXIX, 441. 
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prophets who were entrusted with the mysteries of' the divine assaabl.y 
( , ', b ) , than tba t of the ini tiatir:g priests ot the mystery cul ts.~ 
In 1 Cor. 1):2 Paul includes knowledge ot all mysteries amor:g 
those gif ts of' the Spirit which are not only unimportant, but absolutely 
notbing--apart from the greatest gif't of all, that of love: 11Even 
if I have the gift of prophecy and am acquainted with al.l the mysteries 
and all knowledge, am if I have all the f'aith it takes to move 
mountains,but do not have love, I am notbir:g.11 Once again there is no 
indication of the precise content of' these mysteries. Perhaps the 
of divinely revealed secrets, that is, to the entire content of the 
Ch~istian rev.elation. bl At al'\Y rate, to penetrate all the mysteries 
or God. is 11 the special spiritual gif't of the prophet. 1162 This close 
association o:r 11&11 the mysteries" with prophecy recalls to mind 
1 QpHab. 7:4,.5 which states that God reveal.eel to the Teacher or 
Righteousness ''all the mysteries of' the words of His servants the 
Prophets" (compare Amoa J:8: God reveals 11H1a secret to Bia servants 
the Prophets"). The phrase "all the secrets" also occurs in En. 49:2 
and 51: J wher.e the Elect One ia said to be "mighty in all the secrets 
of righteousness" and w111 on Judgment Day 11po'lll' forth all the secrets 
or wisdom am counae1.. 116J 
60 Kennedy, p. 125. 
61Furley, VIII, 18b. 
62Bornkamm, IV, 822. 
6JBrown, XXXIX, 441, builds a creditab1e case .for a mn-literal 
use o:t the spreaaion "all the 'IQ'Steries" in S•itio literature 
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In 1 Cor. 14:2 we find another rererence to 
, 
JA ucr-r -,,,ec,ov. 
Paul, in evaluati1g the gifts 01' the Spirit, places prophecy above 
spea.kitg in a to1gue: "For he who speaks in a torgue does mt. speak 
to men but to God; !or 1'10 one understands him, but under the influence 
, \ 
of the Spirit he speaks mysteries." The alause 7TV£' CJM,J.-r:;c Ge. 
>. o< A t. c ~1 ~v- ,:- 4 ~ c. o< is difficult. If &/ is eacplanatory64 then 
the sense would be: 11 no one understarlds him, because he speaks mys-
teriously ul'Xier the influence of the Spir~t.1165 If, on the other 
hand, G/ is adveraat1ve66 the clause would stress the importance of 
the message: "for no one understands him, but (even though) he speaks 
mysteries under the influence of the Spirit.116? In either case, 
(En. 41:1; ,52:2; 61:5; 63:3; 68:5; ?1:4; Sir. 43:32), ao that it would 
refer to the depth of knowledge of' the mysteries, am not an absolute 
knowledge. "Thus," concludes Brown, "a man could say that God had 
shown him all the m_.vateries; and yet, still recognize that his knowledge 
is imperf'ect--somethirg not very far from Paul. 1 a idea" (cf. 1 Cor. 
1:3:9). 
64cr. Robertson and Pl~er, p. 306. 
65Thu.s ~ranee T. Craig, The Fh-st. Epistle to the Corinthians, 
in The Interpreter• s Bible, edited by George A. Buttrick (Nw York: 
Abindgo~Cokesbury Presa, c.1953) X, 198, states that the mysteries are 
naecreta in the sense that the syllables in which they are scpreased 
are unintel.ligible.11 
66 66 Cf. God et, II, 2 • 
he speaks mysteries." 
He renders: 11But, far _from bei?g understood, 
6?Brown, XXXIX, 44), holds that the expression 11by the spirit" 
I 
makes the latter interpretation preferable. We take TTY£.uA,rJ.-ct 
(cf. Gal.):); 5:15,16,18,25) as dative of instrument and refer it 
to the Spirit of God. er. Arndt and Girwrich, p. 684. Also Charles 
Hodge, An Egpoaition of the First D,:>iat1e to the Corinthians (New 
York: Hodder and sto,.hton, 1857), p. 2?9. For the vier that 'ff"Vl;U-'fd. 
here ra:f'era to the human spirit, cf. Ellicott, p. 260; Godet, n, 
206; Grosheide, p. )18; am Leon Morris, The First Epistle of Pau1 to the 
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the meaning of 1-r ucr-r: ,,( ~ c oe here is not indicated and we can .find 
no paral1al.s in the Semitic backgroum except the aasociation ot the 
Spirit nth the mysteries in Dan. 2:9, Sir. 48:24,25 and 1 QB 12:11.68 
Finally, M vrr-r~~c.ov occurs 1n 1 Cor. 15:51, where Paul, havirg 
just explained that perishable neah and blood cannot inherit the 
ki~dom of God, call.a attention to the change that Christians will 
experience at the parousia: 
Look, this is a mystery I am tel.1ing you: We shall not all die, 
but we shal1 al1 be changed--in a moment, in the blinking of 
an eye, at the sound of the last trumpet. For the trumpet will 
soum, and the dead will be raised inmortal, am we shall be 
charged (15:51, 52). 
In spi ta of a hard textual problem, 69 the M v r r ~ e c. o v 
here seems clear. It refers to the coming event when al1 Christiana 
Corinthians in The Tyndale New Testament CoDDentaries, edited by R. V. 
G. Tasker (Gram Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Compal\Y, c.19.58) ,VII, 
191. 
68s:uEra, p. as. 
69The problan. arises from the position ot the negative. As 
a rule the negative stands before that which is to be negated, in 
thi 
, ~ , 
s case, the verb. Thus no<v-c-Es ou Koc.H-n8,,,u-oµe0cA.. 
would say, ''We all shall not die, 11 meaning, 11None of us shall di.a,, 11 
Apparently the -rr:Zv-rEs oJ should be taken in the sense o:r c,u 
n-J.,rcGs (11not all," i.e., "some"). SUch an ax:ception to the rule 
is :round also 1-n classical Greek. c:r. Blass and Debrunner, p. 224. 
Godet, 1,:,437, suggests .that in the N.T., as in the LU, the position 
of the ou is not rigorously observed, 11a :fact ariaiig :f'rom the well.-
known Hebrew usage of connecting with the person the negative relating 
to the verb" (cf". Num. 23:13). Am Robertson and Plummer, p. )'lb, 
hold that 11the desired anti thesis requires that both clauses should 
beg}n ntl] .,,J,,1:,Ej: hence -rr/J,,,-r:-e-_r o~ in the first clause, not 
o " • .,,- ot v i::- e s • Thus understood, the tax:t, supported by B E D L P 
the Syriac and Ff;yptian transl.ations, makes pertect.J.y good senae. 11 
The dif.f'icul.ty, however, baa given rise to a variety of readings in 
th i 
, , 
eMSS and vers ons:1',C FG have 7TolV't'""E,r- KOC.A,f??r:rOM€6ot, 
o B .,,-~ ire e.s ,S £. ~ A ,\ ,,1. ; ?7 er O ,., ~ Bo< ; D 1:he Vul.ga,:.e 
and some old Latin MSS and Marcion have -ntJ. V"C€S ~voe,cr-e.,.,croMt6ot, 
:, I \ ) · , , Th n! 
0 Cl -rr o( V -c- € s s £ t,{ A I\ d-- r ?? t:r O ~ t.9,J.• eae a 4 
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will be cha?:ged in such a way that they can enter eterral. lif'e. 
This mystery is part or God's gr•t p1an of' sal.vation--a cl.imactic 
part, indeed. It is a mystery because •Jit is encl.osed in God• a counsel 
and will be .tulrilled with divine necessity in a way which is beyol'ld 
human calculation or comprahension.1170 Yet once again the mystery 
is revealed. Paul calls special attention to it ( l coi 
, 
JI VV--r'?1 Ct O II 
C -VM c. V r\. / d" w ). One may note a similar passage in 1 Thees. 
4:15 where the apostJ.e introduces the thought that those who are alive 
at the parousia will not go ahead or those who have died, with the 
words I IO V "C O J' !< C: i 114 L" A e'a, 0 ~ #! V ~ V A o'ro/ K lJ (:' ( 0 V • 
• • • That which has been revealed to him by divine revelation and, 
which he could kmw in n> other way, he openly procl.aims. Later 
we shall take a cl.osar look at the relationship between the Pauline 
mystery and revelation. 
A1though Paul's use of mystery here f'il'lds no au.ct parallel. in 
the Salli tic background, yet eschatological IQ'&teries are by n> means 
absent from that background. Robinson, f'or aumple, calls attention 
to a similar use or the word in the latter part of' Enoch. 71 Answeri?:g 
the claim that the lot of' the righteous af'ter death is no different 
than that or the wicked, Enoch rel.ates a mystery: "all goodness 
am joy and glory are prepared for • • • those who have died in 
other less important variations are probably scribal attempts to 
escape makirg Paul say that the Christiam of that generation were 
not to die. Cf. Hodge, p. 3.54. 
70:eorl'lkamm, IV, 823. 
71Robinson, p. 238. 
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righteousness. • • • J'011J" lot 1• alnmdan~ ba:,onil th• lot ot the 
11'91ng" (En. 10312,3).12 In a sbd.l.ar Tein, Wiad. 2122 •peaks or the 
m;,aterles or God which the wiclmd do not Jmova tor thq bel.1eve that 
the lite ot the rlghteou ends with d•th. Apparently, then, these 
m;,aterles refer to God'• gracious pl.am tor the righteou in •terniv.?3 
"Strongq eschatological, •74 too, 1• the Paul.1ne llf v ,-c;.,,/ e c. o v 
in Roa. 111251 
Lest you be wise 1n your nn estlllation, brothers, I do not 
want you to be 11D&V&re or this m;,ater.,1 a partial hudening 
has come upon Israel until the tall llUllber of the Gentiles 
comes in, and in this vq all Israel v1l1 be saved • ••• (11125,26). 
Bornkamm co:aaunts1 
Putting the historical tact of the obduraay of Israel into the 
context or a M v a- -c -,.{ ~ t o v , Paul discloses the eschatologioal 
signi1'1cance of this event ( :1 x ~ c. o J • • • o- w (} .,/ er d: r o1. c. , 
25 r. ). In the present ,rU:,~r,5 there is intillated in bidden tom 
the entrance of the rr A ~ e w M ot -c iu v t 6 v w ""' into 
salvation hist.or.,, and hence the final del1veranoe of Israel too.75 
Certainly the myeter., here is clo•~ associated 111th God'• bidden 
plan revealed now by Him (Paul discla1■• hom•n wisdom and personal. 
cleverness) tor guiding bistor., toward H:111 redaptive purposea.?6 
721n En. 38•3 "the secrets or the rlghteou" might refer to the 
secret blessings of the righteous vhioh, though •till hidden, shall 
be revealed at the final jndpen+.. 
?3st111 another --■pl• of J119ter., ued with reference to the 
future destiJJ.y' ot the elec.t 1• En. 6111-S. 
74von Soden, XII, 193. 
76wuu... Sandq and Arthur C. Beadl.u., A Cri tioal and Bz:eptiaal 
Comaentar., on the Epist.1.e to the Roma, in '!'he International. Critiaal 
Coaaenta17 (I.hr York• Charle• Sorllmer'• Sona, 1902), · p. jjii., ~'t 
aonoerning this a;pter.,1 "Here it is ued in a wide ••me ot the whole 
plan or ■oh- ot redaption a• revealed to St. Paul, by vhioh Jna 
9) 
Specifically the mystery includes three aspects: the partial. am 
temporary rej action or Israel, the conversion or the Genti:lea, and 
the ultimate deatiey or salvation for "all Israel.11 The m•nirg 
or the mcpression, -rri S' 'I o-('o<.,fA, unique in Paul.ine writi.rgs, is 
most difi'icult to determine. Moat ax:egetes take it to m•n the entire 
nation or Israel,· but ·not necessarily includirg every irdiv1dua1 Jar.77 
Others, however--notwithstandirg Stiner• s irresponsible atatanent 
that "the illogical notion that 1Israel1 here is the spiritual Israel 
is no lorger held1178--interpret 11al1 Israel" as the whole .people 
or God, includirg both Jews and Gentiles. 79 Thia latter. view, which 
ard Gentiles alike are to be included in the Divine Kirgdom, ard a1l 
thil'lgs are worki~ up, although in ways unseen and unknown, to that 
end. 11 
77cr. Sanday and Headlam, pp. 335, 336; c. K. Barrett, A Commentary 
on the Epistle to the Romana (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1957), 
pp. 223, 224; F. Godet, enta on t Paul.ls istle to the mans, 
translated by A. Cusin (Nar York: Furic and Wagnalla Compaey, 1 83 , p. 
411; Handley C. G. Moule, e 'is e of t aul to the ma 
(London: George Ball and Sons, 1905 , p. 25 ; F. F. Bru.ce, The &>istle 
or Paul to the Romans, in e ale Nar eatament nae ies, 
edited by R. V. G. Tasker Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmana Publishirg 
Company, 1963) VI, 220-222: Walter LU.thi, ibe Letter to the Roma~, 
translated by Kurt Schoenenberger (Richmond: John Knax Presa, 191), 
p. 155: Howard Rhys, ae ~iatle to the Ram&l'!f (New York: The Macmillan 
Compaey, 1961), pp. 15,1 : and John ltlrray, The Epistle to the Romans, 
in e Nar International Commen on the N• Testament, edited by 
F. F. Bruce Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub iahi:rg Compaey, 1965), 
II, 96, 98. 
78Jamea M. Stifler, The Epistle to the Romans (Chicago: Moody 
Presa, c.1960), p. 196. 
79For -a very helpf'ul daf'enae or this viw, er. Martin H. Franzmann, 
Romans, in the Concordia Ccmmentary, edited by Wal. ter J. Bartlirg 
and Albert E. Glock (St. Louis: Concordia Publiahi:rg House, c.1968), 
pp. 207-212. Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, tranalated by 
&:!wyn c. Hoskyns (London: Qxford University Preas, 19)3), pp. 415, 
416, holds this position, too. A leas defensible position, that 11all 
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I favor, does allow ~vr-r:-ri~cov here to paral1el the associations 
of comprehensiveness and universality which the term has, tor example, 
in Dan. 2:28-45, and frequentl.y elsewhere in Paul (Rom. 16:25,26; 
1 Cor. 15:51; Dph. 1:9,10; 3:3-6,8-10; Col. 1:26-28; 1 Tim. 3:16). BO 
In either case, the anphasis in this Pauline 
seems to be on the salvation or the Jews, whereas elsarbere, as we 
shall see, the conversion or the Gentiles receives major attention. 
Kennedy sums up the ~stary this way: 
Paul here deals with what has been tor bbl a serious problflll, 
the rejection or the Gospel by the chosen people, am i ta glad 
acceptance by the heathen. The one mcplaJJ&tion he can f'ini 
is a secret pm.pose ot God whereby the irgatherizg or the 
Gentiles shall finally prove a compel.l.11g force to attract 
Israel also.Bl 
Although this ~stery has no precise paral.lel in Jewish 
thought,82 yet aome similarity can be pointed out. In 4 Ezra 10: 
38-55 one or the many ~steries revealed to Ezra concerns the reatora-
tion or the autrarizg woman who is identified as Zion, mw rejected, 
Israel" ret·ers to the spiritual Jews (not includizg the Gentiles) 
is held by F. W. Stellhorn, The istle ot St Paul to the Romans 
(Columbus: Lutheran Book Concern, 191ts , pp. 21 , 221. Luther, while 
at first taki~ the term to mean the J awish 111tion aa a whole, later 
identified 11al.l Israel" with the number ot the elect amorg the J ewa. 
er. Martin Luther, Commentary on the Ep11tJ.e to the RomaM, traNtlated 
by J. T. Maall.er (Gram Rapids: Zondervan Publiahirg House, c.1954), 
pp. 145,146. 
80cr. Franzmann, Romana, p. 211. 
81xennedy, pp. 124,125. 
82In tact, CoppeM, p. 142, who takes 11al1 Israel" as the entire 
nation or Israel, finds at Q\Dlll'&n just the opposite notion to the 
Pauline ~atary here. There "salvation will belorg baediataly to 
Israel, but w11l be reserved final.1y to that portion ot the elect 
represented by the commum. ty or the Desert ot Judah." 
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but eventually posseBBirg brilliant glory ard majestic b•uty. 
The id• of apparent rejection on an imiv1dua1 scale is also renected 
in 1 QH 9:23-24, where the psalmist is assured that the rebuke which 
God 1s mysterious wisdOlll presently gives him will some day be a cause 
or joy.83 
The other occurrence of mystery in Romam is in the concluding 
doxology: 
To the One who has the power to strergthen you accorditg to 
my gospel and the proolamation about Jesus Christ,84 accordirg 
to the revelation oi' the mystery conceal.ad for lorg ages, but 
now disclosed, and through the prophetic writirgs made known 
to all the Gentiles, acoordirg to the command o:t the eternal. 
God, to brirg than to the obedience or fai th--to God who al.one 
is wise, through Jesus Christ, be the gl.or y for evermorel Amen. 
(16:2,5-26). 
It is difficult to determine ,,hether the phrase k'-4-C!ic. ~1ro1<J.Avl.ftV 
/A vrr -r,., e i ou goes with <re ~e ffolc and is thus coordinate 
\ I :::, ,, , I 
with the precedir:g cl.auae ( J( tJA-r,.;. ~o C th:1',r r £11 to a,, ~ov Kd.c. 
-z:-~ K~erJY""fA. >:r:.?Jrrov )(ec.. r t:oO), orwhetheri.tisintended 
to be subordinate to and descriptive or 
M o v • • • X e , ,,. 'C' av • In either case, we clearly have here an 
I I 
even closer associ.ation of the Pauline µ c1,-r?1e-co v with the 1(?1evr""°' 
than we saw in 1 Cor. 1:2,7. Brown puts it this way: 
83sanday and Headlam, pp. 336-337, point out that a universal 
restoration of" I srael was part of the current Ja,ish aq,ectation. 
They also note that the belief in the comirg in or the fulness of 
the Gentiles, while rejected by later Judaip, was still held by 
much of Judaism or Paul I s day. 
84r take rb k_,: e vr ""IA >Z-ncr-oiJ Xccrt.""ou as objective 
genitive. Cf. Arndt and Girgrich, p. 432. On the other hand, .Franzmann, 
Romans, p. 282, seans to take it as a subjective genitive. 
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the revelation of the mystery is in para11eliam with the preachi.ig 
of' Christ. • • • In othw words, f'or Pau1, Christ• 11 lite and 
role in the sa1vat ion of' men are the revelation of God' 11 mysterious 
plan hidden f'rom ages past. Thus Romans supplies the f'ffrst example 
of' the equation of· the /If cnrr:->I ec.o I/ and Christ. • • • 5 
It is in Christ, then, that God in His appointed time ( K -1, r' 
, ' ... ~ , e 7T c. "C" o< r n v r o v o< c. w v '- o v f) e o ;; ) graciously reveals His 
I , 
~ v rr- -c ?? e c o v • The association of' revelation with Murr ?1 e c. o v , 
a concept that "beloq;s constitutively to the term1186 is particu1arly 
striking in this text () rro KJ ,I Cl(JI CV• • • (/, a( Vee w 0 € V 'C"O_s 
I 
• • • ;-- v we c.. o- 0 evro.r). 
No passage in Pau11 s epistles more than this one places in .focus 
the distinction between mystery as somethirg esoteric and bel.oq;ir,g 
only to the elite, on the one hand, and the Pau1ine conception, 
on the other. The f'eatures o.f this mystery as reveal.ad set thi.s 
distinction in the sharpest relief: (1) it is made known to all 
nations; (2) it is made known through Scriptures which are the 
property of all; (3) it is made known to all by God's command; 
(4) it is
8
ravealed to the end of' brir,giqr; all to the obedience 
of· f'ai th. ·1 
85Brown, XXXIX, p. 447. Similarly, Coppens, p. 142, says: "'The 
revelation of the mystery• appears to be identified with the kerygma 
of the •gospel, 1 ot· which Christ is the principle, central, and formal 
obj act. • • • The mystery iii • • • the content of the gospels, and 
consequenUy, by way of induction, Christ appears f'or the first time 
in its perspective." 
86Bordcamm, IV, 820. His statement that II Mu er -r: ?/ e c o v 
is mostly used w1 th terms .for rave.la tion" is clearly documented: 
~11"ok'JA11cp,5, Rom. 16:25/ Eph. 3:3; a7T o K ,1,\ J rrrec.V, 1 Cor. 
2:10, Eph. 3:5; J'"w e,ftc.t-,Rom.16:26; Eph.1:9; 3:3,5, Col. 
1:27; f rJ. v e. e o D v , Rom. 16:26; Col. 1:2~. Furthemore, in apostolic 
praacliiig the mystery is revealed: 1<. o1. -r:;- rA.l'_j- i A A. cc. v i 1 Cor. 
2:1; Aot A ~<Vt 1, Cor. 2:7; Col. 4:3; e..~ ol.J'J-€ A C.1 fT"fll. rr e ,J., ' 1 
Eph. 3:8; (f) t.v"'C"c.c:r-o«,, J!ph. 3:.9; q«vteovv , Col. 4:4; tvwe"f~cv 
-r:-o Mu tr'?:" ,.;e c ov, Eph. 6:19; K,;t. rot rrl A ,\tc.v includes 
both Vo v 6 €' -r- £ "l v al'ld ,r c. J' J. tr Kc. c v , Col. 1:28; the apostles 
are ol 1<0,,,,. cf MOC /llfVU-T:71 ecwv d-eov, 1 Cor. 4:1. 
87Murray, II, 24 3, n. 21. 
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This revelatory counterpart of µ vv--r: ~t!C.d v accords well. with 
sim11ar usage in the IJCX and Apoorypba.88 
/ 
One particular aspect or the revel.at.ion of M ~ cr--c ?7 e c. o v 
that is especially mtarorth_y here concer:na the role of the prophetic 
writirgs ( J' c.J re ret1-q,wv rretjcf,'>1-r-C-Kwv). These Old 
Testament Scriptures89 are interpretive witnesses to what the eilernal 
God has revealed in Christ (Rom. 3:21). They help to make known 
the mystery because they indicate that God had always intended the 
salvation of the Gentiles (compare Rom. 15:9-12).90 
Part of the Semitic background of this Pauline 
I 
M Vtr"'t:">r f' c. o V 
might lie in the prophet's role as a witness in the heavenly council 
(-r 'i -r, ) and a proql.ailller of the heavenly secrets there discl.osed. 91 
At any rate, in the Apocrypha and Psaudepigrapha the prophets are 
thought 01· as conveyers of mysteries of God. Accordi?g to Sir. 
88Robinson, pp. 2:,.5-2:,6, mtas from his study of M vr-r:,/ e c. o v 
in the Apocrypha, LXX, and other Greek tra:nalatio:na of the O.T. that 
"its natural counterpart ia found in words lilce ~ rro KoC A v" rec. v 
and ~ TT O I< .f< A V (/I c. f • • • • 11 
89contrary to those who contend that the prophetic writ1?gs rater 
to Pau11 s own letters and those of fel.low a:postl.es (ct. stifler, 
p. 254-255; a1so Godet, Roma:na, pp. ,504-5()6), it seems best to take 
these as the O.T. prophetic Scriptures which Paul cites frequently 
in his proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. er. Rhys, p. 205; 
Murray, II, 242; and Bruce, VI, 28:,. Sanday and Headlam, p. 434, comment: 
"The unity of the Old and New Testaments, the fact that Christ had 
come in accordance with the Scriptures (Rom. 1:1,2), that the nar 
method of sa1vation a1though apart from the law, waa witneaaed to by 
the Law and the Prophets (Rom. 3:21), the constant allusion especia11y 
in chapter■ ix-xi to the O.T. Scriptures--al.l these are summed up 
in the phrase Gt.~ reo1. cp@v 7Teo<f,-n-ec.Kwv." 
90Brown, XXXIX, 448. 
91Supra, p. 38. 
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48:24-25, Isaiah saw the :future and 11dacl.ared ••• hidden thirgs 
before they came to pass. 11 Alli 4 Ezra 14:5 states that God showed 
Moses the secrets of'the times ani the end of the seasons. Actuall.y 
the pseudepigraphical apocalypses had a 11quasi-prophetic function'' 
of preservi~ the mysteries of God tor later generations (En. 104: 
10-12; 4 Ezra 12:)6-37)92--although it should be pointed out that 
t.l).ese mysteries were not to be published open1.y to all (compare 
4 Ezra 14:b,26). Finally, 1 QpHab. 7:1-5 indicates that, while 
not revealirg to Habakkuk the fulflll.ment of the end, God did reveal 
"all the mysteries of the words 01· His servants the Prophets" to 
the Teacher of Righteousness. This seems somarhat similar to Pau11 s 
thought here that God's mysterious, lorg hidden plan is now, in the 
time of fulfillment, at last beirg made kmwn through these very 
prophetic writirgs (compare 1 Peter 1:10-12). 
we have already noted, in our discussion of 
M v o- -c ?'I e { 't! in 1 Cor. 2:7, the Sanitic background for the close 
association of divine mystery and divine wisdom.93 In addition, here 
in Pau11 s concludirg doxology, in which he adores the on1.y God whose 
wisdom guides all history toward Bis redeptive goa1, . are there not 
shades of Daniel's magnif'icent doxology? 
Blessed be the name of God for ever ard ever, to whom belo-rg 
wisdom and might. He charges times and seasons; he ranoves 
kirgs and sets up kirgs; ha gives wisdom to the wise and knowledge 
to those who have understardirg; ha reveals deep and mysterious 
thirgs •••• (Dan. 2:20-22, RSV). 
92Brown, XXXIX, 448. 
93supra, p. 82. 
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_Turni1g to. ~loaaians, we find f'o~ ref'erenoes to mystery, 
two of which occur in 1 :26,27. Hav1.ig stated that he is suf'f'erirg· 
for the church, Paul continues: 
I became its servant by virtue of the task God gave me f'or 
you, the task to bri1g the word of' God to completion, the 
Dl,Yatery hidden f'or ages and generations, but mw disclosed 
to His Saints, to whom God will.ad to make kmwn hm,r rich and 
glorious amoig the Gentiles this mystery is, namely:, Christ 
in you, the hope o:r glory. He it is whcm. we proclaim, &dmordsh-
ing everyone and teachi1g everyone in all wisaom, so that we 
might present every one as a mature parson in Christ (1 :2.5-
28). 
We have already encountered several el.anent& of the ~auline 
I 
>-l u o- "C"' ?7 e c o v that appear here: the role Paul plays as steward 
\ 
'C'71 V 
~ , ) o c. Ko v o "" c. rJ. v in fu1:Cilling his God-gi van 
task o:r proclaim11g the mystery (1 Col. 4:1); the close association 
or the mystery with A;ros ·,::;ov 9-eoO (Rom. 16:25); the con-
. ~ , ) 
trast between the mystery once hidden ( cit -,, o K ~ Ke u MM t v o v , 
but now disclosed (£.</)r)vt!etlJ871) (1 Corl' . 2:7; Rom. 16:25); 
the :f'ree, gracious choice o:f God (~O-/i1?1cr-EY S, 0ctfs-) in 
makiig known the mystery (1 Car. 2:10; Rom. 16:26); the association 
of' the mystery specifically with the Gentiles ( s-v r- o ~ s 
~I ~ I 
e0vc o- c. V ) (Rom. 16:25); the anphaaia of wisdom ( €. V Trd.tr~ 
I 
croq, c..~) in connection with the mystery (1 Car. 2:6,7; Rom. 16: 
27); and the association of' the mystery with the spiritually ma~ure 
I 
( -r £ ti e. c. o_;) (1 Car. 2:6). 
. ' 
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The mystery here, however, is even more apecitically identified 
with Christ .94 The mystery is Xe c.cr"C"J .r ~v ,5,.,-zv9S (Col. 
94F. F. Bruce comn.ents on this tut: "Christ Himself is the 
centre and circumference ot· this mystery; by His death and aicaltati.on 
He has brought it to accomplisbment,.-in measure l'IOW, and in perfection 
hereafter." er. E. K. Simpson al'ld F. F. Bruce, Commentary on the 
istlea to the hesians and the Colossia (Grand Rapids: Wm. 
B. ·Eerdmana Publishiig Company, 1957 , p. 219. · Brown, XXIX, 71, 
suggests that Paul wants the Colosaians who apparently were placirg 
undue importance on the role of argels 11 to realize that in the divi.ne 
m.ystery Christ alone suffices to give than the hope of glory." 
95The precedirg relative os (masculine because its gander 
has p)'en assimilated to the predtgate, )( e c. o- -r: cf J ) , aeana pre:rerabl.e 
to o , a readirg supported by p B A G, the Latin .tradition, and 
Westcott and· Hort, and possibly suggested by the naa.ter gendar . 
or the precedi~ noun. Although, as Blass and Debrunner, p. 7.3, 
point out, "in axpla~tory phrases Koine anploys the nS11ter b' lcrr, v 
••• without re:t"erence to the gender of the word axpl:ained or to that 
of the word which ~lains •••• 11 In either case, we take the 
antecedent or ?J's ( d') to be ,w v rr -r ?: e c. o v , which is the dominant 
idea in the context (er. v. 26; 2:2). er. T. K. Abbott, A Critical 
and Eltegetical Commentary on the Epistles to the Ephesians ard to the 
Colossians, in The International Critical Commentary, edited by s. 
R. Driver, A. Plummer, and C. A. Briggs (~iri:nlrgh: T. and T. Clark, 
1897), pp. 234-235. Cf. also J. B. Lightfoot, Saint Paul's EpiaUes 
to the Colossi.ans and to Philanon (London: Macmlllan and Company• 
1879), p. 169. On the other hand, John Ea.die, A Commentary on the 
Greek Text of the iatle of aul to the Coloaaia:na (~inburgh: T. 
and T. Clark, 1 , pp. 95, holds that the antecedent is the 
complex: 1.dea of the entire claus~-Chriat in Bia graci.ous relation 
to the Gentile world. · 
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1:2?), that is, Christ in you.96 (Genti1es).97 This mystica1 mystery 
is also eschatological; for he who is in Christ (verse 28) has 
a share in the eschatological glory (,,;, :> ' e" .,,., .s 
verse 27; compare 1 Cor. 2:7).98 Hans von Soden remarks: 
I Ala Inhalt des M u tr ~ ?1 e c. o v •• \ erscheint widerum Chriatus 
in eschatologischer Absicht. Er is l" ,l TT; .r -c;.;; s ~ cl j ?? s 
(1:27), und ihn zu erkermen macht den Menschen -c e' A e. c. or , 
so dasz er das Gericht der Parusie nicht zu tiirchten hat (1: 
28; vgl. 1:22).99 
96rt is possible, of course, to take Xe c. rr r 1 .s ~v 6 A,f., v 
as "Christ amorg 3'9)1•" Abbott, p. 2'.35, ho1ds that the parallelism 
:, - '~ e with c. v -c- o c. s ... v c v- c. v favors this interpretation. er. also 
s. Lewis Johnson, Jr., "Studies in the Epiatl.e to the Co1osaians: 
V. The Minister of the Mystery," Bibliotheca Sacra, CllX (1962), 
232. However, the interpretation "in you" is perhaps the more 
probable one. Similar usage is .found elsewhere in Pau1 (er. Rom. 
8:10; 2 Cor. 13:5: Gal. 4:19; Eph. '.3:17). er. Lightfoot, Colossians 
and Philemon, p. 169, E. F. Scott, The Epistl.es of Pau1 to the 
Colossians to Philemon and to the hesiana, in The Moffatt New 
Testament Commentary New York: Harper and Brothers Pub1ishers, 
n.d.) XI, '.32, argues that since Pau1 has already identii"ied the 
word of God as the mystery, he must be speakirg here not merely 
of' the di f fusion of the gospel but of its inner content, and there-
fore the phrase should be understood in its mystical sense. And 
F.adie, p. 95, believes that "the meanirg 1in you• is virtually implied; 
for Christ, as the hope of' glory, was not contemplated merely, but 
possessed. He was not merely before than to be beheld, but in them 
to be .f el t. 11 
97we see no valid reason to distirguish as sharply as Mitton, pp. 
88-89, does between Pau11 s use of l.f u rr -c ?{ e c. o v in Colossians 
and in Ephesians. While it is true that the mystery in Ephesians 
stror:gly stresses the incorporation of the Gentiles into the Body 
of Christ, such a thought is not absent in Colosaians, as is evident 
.from this tax:t under consideration. And. although Co1ossians develops 
at some 1ergth the mystical union or believers with Christ, yet the 
mystery of this urrlon is also contemplated in Ephesians, where the 
taachirg or the TrA.,/ewMi- has a very personal ri.Tg. er. Coppens, 
p. 151. er. a1so Simpson and Bruce, pp. 218-219. 
98cr. L. Cerf'aux, Christ in the Theology of St. Pau1, trans-
lated by Geof'f'rey Webb and Adrian Walker (New York: Herder and Herder, 
1959), p. 405. 
99von Soden, p. 193. 
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The claim that Paul in this tsct is m:1micld.rg the thought o:£ 
the mystery cul.ts is clearly unrarranted. The mystery he proclaims 
is not an esoteric set 01· doctrines reserved for a far initiates. 
Further, it is the ;eerson of' Christ100 announced to every man (note 
the triple 
I :,I 
-rrc1.v r-rJ. «veewrro v in verse 28) in~ wisdom (compare 
Col. 2:3: in Christ are hidden 
, 
Trol V T::G .S 
(" 
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Even Lightfoot•s hypothesis that Pau11 s use 
of /ftf v rr ?;; ~e c. o i, , a "term borrowed from the ancient mysteries," 
involves an "intentional paradax:11102 is highly dubious in view 01· 
numerous verbal and conceptual parallels in pr~Christian Scitic writ,.. 
iigs to the M v (T'"' -r:;- -4 e c. ov 01· Col. 1 :26,27 •103 Some of these 
we have already considered in connection with similar larguage and 
thought in other Pauline mystery passages. 
Among the nar aspects of the IIJiYStery in this passage, as wal.1 
as in the other Colossian mystery tscts, is Pau11 s concentration of 
the mystery in the person of Christ, the Savior of mankind. There 
lOOThe masculine relative pronoun ~v in v. 28 stresses the 
personal character or the llli9'stery. 
101cr. Scott, XI, 32-33. Scott here also argues against the 
view that when Paul uses rl ,I e co .s he is usirg the technical 
mystery term for an initiate. Cf'. also Abbott, p. 236, an:l Coppens, 
pp. 15.5-156. 
l02i,ightfoot, Colossians am Philanon, p. 168. Cf. also Bruce, 
pp. 170-171, who speaks of Pau11 a use or technical tei,ns of his pagan 
opponents in a disinfected sense. For counter-arguments, of. Abbott, 
pp. 233-234. 
l03For a partial listirg of Qumran mystery parallels to the 
Captivity Letters, er. Coppens, p. 1.52. 
10) 
11 no ax:act parallel. to this mystery E£ axcal.lence in J ewiah writ-
i11:s .104 Yet Brown cal.la attention to somethirg a1milar in En. 
48:6; 51:); and 62:7. There 
The 1!3.ect one, the Son of Man, the light of the nations (notice 
that the Gentiles are involved aa with Pau1), vaa chosen and 
hidden in God I s presence before creation (Paul 1 11 JQ"stery of 
Christ was hidden fro111 ages past). But in the day of the judg-
ment, God shall reveal him to the elect (Pau1: "to the saints"). 
• • • Aa a result there ensues the bleaaedneaa of" the just 
(Paul. 1 s hope o.f glory). or course, there 111 no sugg eation t.ha t 
En• s Elect One, often considered a mesaiardc figure, saves 
men through personal aal.vifi.c activity, but the
1
81Jdlarity 
of vocabulary and concept is still intereatirg. '5 
Ard while this JQ"stery of Christ ia for Paul "the hope o'f glory" 
(Col. 1 :27), God's marvelous mysteries in l QS 11:.5-8 are "a spring 
ot· glory" and tnose to whom God graciously reveals liia JQ"steriea 
sha.u. rejoice at t he time of Ria glory (1 QB 12:20-24).106 
A second reference to mystery follows quickly in Col. 2:2, where 
Paul says that he works hard for the Coloasians and other Christians 
104eoncern1rg the Qumran writirgs, Coppens, p. 151, says that 
11nothirg, absolutely nothi11:, at Qumran avokea the mystery of the 
glorious Christ, nor the JQ"Stery of Christ which we have called mysti.cal..11 
lO~ymord E. Brown, 11The Sanitic Background of the New Testament 
Myaterion (IC)," Biblica, XL (January 1959), 7,3. Coppens, p. 151, 
also cites 1 QH 5:25 am 8: 10-11, where the psalmist ia described 
aa the bearer of a IQ'Stery hidden and sealed in his person. 
106 er. also 1 QH 1):1),14: "Am Thou hast (appointed) all these 
thi-rga in the mysteries of Thy wisdom to make known Thy glory (to 
all)." Bornkamm, IV, 822, rightly notes that "}he comirg glorification 
of believers is only intimated in the M v v-T: ?t ~ , o v • The riches 
of glory are already included in~, but they- are still included 
in it, Christ beirg the 1hope1 of glory in whom the treasures of wisdom 
and knowledge are still concealed, Col. 2: ). Bence the revealed 
m.ystery still conceals the final ,conswmaa tion. • • • Io' i oC is 
only in the concealment of ()). L 1/1 £ c S , Col. 1 :24-25; Eph. ):1). 11 
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that their hearts might take courage and be unified in love, 
and come to all the riches ot asaura1'1Ce that underatandirw 
brirws, to the knowledge ot the mystery or God, which ia Christ, 
in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. 
The phrase which we have rendered 11the mystery ot God, which is 
Christ," is problanatic textually and grammatically. Scott is no 
doubt right when he remarks that "there are rew places in the New 
Testament where the manuscripts differ so widely as in these fer,r 
words. 11107 Probably best of the some dozen variant readirws is the 
one adopted by Nesile, -r o fJ e e o C Xe c..cr-ro v i while not havirg 
the stro?gest external support (p46 B Hilary), it is one of' the 
shortest readirgs and. does tend to mcplain the other readings.108 
And Xe ,r-,:;;oJ should be taken in apposition to M v u--r:::.,,, e C: o v ; 109 
this agrees wall w1 th Paul I s expression in 1 :27. The mystery here, 
then, is once more Christ, not 11static,11 but 11the salvific Christ, 
the Redeaner of Jew and Gentile, 11110 as the wider context indicates. 
Coppens f eels that the concise formula here indicates "the historical 
Christ, 11 but the historical Christ as glorified through His resurrection 
and heavenly exaltation. And since all the treasures of' wisdom and 
knowledge are hidden in Him, treasures which Judaism and Paul himself 
107scott, XI, 36. 
lOBFor a helpful discussion of' this, cf. Lightfoot, Colosaians 
and Philanon, pp. 172-173. 
109Less likely are the suggestions that '( ~"rrrov is depel'ldent 
on 8 ~ o v or in appoaition to 8Goci, neither of which axpreaaion 
is found els where in Paul. c:r. Lightfoot, Coloaaians and Philmon, 
p. 173. Also T. Norton Sterrett, "The Mystery of God, Even Christ," 
Bibliotheca Sacra, XCV (19:,8), 161. For a somarhat different via,, 
cf'. Abbott, pp. 239-241. 
11CL -Brown, XL, 72. 
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elsewhere (tor example, Rom. 11 :)J-'.36) attriba.te to God, he concludes 
that "the mystery, then, ie concretely the divine pleroma incarnated 
in Christ. 11111 
Before notirg Semitic antecedents to this Pauline mystery, we 
draw attention to a fundamental diff'erence. Paul here and elsarhere 
.J I 
associates knowledge or the mystery with rJ.yrJ.. 7T'77 , and, in tact, 
gives it primacy. We fail to find this emphasis in the Jewish writirga. 
Yet there are frequent parallels, especially in vocabulary, between 
this 111yatery and Semitic literature. Paul speaks here of knowledge 
or the mystery of God (Col. 2:2); si111ilarly references to knowledge 
or the marvelous mysteries or God occur frequently at Qumran (1 
QH 2:1); 4:27-28; 7:27; 11:9; 12:13). And while Qumran apeaka of 
11\YSteries of divine wisdom (1 QB 12:1'.3; 1'.3:1'.3) and Enoch relates that 
the Elect One shall pour forth all the secrets or wisdom and counsel 
(En. 51:'.3), Paul states that the mystery of Christ contains all the 
treasures 01· wisdom and knowledge. The a,cpreaaion, 9.,,, o-dt/eo ~ -,::;; s 
o- o q /. °' S , occurs in Sir. 1:25 (compare Sir. 20:'.30). But more 
instructive is the parallel to En. 46:'.3. There the Son of Man reveals 
"all the treasures or that which ia hidden." Bogdaaavich, after 
, , 
aurveyirg the idea.a or M v ,-r -n e c. o v , u-c ~ c. <:A , o-v v E er<. s , 
and /; -» frd-v e~ J ~ rr o' t<e:ucf,o I in such paaaagea aa Prov. 2:4-7; 
):14-20; 8:21; Sir. 1:6; 1:25; 20:'.30; Wia. 6:22; an:l Job 28:12-22, co~ -
eludes that "Paul aeema to have au:anarized th• in this one passage 
111eoppena, p. 148. 
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(Col. 2:2-'.3) and applied them to Christ. It seems hard," he adds, 
"to deny the validity of P. Feulll.et• s argument that St. Paul had 
the wisdom literature in mini when he wrote this. 11112 At any rate, 
the strains of both wisdom am apoaal71>tic113 thought would appear 
to make unnecessary a!\Y attanpt to find in this Pauline mystery 
text a borrowi11g from the larguage or the mystery aul.ts. 
In Col. 4:3 there is a final. reference to 
Paul asks the Colossians to: 
pray also for us, that God might give us opportunity to proclaim 
the word, to speak the mystery- of Christ, on account of which 
I am in prison, that I might make it clear, as I ought to. 
Here once again the mystery is closely related to the word ( Ao yo r ). 
The mystery of Christ is the object of the apostolic proclamation 
and that proclamation puts the mystery into effect ( A oJ. ,(.,,: t:rr;A, 
is probably the infinitive of result).114 Although Lightfoot believes 
that the mystery here is specifically 11the doctrine of the free admission 
of the Gentiles, 111 1'5 in view of the two previous mystery passages 
(1:26 ,2?; 2:2), it seems best t.o take I TO 
112M. Bogdasavich, "The Idea of Pleroma in the Epistles to the 
Colossiana am Ephesians," The Downside Reviar, LXXXIII (1965), 122-
123. 
113cerfaux, p. 524, remarks: 11The intl.uenae of the apocalyptic 
current is !'alt in two main spheres, firstly when Paul, at the beginrd.11g 
of h:ls career, visualizes Christ as risen from the dud and comi11g 
again in glory; secondly, when he opposes the sy-noretism of the 
Colosaiana." 
114cr. Brown, XL, '73. Bornkamm, IV, 821, sta tea that 11proclama tion 
does not merely give information about the effected revelation of the 
M t1 o- -r:: 'rl f"C ov of God (or Christ, Col. 2:2; 4:3) but itse:Lf bel.011ga to 
the event of the µ u rr -r: .,f e c. ov and the occurrence of revelation." 
115L1ghtfoot, Colosaiana ani Phil anon, p. 231. Cf. also Eadie, 
p. 2?1. 
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)( e t. tr z:; o v' in the s enae of God 1 111 redemptive plan to 111ave men 
(whether J5 or Gentile) in Chri111t, 116 Since we have alr-.dy discu111111ed 
possible Jewish parallels to these ideas of mystery, we will move 
on to the mystery passages in ~hel!liana. 
The first reference to M1.Hr-r:~ e c..ov in Ephesian111 1 where 
the term occurs six times in all, is in 1:9. Here Paul. blesses the 
God of blessirg who has eternally elected us in Christ an:i has in 
Him redeemed and forgiven us: 
accordirg to the riches of His grace which He has larlshed upon 
us in all wisdom am insight 'hi that He has •de kn,wn to us the 
mystery of His will ( ?::' ~ M t1 r -r 7j e c. ",,. -ro u 0 e ,f.,:"";.. -r;;-o s 
o( b -r;- o O ) , accordirg to His good will ani pl-.aure which 
He planned in Him ( Christ) , to be put into effect in the rul.ness 
of time, namely, to brirg all thirgs together in Christ, the 
thirgs in heaven am the thirgs on -.rth (1: 7-10). 
Once more there are several ideas we have already encountered. As 
the revelation of the mystery is a matter of God's :free, gracious 
choice (1 Cor. 2:7; Rom. 16:25; Col. 1:27), so here the makirg kn,wn 
of the mystery of His will is a manifestation of' the riches of His 
grace (Eph. 1:7). Again wisdom is associated with the reval.ation 
of' the mystery (Eph. 1:8; cf'. 1 Cor. 2:7; Rom. 16:27; Col. 1:28; 
2:J).117 The concept of' 
~ , 
Oc. kOV0A.tc.o( appears again in connection 
with the mystery, although here (~h. 1:10) it has the meanirg of 
11dispemation'1 or 11workirg out," whereas in Col. 1 :25 it referred 
116cf'. Scott, XI, 89. He translates the phrase as 11the mystery 
conaistirg in Christ.•• Cf. also Mitton, p. 89. 
117Robimon, p. JO, co1111nents: ''With st. Paul. wisdom bal.o-r.gs 
espec1ally to the region of the mystery ard its revel.ation.11 
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to the office or task ot a steward. 118 Ard while in Col. 1: 27 the 
mystery was "Christ in you (Gentiles), the hope of glory," here 
in the immediate context of the mystary Pau1 suggests that the ·u1t1mate 
and ot the calliig ot the Gentiles is to praise God1 a glory (1: 14; com-
pare verse 12) • 
What precisely is the Paulina 
, 
~ v,r-r:-necov here? It is 
the "benevolent plan of God centerirg in Christ • • • to be put into 
effect in the fullness or the times, ~ely, to gather up into one 
all thi~s in Christ as the colllllon Head. 11119 Accordirg to Trinidad, 
this "brir:gir:g together all thit:ga in Christ" is well explained in 
the immediate contax.t: 
We received all our spiritual. blessit:gs in Christ (v. 3). We 
were foreordained unto adoption as through Christ ( v. 5) • God 
freely bestowed His grace on us in the Beloved (v. 7). And 
all this took place in conformity with the plan contained 
in the mystery (v. 9). So that I the mystery• has to do with 
our gettirg all our spiritua1 blessirga through Christ and 
in Christ, through our union with Chriat.120 
118For a good summary of the various meaniiga of o l I< o v D ,,,,_ c.' eA. , 
ct. Francia W. Beare, The Epistle to the Epheaial'IS, in The Interpreter• a 
Bible, edited by George A. Buttrick (Nar York: Abi'fWdO~Cokeabury 
Presa, c.1953) X, 619. 
119victor A. Bartlirg, "The Church in God 1 a Eternal. Plan," 
Concordia Theological l'.Dnthly, XXXVI (1965), 202. For a good · discussion 
of the possible meani" or the verb here, ~ v tA K ~ q, ti. A« c. w <ral rr 9o< c 
(apexegetic infinitive), ct. John T. Trinidad, "The Mystery Hidden 
in God, 11 Biblioa, XXXI (1950), 19; G. G. Firdlay, The Epistle to the 
Ephesians, in The Expositor's Bibl.e, edited by W. Robertson Nicoll 
(New York: A. C. Armstrorg and Son, 1903) XL, 47-48; arid Lightfoot, 
Notes on the Epistles or st, Pau1, 321-322. 
120Trinidad, XXXI, 19-20. 
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And yet the mystery affects more than humaidty; f'or the 11all thirgs" 
(1:10) includes al.so those in h•van ( t::".:t eTrl -r::o,s oi ed. vo Zs ) •121 
What this means may be i!dicatad in the wider cont•t. In 1:20.21 
Paul says Christ is iv ro2s e-rrovet1,vc.1oc.s fnr~eJ.vw 
, .... \ > , \ , 
ot e X .,, s 1< ol c. £ § o v rr C.ol s K o1 c. 3 v v o1 ~ e w s \ I<' ,,,c C. 
1<vt.c.or-?'lrt.15• And aocordirg to 6:12. these ~exo1t and £iovo-c.1olc. 
(
2 ... ') , ~ are themselves in heavenly places €'V coc. S' €-rro v e oe v, o c..r,. 
Brown. with some merit, concludes that 
Paul. seems to have in mild the via, that before the comirg of 
Christ. men were subject to the a1gals. good and bad. But 
now all thi1'gs are object to Christ, even the a1'gela. Some 
of' these ar:gel.io powers still strive f'or domination, and struggle 
against the Church (Eph. 6:12); but the f'act that Christ has 
been made head over than f'or the Church (1 :22) guarantees the 
Church's victory. In this interpretation, the mystery of' the 
divine will in Eph. 1:9-10 is a picture of' the final stage of' 
the divine c, ~Ko v o l,(_/11, : the f'ulness or time where men on 
earth and the argels are all 1111bject to Christ. From the eternal 
point or view, this mystery of complete subj action to Christ 
exists al.ready, :for Christ has come and evil is varquishad; 
from the temporal view, Paul and the Christians are locked in 
struggle with the :forces of evil to bri1g about the perfect 
headship of Christ.122 
Brown :further contems that this· cosmic, eschatological interpre-
tation of the Pauline mystery here is not out of harmol\V with his 
concept o:f mystery elsewhere, both in his earlier writ11gs (compare 
121we stro1gly disavow al\V thought of' universal.ism. 




122Brown. XL, ??. Thia doubl.e perspective o:f the mystery, the 
temporal and the eternal, is f"ound al.so in Jewish apocalyptic. Enoch, 
f'or instance, while recognizi1'g tbat the Christian community still 
struggles against the forces of' evil (e.g., En. 56:.5-?), holds that 
the Elect One is superior to the argel.ic hosts and will judge thm 
(En. 61:&10). 
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the eachatologica:L aphasia o:f the mystery in 2 Theas. 2: 7 and 1 Cor. 
15: 51; the hiddenneaa or the m,ystery .from the ralera or this world 
in 1 Cor. 2:8; and the totaiity or the nwstery in 1 Cor. 15:.51, Rom. 
11:26, a:rd Rom. 16:26), a:rd especially in CoJ.osai&l'III. In Col. 1116 
Paul says oi" Christ, whom he quickly identifies as the mystery 
) \ 
G' 1Tt. ;,:s, 'C':,, b e 1J.-cJt. K-~ 
, :,, 
Ko e C. ""t' ,, "C" Gs E. ( "t'"G 
\ , , 
i::..l o( o eo1-ro, 
) ' ::,, 
vi<!'X..tc G. C."t::t' 
:, I 12) c. K "C' c. crt:d,. The Qumran writi~s i:rdicate that a theory or 
angelic domination was current in Jewish circles duri?g the New 
Testament era. Accorditg to 1 QS 3:23, the dominion or the argel. 
or darkness is Eaeercised against the sons of light 11accordirg to the 
mysteries of God until the firal period.n124 (Compare 1 QS 4:18-19). 
In Eph. 1:9 the mystery of God1 a will. is put into effect in the fulneas 
of time. Ard in 1 QM the-final time arrivea when God's mighty inter-
vention bril'f;s destruction to Satan a:rd the sons of darkness and 
wickedness wh0111 he directs in battJ.e (compare 11the ru1er or the power 
or the air, the spirit now at work in the sons or disobedience'' 
in ~h. 2: 2). Whether or not this Qumran concept of argelic domination 
123Ibid., ll, 77-78. On p. 80 Brow1l also notes that these titl.es 
of argel.io forces, such as & eX.c t and l. i o u u-l. o c. , are derived 
from Jarish argel.ology. Scott, XI, 146, contends that the controversial 
motive, 1. e., to mcpose the .f'utility of argel worahip, evident in 
Colossiana, is absent in Ephesians. 
1~or other Qumran re.ferenoes to time as determined by God I s 
mysterious providence, of. 1 QS 4:18-19 and 1 QpHab. '1:13. 
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ia the aame heresy Paul oppoaea in Epheaiana am Coloaaiana is impoaaibl.e 
to determine :for certain. However, · the :faat remains that there are 
affinities o:r t:erminol.ogy and thought.125 
Among other Qumran parallels we 111ight point out 1 QH :r. 3:7 
which speaks of' "the mysteries of' God's good pleasure" (compare "the 
mystery o:r His will.,'' Eph. 1 :9). And while Paul indicates that the 
ultimate purpose of' the revelation of' the mystery 1a :for the praise 
of' God's gl.ory (Eph. 1:12,14), the psalm.st says in 1 QH 13:13-14: 
"And Thou hast (appointed) all these thi1gs in the mysteri.es o:r Thy 
wisdom to make known Thy glory. 11 
It is evident again that there was ample Smitic background 
f'or Paul's use o:r M vtr -r;; ~ e cov and that ''we need mt seek a 
heathen origin i"or his use of' it.n126 
We now turn to the moat utended treatment of the Paul.ine 
, 
AA v a- ·c; .,., e c o ~ , that of Eph. 3, where the term occurs three 
times (verses 3, 4, and 9). Paul, describirg himself as a prisoner 
of' Cbist f'or the Gentiles (compare Col. 1 :24-25; 4:3), tell.a th8111: 
Surely you have heard of' the sta,ardship o:r the grace o:f God 
given to me f'or you, haw the mystery waa made known to me by 
revelation. (I have brief'ly written about this, and by reading 
it you may perceive my insight into the mystery of Christ.) 
In f'ormer times it was mt made knawn to men as now it has 
been revealed. to His holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit, 
namely, that the Gentiles have the same heritage, baloig to 
the same body, and share in the same promise in Christ Jesus 
by means of the goapal of which I' became a servant by virtue 
of the gracious gif't of God given to me by the world.rg o:r His 
power. To ma, the v~y least of all the saints, this grace 
125c:r. Brown, XL, 78-79; also Coppens, p. 150. 
126Robinson, p. 31. On the other ham, for a viar aimil.ar to 
Lightfoot• a "intentional. paradox" contention, er. Francia Foulkes, lh! 
Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians in The Tyndale Nar Testament CoJ1111entarie1, 
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was given to proclaim to the Gentiles the good nwa of' the 
f'athomless riches of' Christ, and to bri1g to light what is the 
workirg out of the mystery which has been hidden f'or ages in 
the God who created all thi1ga, in order that now the multi-
dimensional wisdom of' God might be made known, through the 
church, to the rulers and the powers in the heavenly places, 
accordirg to the eternal purpose which He has realiz~ in Christ 
Jesus, our Lord {Eph. 3:2,.11). 
The content of the M vv-r;->fe c.ov 127 is indicated in v. 6: e1.v.:ic.. 
I J, , \ , I I 
-r:fJ € 6v-n crc.,; ,of'11eovo Jlf~ ktAt. crur:rrrw~,1. l<ott. O-t.1MM e-c-oXd. 
-z:;-;;.r t7Td. rtr € A t d. s b , Xe C.fF"ro/ ~77crov.128 The mystery is that 
the Gentiles are joi~heirs of an inheritarice on which they had m 
claim by birth, joint,.members w1 th the Jara in the Bady ot Christ. 
and joint,.sharers in covenant promise made in Christ, from which 
they had once been excluded (compare 2:12). This aspect of' the Pauline 
mystery, although clearly emphasized more in Ephesians, ia certainly 
not "somethi?g entirely ditterent11 from earlier Pauline usage, as 
Mitton maintair,s129 {compare Rom. 16:26 and Col. 1 :25-27). Also 
this mystery of the inclusion ot ' the Gentiles in God's plan of 
salvation and their incorporation into the church with equal atandirg 
edited by R. V. G. Tasker (Gram Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmana Publiahirg 
Compaey, 1963) X, 51. 
127The axpresaion of v. 4, -c,;> Murrr71~/'i' coiJ Xt'c.rroi1 app•red also in 
Col. 4:3. 
128.Note the aaphatia position of' the,infim.tive, which is ,ap•egetic. 
The paron>maaia (rrt.1l" #<'A-,, e o v cf Nd. , crtJrrrrwM d-. , ,,nwM e r o Xoe ) • 
though hard to reproduce [James Moff'att, The N• Testament (N• York: 
George H. Doran Co., a.1922), p. 292, translates "co-heirs, companions, 
co-partners"], clearly anphaaisea the id• of' ·oommunity of' Gentile and 
Jw in the church. 
129ifitton, p. 89. For the via, that there ia here a distinction, 
mt a contradictian, at. Foulkes, X, 92-93, Coppens, p. 151, and 
Bornkamm, IV, 820, n.145. 
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with the Jews is not divorced from the mystery ot iph. 1:9, that ot 
gatherirg together all thirga in Christ. Bordcamm commenta1 
Thia joinirg of J ewa am Gentiles in one body umer the head 
Christ is a cosmic eachatological. event. There takes place 
in it already the mystery of the comprehendirg ot the whole cr•ted 
world in Christ, in whom the totality receives it■ head am IIWll.lJO 
Several additional terms and thought■ alr•dy fam:lliar from other 
mystery texts reappear. Twice o l Ko 1,, o,.. C: ot is used (tor the 
usage in versa 2, compare Col. 1:25 and tor that in verse 9, compare 
1 Cor. 4:1 and Eph. 1:9). Paul again describes the mystery as 
once hidden (versa 9) (compare 1 Cor. 2:7 and Col. 1:26), but now 
revealed (verses :,, 5) (compare 1 Cor. 2:10; Rom. 16:2,5-26; Col. 
1:26; .Epli. 1:9).131 Thia revelation once more is a gracious girt 
(iph. 2:2,7,8; c0111p&re 1 Cor. 2:7; Rom. 16:25; Col. 1:27; iph. 1:7), 
am it takes place tv 1Tv€if1-tt1oT:"c. (iph. ):5; compare 1 Cor. 2: 
10; 14:2; and iph. 1:13). The Gospel is again closely associated nth 
the mystery (compare Rom. 16:25), in this case, beirg instrumental 
( G c. ~ ·c-o 6' e tJ r1- r r €. ,l /" u ) in brirgirg about the inclusion 
of the Gentiles (Jph. ):6; compare 1:~)). 
Besides the Sani tic parallel.■ to these familiar id•s, paral.1el.s 
we have already cited, we otter the f'ollawirg. In Eph. :,:4 Pau1 
1:,0 · l!!!g. 1 Cf'. also Beltre, X, 668. 
131.srown•s suggestion (of. XL, 75, n.1) that perhaps the O.T. 
prophets cou1d be meant in ·Eph. ):5, that viiv could govern the 
apostJ.es and h, 1T6"€rfllf-ct:e could ref'er to the manner of revelation 
to the O. T. prophets, se-.a forced.. Likewise, !Cathryn Sullivan, 
"The Mystery Rev-.l.ed to Paul--J!ph. J:1-1), 11 The Bible 'l'oday: I (1963) 
249, asks, "Might there not alao be a raf'erance to the Old Testament 
prophets?" and ref'erstD Sir. 48:2.5-27. 
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speaks of his insight ( o-J v e, rr c.s ) into the mystery. The QU111ran 
writirgs also speak of insight into the mysteries (compare 1 QH 
11:9,10; 12:20; lQS 9:18; 11:18).132 In Eph. 3:6 the mystery includes 
the idea that the Gentiles share the same inheritance 
( <rv r- K A,,,, e o v o' ,.., a< ) • In 1 QS 11 :8 God 1 s marvelous mysteries, 
His wisdom, power, and glory, have been given to the Qumran community 
as an inheritance in the lot of the Holy Ones. Furthermore, Paul 
says in Eph. 3 :9 that the mystery has been hidden tor ages in the 
Goa who created all thirgs. The thought that eschatological. mysteries 
are already existent in heaven and need only to be revealed is not 
foreign to apocalyptic writirgs. En. 103:2 relates mysteries to 
heavenly tablets. En. 9:6 speaks of eternal secrets preserved in 
heaven. And in En. 48: 6 the Son of M,a,n is said to bave been chosen 
and hidden before God before the creation of the world.133 A'nd 
finally, the idea that God1 s mysterious plan was formerly unknown 
to argelic powers (Eph. 3:10) is not foreign to the Jewish concept 
of divine mysteries. Accordirg to En. 16:3, not all the 
mysteries had been revealed to the arg els before they fell f'rom 
1'.32rn axplainb:g the construction rrr/1,eo-c. s iv instead 
of a siznP.1e objective genitive, Kuhn cal1s attention to the tact ~t 
in Hebrew the ver'Q,s of revaallrg are usually constructed w1 th ..1 (= £v). 
Cf. Karl Georg Kuhn, "The Epistle to the Ephesians in the Light or 
the Q'Wlll"an T•ts, 11 in Pau1 and gumran, editedqv Jerome Murphy-01 Cormor 
(London: Geottre,y Chapman Ltd., c.1968), p. 118. 
1'.3'.3cf. a1ao En. 62:7. Borricamm, IV, 816, concludes that mysteries 
in apocalyptic "are God 1s couns.ela destined 1'1.nally to be disclosed. 
They are the final. events and sta tea which are already trul.y t11tiatent 
in heaven and may be seen there, and which wil1 in the last days 
anerge from their concealment and become manifest events." 
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heaven. God al.one knows all the eschatological mysteries and reveal.a 
them to few (er. 2 Bar. 48:2,); ,54:1).134 
Iri l!ph. 5:32 we come to a unique usage of the Pauline 
I 
"'' v r ~ ,-, e c. o v • It follows immediately the quotation of' Gen. 
2:24: 
"For this reason a man shall leave his father and mother am 
shall be joined to his wife, anf the two shall become one body." 
This mystery is or great significance, am I for rq part take 
it to refer to Christ and the church. But, in al'\Y case, ao far 
as you are concerned, each one of you must love his wife aa 
himself, and the wife mu.at respect her husband (Eph. 5:31-33). 
What is the Mv<r-c~ec.ov here? While some take it to refer to 
the institution of marriage itself ,135 the context seems to support 
the v191,r that the mystery refers to the Old Testament text.136 Brown 
sums up Paul I s line of thought this way: 
The text of· Gen. that Paul has just quoted fits the argument 
that he is presenti:rg: a man should love his wife as he loves 
his own fiesh--Wby?--because the two are one f'lesh accordi1g 
to the Scriptures. Now he had already introduced. a secon:i 
simile into his argument: a man should love his wife as Christ 
loves the Church--Wby?--because the Church is Christ• s body 
134Brown, XL, 79. Brown beliwes that his ooand.c, esohatological 
interpretation of Ephesians 1 greatly clarifies 1'>h. 3: 10. He comments: 
"The a:rgelic powers see now that their authority is ended and that 
accorditg to God 1 a plan, all thir:gs are subj eat to Christ. The establ.iah-
ment or the Church, which is the workirg out of' the divine mystery, 
ia the targible evidence ot this. 11 Cf'. ~. , XL, 77. 
135cr. Robinson, p. 2)9; B•re, X, 726; Ellicott, p. 139: 
Brook F. Westcott, Saint Paul1s iatle to the heaiana (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmana Publiahir:g Comp&!\Y, 1 • Scott, 242-243, also 
seems to .favor this view. 
13~rricamm, IV, 823, states: ''Since an eachortatory ooncl.uion 
regardirg marital lite is drawn f'l"om the text and its aq,oaition, 
µ. u o- r,: ~ c. o v ref'ers to the text and not to the institution of' 
marriage itael.:r. 11 Cf. also von Soden, XII, 194. 
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just as a man's wife is his nesh. _ With this second simile in 
mind, as Paul quotes Gen., he comments that, besides the obYioua 
meardrg, he sees a deeper, hidden meani~ in the Gen. passage 
which refers to the relation between Christ and the Church. 
However, he does not wish to dwell on this secord simile.._ and 
so he c1oses his aside ard gets back to the main point.1.,7 
We understand the mystery here, then, to be a text or Scripture 
which contains an additional hiddenmeanirg not at first obvious.138 
This use of 'Ill rJ a- "1:' ~ ~ c. o v is um.qua in Paul's writirgs, 139 and, 
in .fact, in the entire Nar Testament.140 I:f it is with the Christological 
and ecc1esiological import of /1,1 t.lfr-r;,le,ov in mind that Pau1 
here cal.ls the hidden referenae to Christ and the church in the Genesis 
passage a mystery,141 then this usage, although still. unique, is 
certainly not unrelated to the Pauline concept el.sarhere. Borrkamm1 a 
caution seems in order: 
One should not overlook the link with the other Mva-r~ etov 
verses in ~h. Eph. 5:32 is valid because the eschatological 
l37Brown, XL, 83. Bl.ass and Debrunner, p. 2::,4, indicate that 
rr A.,: v (Eph. 5:33) serves the function of concludirg the discussion 
and anphasigi~ what is eaaential. 
138Borricamm, IV, 823, puts it this way: "The µ v tr r ~ e co,,. 
is thus the allegorical meanirg of' the O.T., sayirg, its mysteriously 
.,. J , 
conceal.ad prophecy of' the relation o.f Christ to the e 1< l<n-nfT" c. or. • 11 
l39It is precisely because of the uniqueness of' this usage of' 
IA v rr 't:' ,4 e c. o v that m1cott, p. 139, rejects the interpretation 
that the term here refers to the Scriptural text. 
140:&:1w1n Batch, Eas&Yf in Biblical Greek (OXf'ord: Clarendon 
Press, 1&i9), p. ·61, feel.a, on the other hand, that there ia aimilar 
uaage in Rev. 1:20 ard 17:7. However, as Brown notes, XL, 8), n. 3, 
there the mystery has to do with strarge symbolic viaions which have 
no mean:l.rg bayord what they symbolise, while in l!ph. 5:32 it ref'ara 
to a relatively c1ear Scripture paasage irhich has additional m.•rdrg. 
141T&ia seems to me to be a atrorg probability, although the 
posaibility that the term may be used of aey deeper m.aardrg or an 
O.T. paaaage, muat be recognised. er. Brown, XL, 8)-84. 
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mystery of Christ and the Church is mysteriously pre-f'i:gured. 
.> ' ' A , in Gn. 2:21. The interpretation introduced by e~w 8&- €,rf41 
is in express opposition to other interpretations winch al.so 
find a M (/_ ~ T:"?! e c. o v in the teact but differ .from Eph. in 
ax:position.1"'2 
Although we can find no axact parallel. in the Jariah backgroum 
to th1a ·use ot· M v v- -r::-.,: e, c. o v , yet this use of' the term aead1gl,y 
would not have been foreign to the Sanitic viar of' mystery. 'l'be Jars 
believed that deep ard hidden meanirg could be foum in Old Testament 
passages. Philo, for ax:ample, allegorized a good deal in order to 
derive the mysteries hidden in Scripture. And in 1 QpHab. ?:1-5 
the belief is expressed that mysteries underlie the words of' Old 
Testament prophets, the meanirg of which God revu.ls to the Teacher 
of Righteousness.143 
, 
Finally, we turn to one more appearance of M v ~ t: ">P e c a v 
in Ephesians, this one in b:19. Pau urges his fellow Christiana 
to pray 11for me, that I might be given a message when I open my 
mouth, 144 and might freely and boldly make known the mystery of' 
the gospel, for which I am an ambassador in chains •••• 11 (6:19,20). 
Note the close reaanbl.ance to Col. 4:3.14S Here in Eph. 6:19 instead 
142Bornkamm, IV, 82). 
143However, Brown, XI,, 84, calla attention to the fact that "the 
Qumran search f'or such mysteries in a line by 1.ine paler of the 
prophets, adaptirg ffffll:7 line to its own situation, ia not at all 
the same as Paul's ax:egesis. 11 
144Although Abbott, p. 189, insists that lv ~votfer, roil 
er-co',_, d -r:. t5 .! Mew be taken to mean "the openirg of' the mouth by 
God" rather than ''when I open my mouth," ve agree with Westcott, 
p. 98, that in either case the phrase marks some weighty, solemn 
deliverance. 
145supra, p. 106. 
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we have ' ro I M fl fT' 'C"?p ~ C o &, 
~ , 146 147 
€ CJ ii r r ~ rl C 0 C., 1 an aq,ression that occurs onl.y here. 
Actually the two phrases, z:o O Xec.o-"C"oc7 alld -c:-oO l.6d.'1'r€ A lov, 
are somethirg like two sides of the same 11myatery-coin. 11 For it is 
the gospel that proclaims the mystery which is salvation tor all 
in Christ.148 Again, we note how Paul, far from enjoinirg secrecy 
with respect to the mystery, urgently seeks to proclaim it freely 
and boldly--an anphasis much more akin to the Sani tic usage of mystery 
than that of the mystery cults. 
I 
We now turn to two final occurrences of M uv?:"~ec.oa,, in 
Paul• s letters, both in 1 Timothy '.3. In mentionire; qualifications 
or the deacons, Paul says in verse 9 that they should "hold the 
mystery of the faith ( -r J /k fl rr ?:' ~ ~ <.. o v r .;; :s 
, 
TT c.o- r:"EW,S) 
146some a"Q.thori ti es, includi~ p46, omit -r-o {) ~ 6 r1. I' I' € ~ c..' o u 
However, the preponderant evidence seems to favor the text. -co v 
:, ' e vcA ra- €. }. c. o u is probably subjective genitive, 1. e., "the gospel 
which announces the mystery." er. Brown, XL, 82, n. 1, and Ellicott, 
p. 1,58. F. F. Bruce, The :&:>isUe to the Ephesians (Lomon: Pickerirg 
and I~lis LTD, 1961), p. 133, simply. says that 11the m_ystery !!, 
the gospel." At least, in a way the gospel is interchaiweable with 
the mystery. For 11the m_ystery in itself signi.fies the hidden ra ture 
of the divine plan; the gospel is the ax:terl'Jal manifestation of that 
plan to the people aff'ected by it.11 Cf. Brown, XL, 82, n. 2. Cerfaux:, 
p. 403, likewise comments: 11As far as its content is concerned the 
mystery is no dif'terent from the gospel; the gospel. is made kmwn 
( a, v ,.v ~ ( ~ e , v ) as the mystery is made known; we have a share 
in the gospel (l!ph. 3:6) as we have a share in the mystery (Col. 
1 :27). • • • The same Christ or the same salvation through Christ 
is preached--it is the good nars, and at the same time it is the 
m_ystery if' one considers the profound wisdom ot the divine plan 
which is shown to us. 11 
147Yet not a surprisire; aq>ression. Cf. 
\ I :, '1 aJ.l _, \ I< o< -,:;,1 ro , I!. uo1. J-1' ~ n c ov par a.1.s krJ. r;iJ. 
Rom. 16:25 where 
> , 
-" TTOkrJA vtJ,c.v 
M cnr-r: ?/ e C CHI• 
148 Brown, XL, 82. 
• 
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with a clear conscience." A littJ.e later the apostJ.e te1.ls Timothy 
that he was writing this so that he (Timo~) would know how one 
should conduct himself' in God I s household, which is the church 0£ 
the livirg God, the pillar al'ld bulwark of the truth. Then Pau1 adds: 
And without question great is the mystery of our rel.igion ( -z-:, 
.., ::, , , ) . 
"C 77S e v trc'flec,1,.,1 A1rJrrr::"7ec.ov : 
He who was manif ested in the fiesh, 
Was vindicated in the spirit, 
Was seen by argel.s, 
Was proclaimed ampi,g the Gentiles, 
Was believed in throughout the world, 
Was taken up in glory (3:16). 
The conta,ct (1:)-'7; 4:1-10), which indicates that one of Paul's concerns 
is that Timothy and all servants in the church hold to sound teachi:r:g 
in the race or those who teach false doctrines, seems to suggest, 
, 
accordi~ to Brown, 149 that -r::- o ,44 ,nr?:",f, e c.o v 
refers to 11the doctrinal content of faitha150 and 
rr ,_-r::-c w .s 
€ Jo-~ I:?~ c'ols IU t1rrr ~ec.ov151 to 11the object of rel.igioua 
149Ibid., XL, as. 
150J3rown then takes 11faith11 subjec.tively, as does A. R. C. Lea.nay-, 
istles to Timot tus am hilanon (London: Sa( Preas LTD, c. 
1960 , p. 5'7, who says, "The Christian mystery is the ravel.ation of God in 
Christ open only to the eye of faith ••• •" So a1so Charles J. Ellicott, 
A Critical am Grammatical Commentar on the Pastoral iatles (London: , 
Parker, Son, and Bourn, West St.rand, 1 1 , p. , who takes .,,.,frr:E:tv _s 
as a pure possessive genitive. On the other hand, soma maintain that 
rr c! v- r c. s here is objective, i.e., the Christian faith regarded as an 
objective body or teachirg (cf. 4:1,6; 5:8; 6:10). er. John N. D. ICel.ly, 
A Comment.a on the Pastoral. istles (lomon: Adam ard Charles Black, c. 
19 3 , p. 2, and Burton s. :Easton, The Pastoral Epistles (Nar York: 
Charles Scribner• a Sons, 19',l,'7), p. 1)2. 
151waiter Lock, A Critical and Eic5etical Commentary on the Pastoral 
Epistles, in The Inter:natiorial. Critical Commentary, edited by s. R. 
Driver, A. Plummer,and c. A. Briggs (Nar York: Charles Scribner• s Sona, 
1924), p. 44, bel.iavea that th1a111•~aae is perhaps a del.iberate contrast 
to -r:;b M~.,.-r:~ecov -c~s ~vo~/o1,s"(2 Theaa. 217), but there ie :no 




It might be, however, that Paul's use of ,.,..v,rnecoa, 
here in 1 Timothy 3 is completely tol"lll8.1 and that -r~ 
,r,'<rrl'w.J means limply "faith" and -e-6 "C' ;;S' 





The transition from the hidden event to its proclamation in the 
\ . , 
terlll acpl.ains the formal use in I Tim. ):9: "Co ~ ~ ~-r:-77e,c o" 
... , nd ':a 16 1 " :, , I "t"7'1S TrC.fT'"-cCeu.S, a .,: : -z::-o T:"'.J ~Utr~nc,o1s µutr"C"'h("COV. 
In the first case it simply means rn'v-r ,j- and 1.n the second 
€. ~u-1. '3 e lot , but the phrase derives its point from the 
reference to the eschatological manifestation of' Chrish as 
may be seen from the quasi-confessional h1mn in 3:16.1.,., 
Some conclude from this formal use or /14 vu--r: ,/~co v that 
the term here "has lost the characteristically Pauline sense, am 
el ther denotes what transcends ordinary comprehension or has become 
a mere piece or heavy theological jargon. 11154 The context, however, 
clearly negates this assumption. Robinson, tor example, points 
out that ' 'C 0 µ v o--c t e co v -r;;s 7Tc.~-r.rw.s(3:9) cannot refer 
to some deep, secret doctrine that can only be understood by the 
apiri tu.ally el.i te: 
1.52Arnd.t and Gitgrich, p. S:,2, maintain ·that 1 Timothy uses 
M u v-r: 7' e c o v as a formula. 
15:3Borricamm, IV, 822. C1'. also von Soden, XII, pp. 194-195. 
154cf. Ke11y-, p. 82, who notes that 1.t is especially those who 
question the authenticity of the Pastorals who contem that the ueage 
here is out o:r character with the Pauline Jlll'Stery. E. F. Scott, lb.! 
Pastoral Epistles, in e Moffatt Nar Testament Comm.en (Nar York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, n.d. xn, 3 , hol.da that this paatora1 
mystery "becomes almost conventiona1; it is assumed that a1though 
men canmt understand the goapal. they must accept it with impl.icit 
faith as given by God. 11 Likariae, Fred D. Gealy, The First am Secord 
EpiaUes to Timothy and the Epistle to Titus, in The :Interpreter• a 
Bible, edited by George A. Buttrick (Nar York: Abitgdon Presa, 1955), 
XI, 41?, suggests that mystery here "has become merely a technical. 
te:rm, suggeatitg not that the Christian :faith is a revelation to be 
marvel.led at, but that it is a body o:r revealed doctrine to be accepted 
unfeignedly. • • • 11 
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It _is not required of him (a deacon), as ot the bishop, that he 
should be g c C' o1 k -c- c K' tf s • Hence no secret lore can be m•nt.: 
he ia not the depository or a secret tradition, as the words 
might have seaned to imply had they been spoken ot the bishop. 
The phrase in its contmct can onl.y rater to such al.anentary 
and fundamental knQWledge as any servant o:r the Church must 
necessarily have.155 
But it is especially the Christological hymn (3:16),156 which bril-
liantly illuminates the content ot -r;:-c!, -z::-~ 
M C/o--r::: ..,,f ~c. o v , that shows just hQW characteristically Pauline 
this mystery ia.157 The m,ystery is nothing less than-Christ Himself' 
155aobinson, p. 2J9. Robinson al.so rotes tbat the epithet 
"great" which is applied to 11the mystery o:r our ral.igion'' {J:16), 
as in Eph. 5:32, raters to the importance, not to the obscurity 
o:r the mystery. 
156Lock, pp. 44-45, bal.ievas that it is more probable that 
this is a quotation rather than the writer's own words, because o:r 
the introductory bJUoAoJ,ovAtt.'vws {contrast Pph. 5:32) and the 
rhythmical form of the diction, as wall as tor less compellirg reasons. 
The antithetical parallel.ism and the dal.ibarate aaao:nance ot the six 
third _person sirgular passive aorist verbs also sean to indicate this 
ia indeed f'rom an early Christian hymn. The apparently fragmentary 
nature of the quotation--a compla,c relative clause without a principal 
clause--has resulted in attempts to anend the taict ao as to produce 
a smooth-fl.owing sentence. Thus Western witnesses {061 I>"' lat) have 6 
for ~ and thus link the clause with ,.,, v er r ,: e:- c o v. A number 
of later MSS. (A2Ptp,tpl) read I) e cf s , likawiae possibly an attempt 
to rsnove the superficial disjointedness o:r the text, or perhaps 
a natural corruption (8C. contracted in uncial.a) ofOc; On the other 
hand, the text (B'S') has the best MSS. support (J;Jt#rG), and, as the 
hardest reading, is ·to be preterred. 
1.S?eoppens, p. 1.5.5, n. ,58, states: "The mystery ia described 
in 1 Timothy~J:16 in au.ch a way aa to resume the princi.ple aspects 
that the Pauline literature has revealed to ua. 11 
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(compare Col. 1:27i 2:2).158 It is the incarnate Cbriat159 (l-~cw~ew6-., 
~ v u-o ~ K L ) ( compare references to the putt11g into effect or 
God's eternal redemptive plan in Cbria~-Eph. 1: 10i 3:9,11). The 
, , .2. , • 
second strophe, ~G c K CJI CwO-,, E:V 7rV€uMd-1:c, fails to reca11 
any specific aspect of the Pauline mystery el.sarhere, although it cer-
tainly is not contrary to Paul' a view _or Christ (compare Rom. 1 :4) .160 
But that Christ was seen by argel.a ( ~cJ>s.,, ~rrl A oc.s) is not 
too far from Paul' a thought in ~h. 3:10 where the mystery, once 
161 hidden, now has been made kmwn to a1gel.ic powers. Furthennore, 
this mystery of Christ has been proclaimed among the Gent11es ( IK'?letxo,, 
, :>;' 162 c v c 0 v €. rr , v ) , an anphaais that we have observed several 
158cr. llwi•, p. 44. Also Kelly, pp. 89-90. von Soden, XII, 195, 
says: 11Aus ihn ergibt aich Chriatus ala der Inhalt des M "' tr -c:.,.: e, o v.11 
159a. Armin Moallerirg, I Timothy. n Timothy, Titus, in the 
Concordia Commentary. edited by Walter J. Barllirg and Albert E. 
Glock (St. Lauis: Concordia Publishing House, c.1970), p. 80, contema 
that the thane of this hymn is the incarnation. 
16~or various interpretations of the meaning of this phrase, cf. 
Kelly, pp. 90-91 i Moallerirg, pp. '79-80i Lock, pp. 45-46i Gealy, 
XI, 423i C. K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles (oxford: The Claremon 
Preas, 1963), p. 6Si and Cerfaux, pp. 372-373. 
l61cr. supra, p. 114. For other muminatirg parallels, er. Phil. 
2:9-lli Col. 2:15i 1 Peter 3:22i am Heb. 1:6. Cerfaux, pp. 37.3-374, 
cites what he believes is an even closer parallel., which links the mani-
festation to the a1gel.a and the pr•cldrg to the Genti1es, namely, the 
Ascension of· Isaiah 11 :22-26: 11And when he sent his twelve disciples and 
he went up, I beheld. I beheld him, and he was in the vault of h-.ven. 
He had not taken on their form, but all the argel.s of the firmament and 
satan saw him and adored. Al'Kl there was great sadness and they said: Hov 
is• it that the Lord has come down upon us and we have not recognized the 
glory (which clothed him) ••• ?11 er. 1 Oor. 2:~8. 
162 :, I . 
Although ~•(!)v-,, could m•n simply "nations," i.e., mari<ind, we 
pref'er the remerir:g 11Gentilea.11 Perhaps thee is an allusion, to the work 
of Paul (cf. 1 Tim. 2:7, where Paul describes himael.f as a l<'71f vj ••• 
J' c. S .J. er- K "- ).o S t 0 V W V" ) • 
12) 
times (compare ·Rom. 16:2,5-26; Col. 1:27; Eph. ):6-9). And this mystery 
or Christ has been believed in throughout the world ( G ", r r e cJ 9 ,., 
:> , 
£ v k' orrM "t' ) (compare Rom. 16:26, where the mystery is made known 
to all the Gentiles to bri~ them ~ the obedience or faith) •16) Fi:nall.y, 
Christ is taken up in glory ( av € A,.,:,,,, cl O,, ~ v S 6 i -,) in which He 
remains and which He communicates to men (compare J!ph. 1:: 10,12,14; 
Col. 1:27; 1 Cor. 2:7). 
Brcn-rn concludes: "Thus the mystery or religion, as unfolded 
in six parallel statanents, sums up admirably all the aspects of the 
Pauline mysterion al.ready seen in the other epistles.11164 There 
, 
are, at any rate, !!!:!.!ll aspec!ts or the Pauline M v, r-71 e, o v 
captured here in l Tim. ):16. And certainly the eschatol.ogical 
character or this mystery,165 its culmination in the historical 
I 
Christ, its universal rev:eJ.ation, and its relation to the spiritual 
11£e166 all seem clearly more akin to ~e Semitic background of mystery 
than to mystery concepts 01· the mystery religions. 
163It is interesti~ to note that in Col. 1:6,2) it is the 
Gospel that is proclaimed in all the worl.d and bears fruit throughout 
the world. The Gospel and the mystery are closely associated by Paul 
in Rom. 16:25; J!ph. J:6-10; and Eph. 6:19. -
164Brown, XL, 86 • . Brown also suggests that it is the idea oi' 
the church that bri~s on Pau.11 s excl&111&tion 01' the greatness or the 
mystery (3:16) and that this very church "in Pauline thought is the 
ta~ible evidence or the realization or the mystery: the union of 
Jews and Gentiles in Christ's body." er. Eph. ):6,10. 
16.5von Soden, XII, 195, not only points to the hymn in ):.16 but 
c, , 4 also to the vu-T:: c e o ,. I<,;< , e o ,. or : 1. 
"' 166Note th&t in 1 Tim. ):9 the mystery of faith is to be kept 
£ v K d. G""' ~ ~ crv v e c. G ~o-e, (cf. 1:5,19). Ard in ):16 ;, , 
€ v v- e 13 e , oe. , in view or the immediate context, as well as its 
use in 2:2 and 4:7,8 (cf. 2 Tim. 3 :12), seems to stress the aspect 
of p~ety or godliness. er. Lock, p. 44. Also Alfred Plummer, The 
124 
In addition, the vocabul.ary or 1 Tim. J:9,16 111ay f'ind s0111e 
parall el.a in Semitic literature. For example, Paul• s m:cla.mation 
01· the greatness of" the mystery {3:16) recalls 11the marvell.ous mysteries 
01· God, 11 a phrase 1·requently found in the Qumran writi~s. And 
Sir. 43:32 speaks of 11many mysteries greater than these.11 Fim.lly, 
Brown ca.Lls attention to a possib1e parallel. to 11 the mystery or 
f'aith11 (3:9) and 11the mystery 01· raligion11 (3:16) in En. ,58:S where 
11the heritage of' f'aith11 is in apposition to 11the secrets or right--
eousness.1116? 
Pastoral. Epistles (New York: A. C. Armatro~ am Son, 1900), p. 
133; Moellerirg, p. ?9; and Scott, XIl, 40. 
16?Brown, XL, 86. 
CHAPTml V 
SUMMARY OF THE ORIGIN OF THE PAtlLINE MYSTERION 
We are now ready to summarize the findi?gs of our study in the 
I origin of the Pauline use of M v tr~ ?? e c. o v • In comideri-rg the 
contention that the source or Paul's use or 
is Hellenistic, borr°'"red probably from the mystery cults, we discovered 
that there are definitive differences be'breen mystery cult concepts 
and the Christian myatery1 and that the linguistic evidence, far 
f rom supporti~ a free-wheeli~ borrowi~ of terminology from the 
mystery religions, points toward an almost deliberate avoidance of 
such terms.2 Furthermore, we noted that Paul' a own thoroughly Jewish 
traini~ and orientation makes it highly improbable that he got hi.a 
mystery vocabulary or thought from Hellenistic sources.) 
I Haxt we investigated the Semitic background of M vv--r:-,,,ec.o v 
and :found that the concept of M v tr -r,f e c. o v was quite popular 
in Jarish writi1gs (:the LXX, espeoially Daniel 2;4 the Pseu.dapigrapha;5 
1supra, pp. 21-26. 
2supra, pp. 26-21. 
) , / 
SU.pra, pp. 18-19. G. Bornkamm, "Mvr-r:,-,'° c. o V, Mll(.W,11 
in Theol ical Dictionar of the N8N' Testament, translated and edited 
by Geoff'rey W. Bromiley Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmam Publishing 
Company, c.1967), IV, 824, concludes that the N. T. ""vrr-r.,,,:e c ov 
"betrays no relation to the mystery cults. • • • In spite of certain 
analogies, there are thus serious obj ectiom against bringing Jesus 
or Paul under the category of' the myatagogue. 11 
4supra, pp. 37-47. 
5supra, pp. 48-55. 
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and the Qumran literature6) and had a considerable variety of mea?d.~. 
Certainly there seems to be sufficient raw materia1 here, partiaul.arl.y 
in the later Jewish apocalyptic, from which Paul could have derived 
his various usages of ~, v o--c ,,,' t:' c. o v. 
Then we focused attention on the extra-Pauline occurrences of 
M u <r ""C" ,.: e c. o v in the New Testament ( the Synoptics and the 
Apoca1ypse). 7 There we saw that there are numerous thought ard la~age 
parallels in Semitic writirgs to these New Testament JQ"Stery texts. 
Finally, in an ax:amination or the twenty-one occurrences of 
, 
1,,1 v u- -r- ?? e c. o v in Paul• s own writi~s we discovered that his 
varied use of the tel'lll likewise finds frequent parallel,, both verbal 
and conceptual, to the term in San.itic writirgs.8 
We agree with Brown, then, when he concludes: 
we believe it no exaggeration to say that, cor,sideri~ the 
variety and currency of the concept of divine mysteries in 
Jewish thought, Paul and the N.T. writers could have written 
everythi!1l they did about m,.ysterion if there had never been 
pagan mystery religions. 11!(vsteryt• was a part of the native 
theologica1 equipment of the Jews who came to Christ. 9 
Without claimi~ to have .found the exact source of any specific 
usage o.f M Vd'" -r:,: e c ov in Paul's writirgs, we do believe that 
the origin of the Pauline M v ,,- -r ~ e c o v most probably is to 
be :round in Sanitic thought, especially Daniel and other apocal.yptic 
6Supra, PP• 48-SS. 
?Supra, pp. 67-74. 
8supra, pp. 7.S-124. 
9aaymond E. Brown, "The Sanitic Background o.r the New Testament 
Mysterion (II) , 11 Biblica, XL (January 19S9) , 87. 
12? 
literature, as we11 as the Qumran writ11gs. At the same time we are 
not unaware that God's own creative, inapiri?g Spirit accounts tor 
the full significance this concept has in Paul's writ11gs.10 
llcr. James s. Sta,art, A Man In Christ (New York: Harper and 
Brothers Publishers, n.d.) p. 75, who suggests that viewi1g Paul. as 
a mere borrower from his e:nvi.roment fails to give the Holy Spirit, 
who is always a creative Spirit, His due. Similarly, Joachim Jeremias, 
"The Key to Pauline Theology," The Expository Times, LXXVI (Oct. 1964-
Sept . 1965), 27-30, contends that the key to Pauline theology is 
not 1'arsus (Hellenistic influence) nor Jerusalan (Jewish infiuence) 
but Damascus (his conversion uperience). 
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